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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. General Preliminary Discussion 
Corresponding to any comparative experiment is a 
population of available experimental units, a subset of 
which is to be used in the experiment. Consider any experi­
mental. unit in the population. If a treatment were applied 
to the unit, a certain response would be obtained. If a 
different treatment were applied, another response would be 
obtained. Consider the set of responses obtained by the 
application of all the treatments to the given unit. A 
similar set of responses can be defined for each available 
unit. Thus, given the population of available experimental 
units we can envisage a conceptual population of responses 
resulting from the imposition of all treatments to all 
experimental units. 
The experiment consists of drawing a random sample of 
experimental units and then applying, to each sampled unit, 
a random choice of treatments. The result is a random 
sample of responses from the conceptual population of 
responses. The sampling of experimental units depends on 
the structure of the population of units with regard to the 
relationships among the entities thought possibly to 
influence the units. Also, the random application of • 
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treatments to units depends on the experimental design. 
Thus, the term "random sample" is used in a general way 
which takes into account the various restrictions due to 
structure and design. 
If the experiment is to be analyzed without making 
arbitrary assumptions concerning the nature of the responses, 
the analysis can be based on a derived linear model which 
exhibits a one-to-one correspondence between the mathemati­
cal representation and the actual procedure followed in 
conducting the experiment. This analysis allows us to 
introduce simplifying assumptions only as they are needed 
and to examine consequences of such assumptions. An inte­
gral part of any analysis is the determination and inter­
pretation of expectations of certain quadratic forms in the 
observations. Obtaining these expectations by straight­
forward methods can lead to some considerably lung and 
tedious algebra and hence is not practical. Much work has 
previously been done on deriving simple and meaningful 
methods for obtaining expectations of mean squares, partic­
ularly those associated with the usual analysis of variance 
terms. General results for deriving these expected mean 
squares were obtained for experiments in which all factors 
are random. The fixed and mixed model situations were 
considered as special cases of the random model, and 
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expectations were derived from the random model results. It 
was found that quantities called cap sigmas greatly simpli­
fied and unified the form of the expectations. 
In many cases the experimenter may also be interested 
in single degree of freedom contrasts. For example, the 
mean square for treatments may be of less interest than the 
mean square for the contrast of treatment 1 versus treat­
ment 2. The cap sigmas are too general to be useful in 
evaluating the expected mean squares of such contrasts. 
Also, in some cases the expected mean squares in the sample 
analysis of variance for a mixed or fixed model situation 
cannot be derived from the random model results. In Chapter 
II specialized forms of the cap sigmas, called conditional 
cap sigmas, are defined. They are shown to appear as 
canonical parameters in the expected values of quadratic 
forms relating to single degree of freedom contrasts and 
mean squares in mixed model analyses of variance. Conditions 
under which mixed and random model expected mean squares are 
equivalent are also derived. Some discussion of the 
properties and interpretation of conditional cap sigmas is 
presented. 
Factorial experiments are concerned with exploring the 
effect of a number of treatment factors on a response 
variable. The number of treatment combinations may be 
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fairly large and it may be necessary to confound certain 
treatment effects with blocks or to use fractional replica­
tion. In symmetrical p'^ factorials the s-factor inter­
actions are commonly partitioned into (p - l)^/(p - 1) 
effects each with (p - 1) degrees of freedom. These 
partitions are then used to obtain suitable confounding 
schemes and fractional replication designs. In Chapter III 
additional cap sigmas are defined which allow simple expres­
sions for expectations of quadratic forms associated with 
the (p - 1) degree of freedom partitions. 
The traditional approach to fractional replication has 
been to consider a specific subset of treatment combinations 
and to assume that all effects aliased with parameters of 
Interest are neglible. Increased consideration has been 
given recently with regard to the choice of acceptable 
subsets of tx-eabiiient combinations. Random fractional 
replication' is considered in Chapter III. None of the 
confounded effects is assumed negligible and initially no 
additivity assumption is used. Confounding is also con­
sidered from a finite randomization viewpoint. Applications 
of the cap sigmas to factorials, confounding, and fractional 
replication are examined. 
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B. Review of Literature 
While the concept and use of experimental randomization 
introduced by Fisher (1926) have been universally accepted 
by experimenters, the analysis of randomized experiments 
has generally been based on an assumed linear model all of 
whose random components are normally and Independently 
distributed. In order to investigate the relationship of 
randomization to the assumptions and analysis of randomized 
experiments, a finite population approach was developed. 
Very extensive reviews of these investigations have been 
given in doctoral theses by Wilk (1955), Zyskind (1958), 
and Throckmorton (I96I). For this reason only a brief 
review of some of the more significant contributions is 
presented. 
Neyman et al. (1935) made explicit the notion of an 
underlying conceptual population of responses and examined 
some of the consequences of randomization with regard to 
tests of significance. Pitman (1937) and Welch (1937) 
investigated the validity (under randomization tests) of 
using the usual F-test for testing the hypothesis of no 
treatment effect in the analysis of variance of randomized 
blocks and Latin squares. 
Kempthorne (1952, 1955) introduced design random 
variables and gave a general procedure by which linear 
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models could be derived for randomized experiments. His 
investigations included many of the standard designs; but, 
with the exception of the randomized block design these 
were studied only for the situation with a fixed set of 
treatments and experimental units and under the explicitly 
stated assumption of additivity. 
Wilk (1955) combined the selection random variables 
introduced by Cornfield (1944) and the design random 
variables introduced by Kempthorne (1952) to make a study 
of the standard designs under more general conditions. He 
derived variances of treatment contrasts and expected mean 
squares without the additivity assumptions, and the usual 
fixed, mixed, and random situations fell out as special 
cases. He also found that the introduction of certain quan­
tities called cap sigmas, greatly simplified the form of 
the expectations of mean squares in the analysis of variance 
of samples from finite populations. Much of this material 
was given by Wilk and Kempthorne (1955j 1956a, 1956b, 1957). 
Cox (1956) examined some of the consequences of random­
ization in the usual analysis of covarlance procedures. He 
showed that for simple statistical designs in which a covar­
lance adjustment is made for concomitant variation, an 
unbiased between-treatment mean square can be produced by 
a weighted randomization scheme. 
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Cox (1958) presented a method of directly Interpreting 
the cap sigmas as components of effective variation between 
populations. He suggested that, in situations where we are 
primarily concerned with average treatment effects, the 
interpretation put on the cap sigmas may be of sufficient 
Interest to make the hypothesis = 0 of greater impor-
2 tance than the hypothesis 0^ = 0. 
Zyskind (1958) made a detailed examination of the 
structure of populations and samples, and presented simple 
general definitions of the cap sigmas. He developed a basic 
theory of population models and gave rules for obtaining the 
expectation of the square of a partial sample mean and of 
sample mean squares in a fairly general class of situations. 
These results were also used to investigate the effect of 
treatment errors in comparative experiments. Some of this 
material was presented by Zyskind and Kempthorne (1960) and 
Zyskind (1962). Some expository discussion of treatment 
errors was given by Addelman (1970). 
Mitra (1959) considered the missing plot procedures for 
the randomized block and Latin square designs from the 
randomization viewpoint. He evaluated the expected values, 
under the null hypothesis, of the treatment and error mean 
squares for the situation in which a particular experimental 
unit is missing in every conceptual experiment. 
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Later Folks and West (196I) evaluated expected mean squares, 
estimates of treatment effects, variances, and estimates of 
treatment effect variances for the randomized block design 
when a particular block-plot combination is missing from 
the conceptual population of yields, when a block-treatment 
combination is missing, and when a restricted set of 
randomizations is considered. 
Throckmorton (196I) continued the examination of struc­
tures and utilized Basse diagrams to obtain a unique simple 
method of describing the .structure of responses in balanced 
complete populations. A simple rule was obtained for 
deriving the expected mean squares in balanced complete 
experiments. He also examined an incomplete structure, the 
Latin cube, and obtained simple results in a restricted 
class called symmetric Latin cubes. 
Rao (1959) obtained expected mean squares for the 
standard case of the Incomplete block, design in which none 
of the entities is sampled. Zyskind (I96O, 1963) examined 
some of the consequences of randomization in a generalization 
of the balanced incomplete block design. 
White (1963) provided a more formal approach to the 
study of response structures and defined the concepts intro­
duced by Wilk, Zyskind and Throckmorton in terms of sets if 
responses and partitions of the population or sample. He 
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Introduced the notion of a sample plan or configuration and 
a formal sampling procedure called symmetric uniform proba­
bility sampling which is equivalent to the sampling and 
randomization procedures used in many comparative experi­
ments. Using this development he obtained a general result 
on the expectation of a product of two sample observations 
as a simple linear function of cap sigmas in the class of 
experiments which have a balanced complete inference struc­
ture and in which the prescribed sampling procedure is used. 
An earlier expression of this result was given by Zyskind 
(i960, 1963) in the special case of the generalized balanced 
incomplete block design. For the subclass of experiments 
wh:.ch in addition have a balanced observation structure, 
White proved that Zyskind's (1958) "standard cap sigma 
expansion" for the expectation of the square of a partial 
sample mean applies. He also defined conditional cap sigmas 
in a restricted class of experiments and presented an intro­
ductory section on finding conditional expectations. White's 
approach differs from that of previous writers in that all 
his results were obtained without direct use of sampling and 
design random variables. By avoiding the use of such 
variables and relying instead on a general view of sample 
configurations, the prescribed sampling procedure and the 
formal set theoretic approach, the complex Index algebra of 
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previous workers was obviated. However, random indicator 
variables are necessary for the expression of derived linear 
models for individual observations. Some of this material 
was presented by White (1970). 
Nelder (1965) also presented an approach to the analysis 
of finite randomized experiments. He justified certain 
linear randomization models, obtained expectations of mean 
squares and relevant sets of normal-type equations in a class 
of experiments which he termed to have a simple block struc­
ture. However, additivity of treatments with experimental 
material was assumed and sampling of treatment factors was 
not considered. 
Mexas (1970) studied lattice properties of experimental 
structures and developed a technique useful in enumerating 
the structures that are possible with N factors. Based 
on the theoretical development of Kempthorne, Wilk, Zyskind, 
Throckmorton and White, he suggested practical high speed 
methods for the computation of the essential elements in the 
analysis of data arising from balanced complete inference 
structures. An extensive review of literature relating to 
the computational aspects of linear classification models 
was also given in his thesis. 
Direct connections between derived randomization models, 
under certain simplifying restrictions, and general linear 
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model formulations have been investigated in recent years by 
Zysklnd (I969, 197^). A recent discussion of general 
logical Issues involved in inference from experiment random­
ization was given by Kempthorne (1974). 
Now consider the work on factorial experiments. The 
factorial experiment in which each of the possible combina­
tions of levels of several factors is allocated to one or 
more experimental units is an experimental technique that 
was propounded by Fisher (1935). Much of the early work on 
factorials was presented by Yates (1937). He gave a 
comprehensive survey of some of the simpler factorial designs 
explaining in detail the principles of confounding, the 
different types of confounding and the appropriate methods 
of analysis. This work deals largely with factorials in 
which factors have 2 or 3 levels. 
Bose and Kishen (1940) considered a general theory of 
symmetrical factorial experiments. With the help of Galois 
fields and the associated finite hyperdimensional projective 
geometries, the principle of generalized interaction was 
demonstrated. This principle was utilized in obtaining a 
general method of confounding. Fisher (1942, 1945) demon­
strated a system of confounding which uses a correspondence 
between the factorial factors and subgroups of an Abellan 
group. This was used to obtain plans in which no main 
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effect or two-factor interaction Is confounded with blocks. 
Rao (19^6, 19^7) generalized these results by defining 
orthogonal arrays of strength d. These were shown to lead 
to confounded designs for the maximum possible number of 
factors preserving all main effects and interactions of order 
(d - 1) or less. 
Bose (1947) used the concept of general factors to 
illustrate the principle of generalized interaction. He 
formulated methods of attacking the problems of balancing 
and partial confounding. He also generalized certain results 
of Fisher (1942, 19^5) concerning the maximum number of 
factors which can be accommodated in a symmetrical factorial 
experiment subject to the condition that no main effect or 
two-factor interaction is confounded. 
Finney (19^5) formally introduced the device of frac­
tional replication for reducing the number of treatment 
combinations used In a factorial experiment. Using elemen­
tary concepts in the theory of finite Abelian groups, he 
discussed the principles of fractional replication in 2^ 
and 3^ factorials. 
Plackett and Burman (1946) obtained fractional designs 
which permit estimation without correlation of all main 
effects of a factorial arrangement when interactions are 
negligible. These plans are called orthogonal main effect 
plans. 
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Kempthorne (19^7, 1952) made a simplification and 
systemization o'f the technique of representing effects and 
interactions, confounding, and analysis of the general 
factorial experiment. He indicated the formal equivalence 
between fractional replication and confounding, and discussed 
implications of this equivalence. 
Rao (1950) showed that orthogonal arrays of strength 
d + 1 provide fractional replicates in which main effects 
and first order interactions are unaffected by the presence 
of Interactions less than the order d - 1. Bose and Bush 
(1952) Improved the known upper bounds for the maximum 
possible number of factors that can be accommodated in orthog­
onal arrays of strength 2 and 3 and gave certain methods 
for constructing these arrays. Dykstra (1959) discussed 
partial duplication in fractional factorials. The duplicate 
runs provide an unbiased estimate of error and reduce the 
variance of estimated effects. 
Box and Hunter (I96I a, b) constructed designs of 
Resolution III, IV, V in the 2^ factorial. In general, 
a Resolution R plan is one for which the smallest inter­
action in the defining relation is an R-factor interaction. 
In order to reduce the number of trials, Addelman (I96I) 
developed fractional replicate plans which consist of 
irregular fractions of factorials. Several procedures were 
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discussed for constructing and analyzing these non-orthogonal 
fractional replicate plans. 
Most of the techniques for constructing fractional 
replicate plans that were known at the time were reviewed by 
Addelman (1963). Since then a great variety of fractional 
plans have been developed. A review of the recent literature 
was given by Addelman (1972). 
Satterthwaite (1959) was the first to consider the idea 
of examining factorial experiments using random sampling on 
the choice of treatment combinations, usually with some 
restrictions on the random choice. Dempster (I96O, 196I) 
presented a theoretical framework for random allocation 
designs and basic statistical models. He examined methods 
of estimating linear combinations of all factors and tests 
of hypotheses, discussing the optimum properties of each in 
random allocation designs. 
Ehrenfeld and Zacks (196I) presented two randomization 
procedures for fractional replication in p^ factorials 
where the parameters of interest form a group. Properties 
of parameter estimates and tests of hypotheses were con­
sidered for these procedures. Unbiased estimation for these 
procedures was discussed from a decision theoretic framework 
by Zacks (1963) for 2" factorials. He defined a class of 
estimators, referred to as conditional least squares 
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estimators, and showed that this class is complete in the 
sense that the difference between the variance-covariance 
matrices of any unbiased estimator and of some conditional 
least squares estimator is positive definite. This work 
was further extended by Ehrenfeld and Zacks (1963) where 
various sampling plans were compared using a mean squared 
error loss function. Zacks (1964) considered estimation of 
the entire vector of effects and interactions in a 2^ 
factorial on the basis of a fractional replicate obtained by 
the first randomization procedure given by Ehrenfeld and 
Zacks (1961). A class of estimators, referred to as gener­
alized least squares estimators, was defined and properties 
of these estimators were discussed. The problem of which 
sampling plan to use was discussed in a general decision 
framework. Lentner (I969) extended these considerations 
to p" factorials in which a subset of p'^ preassigned 
parameters is of interest. Ehrenfeld and Zacks (1967) showed 
that, for their first randomization procedure, the F 
statistics used in hypothesis testing are approximated by 
the distributions of central F statistics with approxi­
mately the required level of significance, provided certain 
conditions on the nuisance parameters are satisfied. 
Usually, however, parameters of interest do not form 
a group. Shah and Kempthorne (1962) discussed random 
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fractional replication in p factorials where the primary 
interest is in main effects. Paik and Federer (1970) gave 
a method similar to that of Ehrenfeld and Zacks (I96I) for 
saturated main effect fractional replicates of p'^ facto­
rials. An unbiased estimator of the main effect parameter 
vector was presented but expressions for expected mean 
squares and variances were not derived. Paik and Federer 
(1972) obtained variances of the estimator for saturated 
fractional replicates of 2^ factorials and studied some 
invariance properties of the information matrices and 
variances. 
Jordan and Kempthorne (1972 a, b) considered random 
fractional replication from a different viewpoint. Random 
fractional replicates were used to fit a model and then the 
fitted model was used to estimate the true yield associated 
with each factorial combination. As a measure of the good­
ness of the procedure, an average mean square error criterion 
was evaluated. 
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II. CONDITIONAL CAP SIGMAS AND 
RELATED RESULTS 
A. Basic Definitions 
As described in the introduction, a randomized compar­
ative experiment can be thought of as a set of operations 
which eventually leads to a random sample, in a restricted 
sense, from the conceptual population of possible responses. 
Since the common purpose in taking a sample is to make 
inferences about the population from which the sample is 
drawn, and because the structure of the population and the 
method of sampling are related to these inferences, the 
structure of the conceptual population will be called the 
inference structure. The structure of the sample will be 
called the observation structure. This study is confined 
to experiments in which the inference structure is balanced 
and complete. The definitions of these terms and other 
basic concepts are presented in this section. Most of 
these have been given previously by White (1963, 1970), 
Throckmorton (I96I), Kempthorne et al. (I96I), and Zysklnd 
(1958, 1962). They are included here for purposes of ready 
reference and in order to keep the thesis as self-contained 
as possible. 
Definition 2.1; In any population of responses, 
the responses will be envisaged to depend entirely on a 
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finite number of variables called factors. Settings of a 
factor, possibly Influencing responses in the population, 
are called levels of the factor. 
Thus each response is associated with a level of each 
of the factors. Factors are represented by capital letters 
and levels of a factor are represented by corresponding 
lower case letters. For example, if B is a factor, then 
b is a generic level of B. Each factor induces a parti­
tion of the population of responses. A response lies in 
the b-th partition induced by factor B if the response 
is associated with level b of B, In the remainder of 
the chapter, every factor will be considered as a partition 
of the population of responses into disjoint non-empty 
subsets, which will be regarded as levels of the factor. 
Capital letters are also used to denote sets of 
factors. A set of factors G = {A, B^ 0, ...} will also 
be written as G=A+B+C+...,or for brevity, as 
G = ABC... . 
Definition 2.2; Let G be any set of factors of a 
response population. Take one level from every factor in 
G and consider the set of responses formed by the inter­
section of these levels. The intersection is called a 
combination of G. 
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Combinations of a set of factors G are also denoted 
by the corresponding lower case letter g. The usual 
algebraic symbols will be used for relationships among sets. 
Thus, if G and H are two sets of factors and g and 
h are combinations of G and H respectively, the 
expression H c G will mean that every factor in H is 
also a factor in G. However, since combinations are 
defined as sets of responses, g c h will mean that every 
response in combination g is also a response in combina­
tion h. Similarly, G H H will be the set of factors 
common to both G and H, while g A h will be the set of 
responses common to both g and h. Also, G U H (or 
G + H, or GH) will be the set of factors belonging to G 
or H or both, while g U h will be the set of responses 
belonging to g or h or both. The symbol ip will 
always denote the null or empty set and the statement 
(j) c G is vacuously true for all sets G. The letter X 
will always denote the set of all factors of a response 
population. 
Definition 2.3: If B and C are two factors of 
a response population such that for every level c of C 
Ghere exists a level b of B such that c c b, then B 
is said to nest C, or equivalently C is said to be nested 
in B. 
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Definition 2.4: Factor C Is said to be directly 
nested In factor B If B nests C and there exists no 
factor D such that B nests D and D nests C. 
Definition 2.5: Factor C Is said to be multiply 
nested In a set of factors G If and only If for every 
level c of C there exists a combination g of G such 
that c c g. 
Definition 2.6: A combination which contains at 
least one response Is said to occur. 
Definition 2.7: If every occurring combination of 
X (the set of all factors of a response population) contains 
exactly one response, then the population is said to form a 
response structure. 
Thus, in a response structure, it may be that a given 
combination x of X does not occur, but every x which 
does occur, uniquely defines a response. 
Definition 2.8: Let G be any set of factors in a 
response structure. If all occurring combinations of G 
contain the same number of responses, then G is called a 
balanced set of factors. 
Definition 2.9: If every subset of X is balanced, 
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then the structure is said to be a balanced response struc­
ture . 
Definition 2.10; Combinations that are not pre­
cluded from occurring because of the nesting relations of a 
response structure are called possible combinations. 
The class of possible combinations of a given set of 
factors, say G, may be characterized in the following 
manner. Let be the set of all factors each of which 
nests one or more factors of G other than itself. 
a. If Vg = (}), every combination of G is possible. 
b. If Vg r then g is a possible combination of 
G if and only if there exists an occurring combina­
tion V of VQ such that every factor level 
forming g contains responses in common with v. 
Note that if g is not possible then g cannot occur; an 
occurring combination must necessarily be possible; a 
possible combination does not necessarily have to occur. 
Definition 2.11: Two factors not related by nesting 
are said to be crossed. 
Definition 2.12: Two crossed factors, say A and 
B, are completely crossed if every possible combination of 
the set AB occurs. Factors A, B, C, ..., such that no two 
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are related by nesting, are completely crossed if every 
possible combination of the set ABC... occurs. 
Definition 2.13: If for every set of factors G in 
the response structure, all possible combinations of G 
occur, then the structure is called complete. 
The inference structures with which sample survey 
methodology is concerned are seldom balanced and complete 
and, hence, usually are not of the form considered in this 
thesis. However, in randomized comparative experiments, 
the inference structures are conceptual populations which 
owe their existence to the conducting of the experiment. 
Thus the inference structure is largely under the control of 
the experimenter, and most comparative experiments are 
conducted in such a way that their inference structures are 
balanced and complete. 
The definitions considered so far can also be applied 
to the set of responses in the observation structure. Since 
the responses in the observation structure are sampled from 
the inference structure, certain relations exist between 
the two structures. Any two factors related by nesting in 
the Inference structure must necessarily be related by 
nesting in the "observation structure. Also, since the 
observed responses can be classified in the same way as the 
conceptual responses, the set of all factors in the obser­
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vation structure is the same as the set of all factors in 
the inference structure. However, because the sample is a 
subset of the population, certain combinations may occur in 
the inference structure which do not occur in the sample. 
The term obserVationally occurring is used to describe' a 
combination which occurs in both structures. The sampling 
procedure can also induce additional nesting relations, or 
induce additional factors by a process of grouping of levels 
of a factor,, or it can apparently lose factors by a process 
of confounding. If the induced nesting relations are taken 
into account, certain combinations which are possible in the 
inference structure are not possible in the observation 
structure. For example, consider an inference structure 
consisting of two factors not in a nesting relation, say 
rows and columns, which classify the population of responses 
into a two-way array. If the sample is such that no two 
sampled responses are in the same column, then rows nest 
columns in the observation structure. Thus certain com­
binations of rows and columns would no longer be possible. 
Initially no assumptions will be made concerning the obser­
vation structure. 
The following definition describes a simple method of 
uniquely representing any balanced complete response struc­
ture . 
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Definition 2.14: A structure diagram Is a graph of 
a response structure drawn by representing each factor of 
the structure by a small circle, placing the circle for 
factor B above that for factor C and connecting It by a 
line If B directly nests C. Then D nests E If and 
only If there is a descending broken line from D to E. 
Throckmorton (I96I) added another circle corresponding 
to the symbol y to the above definition of a structure 
diagram. He considered p as a factor whose only level 
consists of all responses in the population. Thus every 
factor is nested in u and all upward line paths converge 
to the circle representing y. 
If responses consist of measurements, they may be 
subject to measurement error. In this case measurement 
would be regarded as a factor and denoted by e. Then e 
is seen to be nested in every other factor and all down­
ward line paths in the structure diagram converge to the 
circle representing e. The number of levels of e within 
any combination of levels of all other factors is regarded 
as being infinitej so that sampled measurements are 
uncorrelated. Also, it is assumed that the measurement 
2 
error has zero expectation and variance 0 , which is 
constant for all combinations of the other factors. The 
last assumption is not always realistic, but is the 
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simplest which can be made. Given these properties, the 
effect of measurement error on first and second moments of 
sampled responses is easily determined. For the sake of 
simplicity we will assume only one measurement is taken of 
each combination of all other factors, so that e is not 
included in the set of all factors. It will, however, be 
used to give a closed form to the structure diagram. 
Definition 2.15: Let G be any set of factors of 
a response structure. The set of factors in G, each of 
which nests no other factor in G, is called the right-most 
bracket of G. 
If W is the right-most bracket of G and G - W 
is denoted by V, then G will commonly be written as 
G = V(W) to indicate that ¥ is the right-most bracket. 
The following definition is of prime importance to the 
development of the content of this thesis. 
Definition 2.l6: Let H be any set of factors of 
a response structure. If G is a subset of H which 
contains every factor in K that nests one or more factors 
in G, then G is said to be H-admlssible. 
Note that $, the null set, is H-admissible for any set 
H. Note also that every H-admissible set G uniquely 
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defines its right-most bracket W, which is the subset of 
factors in G no two of which are related by nesting. 
Conversely, every set of factors, W c H, no two of which 
are related by nesting, uniquely defines an H-admisslble set 
G such that W is the right-most bracket of G. 
For H = X, the set of all factors in the inference 
structure. Definition 2.16 reduces to Zyskind's (1958) 
definition of admissibility. Thus X-admissible sets will 
also be referred to as simply admissible sets. 
Definition 2.17: Let B be any factor in a balanced 
complete Inference structure and let Vg be the set of all 
factors, other than B, which nest B. Then the range of B, 
denoted by R(B), is defined by 
R(B) = number of levels of B contained in any possible 
combination of Vg. 
If Vg = cj), R(B) is defined as 
R(B) = number of levels of B in the structure. 
The diminished range of B, denoted by R^(B), is defined as 
R^(B) = R(B) - 1. 
The levels of factor B will be made to correspond to 
the numbers 1, 2, ..., R(B) within each possible combina-
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tion of Vg. Thus, if Vg = (J), the level of B is uniquely 
identified by the corresponding number. However, if 
Vg / the unique Identification of a level of B requires 
the specification of a particular combination of Vg. 
For any non-empty set of factors G let 
R(G) = n R(B) and R^(G) = n R^(B). (2.1) 
BeG BEG 
For (}), the null set, let 
R(*) = RA(*) = 1. (2.2) 
Note that if G is an admissible set in a balanced complete 
inference structure, then 
R(G) = total number of possible combinations of G 
= total number of occurring combinations of G. 
(2.3) 
Therefore, since X is adiiiibslble, 
R(X) = total number of responses in the structure 
and since R(X) = R(G)R(X - G), 
R(X - G) = number of responses contained in any occur­
ring combination of G. 
Definition 2.18: If G is any admissible set of 
factors in a balanced complete inference structure and 
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g is any occurring combination of G, then the arithmetic 
mean of all the responses in the inference structure which 
are contained in g is called an admissible mean and is 
denoted by Y . 
Thus where x is an occurring combination of X, 
denotes a single response and Y^ denotes the mean of all 
the responses. The admissible mean Y can be expressed as 
= S Y 
S R(X - G) X c g * 
where S denotes the summation over all the responses 
X c g 
in g. 
Let G = V(W) be an admissible set. For every Z c W 
and every occurring combination v(w) of G, let vw - z 
be that combination of G - Z which contains v(w). Since 
G - Z is admissible for every Z c W, each admissible mean 
Y / \ defines a set of admissible means Y„,, V (.w j vw - z 
Definition 2.19; Let V(W) be any admissible set 
with right-most bracket W. For every occurring combination 
v(w) of V(W) let 
^(w) . 
where q(Z) = number of factors in Z (q(<j)) = 0) and 
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s denotes summation over the class of all subsets of 
Z c W 
W. The component is the function from the set 
{Yv(v^). v(w) occurring combination of V(W)} to the set 
v(w) occurring combination of V(W)} such that 
^V(W)(^v(w)) ~ ^v(w)" 
The fundamental property of these components, proved 
by Zyskind (1958), is that for every occurring x, 
Y_ = S B (2.4) 
^ G Ç X ^ 
where S denotes summation over the class of all 
G Ç X 
admissible sets G and for each G, g is that combination 
of G which contains This is referred to as the 
inference structure identity. Also if B is any factor and 
GB is an admissible set such that B is in the right-most 
bracket of GB, then 
S E B = 0 (2-5) 
gb Ç g 
where S denotes summation over all combinations gb, 
gb ç g 
of GB, which are contained in g. 
Definition 2.20: The number of linearly independent 
values ^v(w) ^ component ^v(W) said to be the 
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degrees of freedom of 
The degrees cf freedom of a component is R(V)R^(W) 
Definition 2.21; Corresponding to each component 
the inference structure, the component of varia-
2 tion, denoted by defined as 
°V(W) ' 
where S denotes summation over all occurring, combinations 
vw 
vw of VW. 
Note that for the null set, 0, 
i = ï2 . 
Definition 2.22: For each admissible set G the 
cap Sigma, denoted by EQ, is defined as 
Ï = s (-1)^'" - " .2 
®  V ( W )  R ( W  -  G )  
• V c G c V + W 
where S denotes summation over all admissible sets 
V(W) 
V(W) such that V c G c V + W . 
Wilk (1955) showed that cap sigmas lead to very simple 
and easily specifiable forms for the expressions of expec­
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tations of mean squares In a number of classical designs. 
The general definition of cap sigmas was presented by Zyskind 
(1958). He and Throckmorton (I96I) extended Wllk's results 
to cover a wide range of generalizations of many common 
designs, including designs with treatment error. White 
(1963) proved a "fundamental second moment theorem" which 
expresses the expectation of the product of any two sample 
observations as a simple linear function of cap sigmas. A 
specific case of this theorem was earlier obtained by Zyskind 
(i960, 1963) in the case of the generalized balanced incom­
plete block design. For balanced observation structures. 
White (1963) further proved that the expected value of the 
square of a sample mean has the "standard cap sigma expan­
sion" as considered by Zyskind (1958). These results greatly 
simplify the task of finding expected mean squares under 
complicating non-additivity conditions. In the next section, 
conditional components of variation and conditional 
cap sigmas are defined. An earlier formulation for condi­
tional cap sigmas relating to the special situation of 
"perfect sets" was initiated by White (1963). In deriving 
expectations of mean squares associated with single degree 
of freedom contrasts, the conditional cap sigmas will be 
shown to have a role analogous to that of cap sigmas in 
derivations of expected mean squares"for situations 
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considered by previous authors. The conditional cap sigmas 
are also useful in deriving expected mean squares for mixed 
model situations in which the cap sigma results would not 
be valid. 
B. Conditional Components of Variation and 
Conditional Cap Sigmas 
The concepts introduced in this section are restricted 
to balanced complete inference structures and are illustrated 
in Example 2.1. Note that for a complete structure, the 
terms "possible" and "occurring" are equivalent. For any set 
of factors Z, q(Z) will always be used to denote the number 
of factors in Z. For the remainder of the thysis, F will 
always represent an X-admissible set of factors and for every 
set Q c (X - F), V„(F) will denote the set of all factors 
— w 
in F each of which nests one or more factors in Q. For 
simplicity of notation V^CF) will be written as VQ. 
Definition 2.23: Let f be an occurring combination 
of F and B(C) an (X - F)-admissible set with right-most 
bracket C. For every occurring combination fbc of FBC 
let 
«b(c) ' J c ïfbc - . 
where the summation is over the class of all subsets of C. 
f 
The conditional component is the function from the 
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set fbc occurring combination of FBC} to the set 
f fbc occurring combination of FBC} such that 
^BCC) (^fbc) " ^ bc • 
A conditional component can be defined in this way for 
each occurring combination of every admissible set. Note 
that FBC is admissible for every (X - F)-admisslble set 
B(C). In general, we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.1: Let P be a subset of F and Q a subset 
of (X - F). Then PQ is X-admissible if and only if P 
is F-admissible, Q is (X - F)-admlsslble, and Vg c P. 
Proof : Suppose PQ is X-admissible and some factor 
A e Q is nested in a factor Be (X - F). Since PQ is 
X-admissibleJ B e PQ. Thus B e Q. This proves Q is 
(X - F)-admissible. 
Similarly, it can be shown that P is F-admissible. 
Also, VQ Ç P, as otherwise PQ could not be X-admissible. 
Now suppose P is F-admissible, Q is (X - F)-admlssi-
ble, VQ Ç P, and some factor A e Q is nested in factor B. 
If B e (X - F), then B e Q c PQ since Q is (X - F)-
admissible. If B e F, then B e VQ c P c PQ. 
Also since F is an admissible set, it contains any 
factor in X which nests one or more factors in F. Thus 
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any factor nesting a factor in P must be contained in F, 
and hence must be in P since P is F-admissible. 
Therefore PQ is X-admissible. 
The following relation between components and condi­
tional components will be used to obtain properties of 
conditional components from known results about components. 
Lemma 2.2: Let F, f, and B(C) be as in Definition 
2.23. If fbc is any occurring combination of FBC, then 
^b(c) ~ y ^vbc 
Vgc S V Ç P 
where the summation is over the class of all F-admissible 
sets V which contain and for each such set V, v is 
that combination which contains f. 
Proof : By Lemma 2.1, VBC is admissible for each V 
considered in the summation. Also, since fbc occurs and 
fbc c vbc, vbc occurs. The right-most bracket of VBC 
consists of C and a subset of V, say which consists 
of factors not nesting any other factor of V nor any 
factor of BC. Then, as in Definition 2.19, 
V ° V Z c (Ky + 0) - z 
^BC 2 V Ç F Vgc c V c F 
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^BC £ V Ç F 1 - ^ ^  
Let E = V - Zg. By definition, Ky must be in the right­
most bracket of V and Ky n Vg^ = cf). Therefore E ranges 
over the class of F-admissible sets for which Vg^ c E. For 
fixed E, the range of Zp is some subset of F, say Kg, 
which depends on E. Thus 
; pvbc 
Vgc Ç V c F 
S (-l)4(%l) S Y b(c _ z ) S (-1)4(22) 
Zi c C E GDlc Zi; 2 ^ K. 
Vg, ÇEÇF ' - " 
But 
S (_1)S(Z2) = (1 _ l)4(KE) = 0 if Kn / * 
Z^ c 
= 1 if Kg = * . 
Since Kg = 4 if and only if E = F, 
I ° Z, c C 
^BC Ç V Ç F 
which, as in Definition 2.23 
- Bbc ' 
Then, the following identity in terms of values of condi­
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tional components holds. 
Lemma 2.3: Let Y be any given response and let f 
be the combination of F which contains Y^. Then 
Q Ç (X - F) 1 
where the summation is over the class of (X - P)-admissible 
sets Q and for each Q, q is the combination of Q which 
contains Y . 
Proof: From equation (2.4) 
' u : X 
which, using Lemma 2.1, 
S S 
Q (J ( X - F ) Vq u V u F 
which, using Lemma 2.2, 
S 
Q c (X - F) % 
Another fundamental property of conditional components 
is the following: 
Lemma 2.4: If B is any factor in (X - F) such that 
QB is (X - F)-admisslble with B in the right-most bracket 
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of QB, then 
qb 0 q ° 
where the summation is over all combinations qb which are 
contained in q. 
Proof : For each F-admissible set V such that 
VQB 2 V, VQB is admissible with B in the right-most 
bracket of VQB. By Lemma 2.2 
qb c q ^ | 
Vgc S V 2 F 
I qb Ç q 
^BC - ^  2 ^  
which, using equation (2.5); 
S  0 = 0 .  
VBC S V Ç F 
Consider a pair, f and f ' , of occurring combinations 
of F. If A is a factor such that f and f are not 
contained in the same level of A, we say that f and f 
f f ' 
are unequal with respect to A. If Z ' is the set of 
all factors with respect to which f and f are unequal, 
we write 
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f ^ f . 
This also Implies that f and f are contained in the 
same level of every factor in CF - ). Note that if 
f f f 
A e Z ' and some factor B e F is nested in A, then B 
f f ' 
must also be in Z ' 
Definition 2.24; Let f, f be any two occurring 
combinations of F such that 
f / f . 
(zf'f') 
Corresponding to each (X - F)-adinisslble set B(C) such 
f f ' that VgQ () Z ' = ((), the conditional component of varia-
f f ' tion is defined as 
„f,f" _ 1 q nf 
R(B)R (C) be c V 
U -
where v is that combination of Vg^ which contains f 
and f, and the summation is over all occurring combinations 
be of BC which are contained in v. 
Since the inference structure is complete and 
Vgg n Z^'^' = (}), fbc and f'bc both occur for every 
occurring combination vbc. If f and f were at a 
different level with respect to some factor in then 
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clearly fbc and f'bc could not both be possible and 
hence could not both occur. 
Definition 2.25: Let f, f be any two occurring 
combinations of F such that 
f / f . 
(zf'f') 
Corresponding to each (X - F)-admissible set U such that 
Vy n = (p, the conditional cap sigma is 
defined as 
f,f' ^ g (-l)^(B + ^ f,f' 
^ E(C) c (X - F) R(B + C - U) B(C) 
B c U c B + C 
^BC = * 
where the summation is over the class of (X - F)-admissible 
sets B(C) such that B c U c B + C and = (j>. 
— — DU 
f f Î 
Note that in the above definitions the set Z ' depends 
on the particular combinations f and f which are being 
considered. 
The concepts introduced in this section are general­
izations of those considered by White (I963). He defined 
conditional components, conditional components of variation 
and conditional cap slgmas for admissible sets F, with the 
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additional requirement that F contain every factor which 
is nested in any factor of F. Such sets were termed perfect 
by White. When F is perfect, no nesting relations exist 
between factors in F and factors in (X - F). Thus there 
is no need for the concept of G-admlsslbility, Vg/g\ = (j) 
for any B(C) c (X - F), and there is no special need to 
f f ' 
consider Z ' . The situation is therefore considerably 
simpler. In fact, for perfect sets, the conditional quan­
tities have exactly the same form as the unconditional ones 
when (X - F) is considered as the set of all factors. The 
fact that VgQ / (|) in the general case when F is merely 
admissible leads also to additional considerations in the 
proofs of theorems in this chapter. 
Example 2.1: Consider a randomized block design in 
which each of t treatments (T) is applied to pg plots (P) 
within each of b blocks (B). Suppose also that treatments 
are not strictly reproducible, with different attempts at a 
particular treatment achieving different realizations. The 
different attempts may be considered as subtreatments (G), 
so that for each block g subtreatments of each treatment 
are each applied to p plots in the block. Some discussion 
of experiments in which treatments are subject to error was 
given by Zyskind and Kempthorne (i960), Throckmorton (I96I) 
and Addelman (1970). 
4l 





Following the usual practice of Throckmorton (1961) and 
White (1963), the measurement error factor e will be 
excluded from the set of all factors and used merely to give 
a closed form to the structure diagrams. Thus the set of 
all factors in this case is X = TGBP. 
The definitions of the conditional quantities will be 
illustrated in terms of the admissible set T. Thus 
X - T = GBP and the (X - T)-admisslble sets are 
(}), G, B, GB, BP, GBP. 
For an occurring combination t of T the conditional 
components are 
^G' ^GB' ^BP' ^ GBP 
and take on values given respectively by 
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= ït 
= ^ t g - ï t  
Gb = ïtb - ït 
®gb = Vb - \g - \b ^  ït 
"bp ° ^tbp - *tb 
"gbp ~ ^tgbp ~ ^ tgb ~ ^ tbp ^ ^tb 
Note that If we consider the subpopulation of responses 
which have a fixed level t of T, 'then the above expres­
sions can be obtained by applying the definition of 
unconditional components (Definition 2.19) to this subpopu­
lation. 
As an illustration of Lemma 2.1, note that TG is X-
admissible, T is T-admissible, G is (X - T)-admissible, 
and Vg = T c T. Note also that sets G, GB, and GBP are 
(X - T)-admissible but not X-admissible since G is nested 
in T. 
By Lemma 2.2, the values which the conditional com­
ponents take on can also be expressed as 
4 = Gb + Gtb 
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^gb ' ^tgb 
9bp = 9bp + Gtbp 
^gbp " ^ tgbp 
where the 3's on the right are the values taken on by the 
unconditional components. 
Now let Y be any response in combination t. By 
Lemma 2.3, we have 
+ 8* + < + 4b + + ggbp 
where x = tgbp. To Illustrate Lemma 2.4, consider the 
conditional component ^Qgp • Since P is in the right­
most bracket of GBP 
gup C gk. 
where the summation is over all combinations gbp in gb. 
For every pair of combinations, t and t', such that 
t / t ' 
(T) 
(that is, = T), the following conditional components 
of variation can be defined: 
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0^/'' = 9* G*'  ?t' 
"B-" = ^  
gtjt' 1 c gt gt ' 
R(B)Ra(P) bp 
If t = t' (that is, Z^'^' = (j)) the following additional 
quantities can be defined: 
OT,T = _JL__ S GT GT = S (GTJZ 
k R^fG) g c t S S R^fG) g 0 t 8 
= — S (bL)^ 
^d' 
GB R,(GB) ^ c t Gb 
'B(GP) = R(B)RLp) gbp% t ' 
For t f t' the conditional cap sigmas are; 
(T) 
:t,t' = ,t,t' _ ct,t' 
(t) 4) R(B) ® 
t,t' = t,t' 
^BP ^BP 
If t = t' the conditional cap sigmas are: 
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Ztyt = ,t,t _ gt,t _ pt,t + pt t 
''' R(B) RCG) R(BG) ^ 
'B'" ° "B"' - "BG" - JJIP, "BP" + R(GP) "BGP 
„t,t _ ^t,t 1 ^t,t 
^BP ^BP " °BGP 
;t't = ot,t _ _!__ ,t t 
R(B) 
rt J t _ t;t 
'BGP BGP ' 
C. Expectations of Quadratic Forms 
1. Prescribed experimental procedure 
In addition to considerations about the inference struc­
ture, the experimenter must decide on the number of responses 
to be observed, the number of levels of each factor to be 
observed, and the relationships among the factors in the 
sample. The results of these decisions can be represented 
by a sample configuration or diagram. Next, the experi­
menter must specify the correspondence between the config­
uration levels and inference structure levels of each 
factor. If this specification is done in some random manner 
for a particular factor, then that factor is said to be 
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random. Otherwise, if the correspondence between config^ 
uration and inference structure levels is known before the 
experiment is performed, the factor is said to be fixed. 
For simplicity, the labeling of configuration and inference 
structure levels of fixed factors is taken to be identical. 
The usage of "random" and "fixed" in most of the 
literature differs from the present usage of these terms. 
For example, consider a factor for which the number of 
configuration and inference structure levels is the same. 
In most of the literature such a factor would be considered 
as fixed, regardless of the way level correspondences are 
made. In this thesis, however, the factor would be con­
sidered as random if the configuration levels correspond 
to a random permutation of the inference structure levels. 
As always, the set of all factors in the inference 
structure is denoted by X. If a nested factor Is fixed, 
prior knowledge of its level correspondences necessarily 
requires prior knowledge of level correspondences of all 
factors which nest it, so that these nesting factors must 
also be fixed. Thus, in general, the subset of fixed 
factors will be an admissible set which we denote by F. 
White (1963) prescribed a method of making level correspon­
dences, called symmetric uniform probability sampling, for 
experiments in which all factors are random. This method. 
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with appropriate modifications, is described below for 
experiments in which a subset of factors, F, is fixed. 
a. Divide X into disjoint subsets S^, called stages, 
X = + Sg + ... + 
such that: 
consists of all factors in X each of 
which is nested in no factor in X, other 
than itself, 
Sp consists of all factors in X - each 
of which is nested in no factor in X - S^, 
other than itself, 
Sg consists of all factors in X - - Sg 
each of which is nested in no factor in 
X - S-i - Sg, other than itself, 
and so on, until for some n, X is exhausted. 
b. Let A be any factor in S^. If A e F, the 
correspondence between configuration and inference 
structure levels of A is known. If A e (8-, - F), 
arbitrarily order its configuration levels and let 
the first configuration level correspond to a random, 
uniform probability, choice among all inference 
structure levels of A. Let the second configuration 
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level correspond to a random, uniform probability, 
choice among all remaining Inference structure 
levels of A. Continue in this manner until all 
configuration level correspondences of A have 
been made. Repeat this process for every factor in 
(S^ - F). By this means the set of observational 
combinations of has been chosen. 
c. Now let A be any factor in S2. If A e F, the 
correspondence between configuration and inference 
structure levels of A is known. If A e (Sg - F) 
let' be the set of factors (necessarily in S^) 
which nest A and let w be a combination of 
which has been chosen to be in the sample by 
the selection of combinations of S^. Arbitrarily 
order the configuration levels of A which are to 
be contained in w and let the first configuration 
level correspond to a random, uniform probability, 
choice among all inference structure levels of A 
which are contained in w. Let the second config­
uration level of A be a random, uniform probabil­
ity, choice among all remaining inference structure 
levels of A which are contained in w. Continue 
in this manner until all configuration level 
correspondences contained in w are made. Repeat 
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this process independently for every previously 
selected combination of W^. Then, independently, 
repeat this whole process for every factor in 
(Sp - F). At this stage, the set of observational 
combinations of + S2 has been chosen. 
d. Continue this process through every one of the n 
stages of X so that, upon completion, the obser­
vational combinations of X have been chosen. 
These combinations comprise the sample of responses 
forming the observation structure. 
To illustrate the above procedure, consider the ran­
domized block design discussed in Example 2.1. Suppose the 
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where t, g, b, p represent treatments, subtreatments, 
blocks, and plots respectively. Suppose also that R(T) = 2 
and treatments are fixed, so that t^ and tg are the first 
and second treatments in the Inference structure. The two 
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blocks are randomly selected from the R(B) available 
blocks. Then, within each selected block, eight plots are 
randomly selected from the R(P) available plots. Within 
each treatment, four subtreatments are randomly selected 
from the R(G) available subtreatments. Note that the ran­
dom association of blocks with subtreatments and of sub-
treatments with plots, usually called randomization, are 
included in the sampling procedure. Even in the situation 
where treatments, subtreatments and blocks are fixed, and 
R(P) = 8, the randomization is accomplished by sampling (or, 
in this case, randomly permuting) the plots independently 
within each block. 
The sampling can be represented by sampling random 
U " t g ^ 
variables 3^ , , and where, for example, 
= 1 if b*p* corresponds to b*p 
P 
= 0 otherwise. 
From the sampling procedure, first and second moments of 
these variables are easily determined. For example, 
^ for all US PS p 
for b* = b*', p* f p*' J 
P / P' 








The observation•structure response corresponding to a 
configuration combination tb*g*p* is denoted by ytb*g*p*' 
Any observation structure response can be expressed in 
terms of the sampling variables and inference structure 
responses as 
V s gb* tg* b*p* y 
^tb*g*p* c t b tg Tb*p tbgp " 
Employing this expression and the properties of the sampling 
random variables, first and second moments of the sampled 
responses can be obtained. 
In previous work the experiment would normally have 
been described as having been conducted in two steps: 
(a) randomly sampling two levels of B, eight levels 
of P within each selected level of B, and four 
levels of G within each level of T; 
(b) for each treatment, r&ndomly associating two 
selected subtreatments with each selected block; 
then, within each selected block, randomly associ­
ating two selected plots with each suutreatment 
in that block. 
The sampling in (a) can be represented by the sampling 
random variables a, and y considered above. The 
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randomizations in (b) can be represented by design random 
variables, and where 
=1 If the 1-th replicate of tb* corresponds 
to tg*, 
= 0 otherwise; 
^b"p*"^" = 1 if the j-th preplicate of b*ti corresponds 
to b*p*, 
= 0 otherwise. 
One can envisage a configuration of the resulting 
sample to be 
h tg 
* 
ilJ'l 12^2 ^2^1 ^2-^'2 ^1 ^l^l ^1^2 ^2^1 ^2^2 
* C\J ilJ'l ^-2^1 ^2"^ 2 ^l^l ^1^2 ^2^1 ^2^2 
There is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between combi­
nations in this configuration and those in the configuration 
associated with the symmetric uniform probability sampling 
method. The observation structure response corresponding 
to configuration combination tb*ij is denoted by ytb*ij 
and can be expressed as 
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tb*ij 




b*tlj ^ „ b*p* rb*tij 
p* c b* 
First and second moments of the responses can be obtained 
from properties of g, p, and v. For v we have 
E(yti"tij,, _ g/ b"tij.2 _ _i 
b*, t, i, j, p; 
= R(P)R (P) = b * ' .  P  ^  P ' .  
^ tij f t'i'j' 
for b* / b*' 
= 0 otherwise. 
Note that any pair of combinations, tb*ij and t'b*i'j', 
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with tij / t'i'j' corresponds to a pair of combinations, 
tb*g*p* and t'b*g*'p*', with p* i- p*' in the first 
configuration. Thus the listed properties of v and y 
are the same for corresponding combinations in the two 
configurations. Similarly it can be shown that p and a 
have the same properties for corresponding combinations. 
Thus, since properties of sampled responses are determined 
by properties of 3, a, y, p and v, first and second 
moments of corresponding responses in the two observation 
structures are identical. In general, this type of argument 
can be used to show that as far as first and second moments 
of sampled responses are concerned, the symmetric uniform 
probability sampling method is equivalent to the procedure 
used by previous authors. 
For the Latin square design, the symmetric uniform 
probability sampling procedure is again equivalent to that 
followed by Wilk and Kempthorne (1957). This consists of 
choosing an arbitrary Latin square for a sample configuration 
and randomly permuting the rows, columns, and letters of 
this square. This is the procedure recommended by Fisher 
and Yates (1938) for squares whose size is larger than 
6x6. The class of all possible squares in this case is 
the class of all squares that can be derived from the 
transformation set from which the given square is derived. 
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This procedure is therefore different from a procedure 
suggested by Fisher (1926), which consists of choosing the 
Latin square to be used at random from the class of all 
squares of the given size. 
The expectations for the symmetric uniform probability 
sampling procedure are conditional on the sample configura­
tion used and expected mean squares are easily derived in 
terms of cap sigmas. Since Fisher's procedure cannot be 
carried out generally and the expected mean squares for the 
procedure are not known, the former method is apparently 
preferable. 
' In previous work, general results were obtained using 
properties of the sampling and design random variables. 
White (1963) avoided the use of these random indicator 
variables and relied instead on a general view of the impli­
cations of symmetric uniform probability sampling and on 
an algebra of point sets. The results in this thesis could 
be proved using either method; but, since the former in­
volves some complex index algebra, White's method is used. 
The random indicator variables are still necessary in order 
to express a derived linear model which exhibits a one-to-
one correspondence between the mathematical representation 
and the actual procedure followed in conducting the exper­
iment . 
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2. Single degree of freedom 
In general, a configuration combination of X will be 
designated by x*. The random observation structure re­
sponse which eventually becomes associated with x* by the 
sampling procedure will be designated by y^*. Since F 
is the set of fixed factors, every combination of F which 
occurs in the inference structure also occurs in the obser­
vation structure. Consider a pair of combinations, f and 
f, of F and let y^* and y^^, be two observation 
structure responses which are contained in f and f 
respectively. If A is a factor such that x* and x*' 
are not contained in the same level of A, we say that x* 
and X*' are unequal with respect to A. The set of all 
factors in X - F with respect to which x* and x*' are 
unequal will be denoted by Z. The inequality 
x* X*' 
(Z) 
will mean that, for factors in X - F, x* and x*' are 
contained in different levels of every factor in Z and in 
the same level of every factor in X - F - Z. 
Now consider a particular combination f of F and 
suppose X* c f. A simple consequence of the symmetric 
uniform probability sampling procedure is that the random 
variable y % is uniformly distributed over all R(X - F) 
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responses in the inference structure such that x c f. 
Thus 
E(y 5) = i S Ï 
R(X - F) X c f 
which, by Definition 2.l8, 
= Yf . 
This thesis is, however, more concerned with second moment 
properties of sampled responses. 
Consider any F-admissible set F^. Clearly every 
combination f^ of F^ occurring in the inference struc­
ture also occurs observationally. For each occurring f^, 
the mean of the observationally occurring responses in f^ 
is called a partial sample mean and is denoted by y^ . 
The main purpose of this subsection is to develop simple 
methods of obtaining expectations of single degree of 
freedom components of the form 
(S a. y. 
f^ ^1 n 
Where the a- are fixed constants. The following theorem 
1 
is of fundamental importance in obtaining these expected 
values. 
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Theorem 2.1: Let P be the set of fixed factors 
and fj f be any two occurring combinations of F. Let 
y^* and y^%, be two responses in the observation struc­
ture such that X* c f, x*' c f, and for factors in X - F 
X *  /  X * '  
(Z) 
If symmetric uniform probability sampling Is employed, then 
z.f.f] = s EJ''" 
^  U c X - F - Z  
where the summation is over the class of (X - F)-admlssible 
sets which do not contain factors in Z. 
Proof: From Lemma 2.3 every occurring response 
can be expressed as a linear combination of conditional 
comnonents. Hence we can write 
,f „ o of 
^ c _ F) ^ Qg 2 (X - F) *4%' 
f f 
where, for example, 3^* Is the value of the component Bq 
which appears In the expansion of Y^. the response which 
is randomly associated with y^*. In terms of the right­
most bracket notation we can write 
Bi(Ci) Ç (X - F) ' 
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BgCCg) c CX - F) 
Hence Z, f, f] Involves terms of the form 
Consider such a term when 8^(0^) BgCCg) and hence, since 
any (X - F)-admissible set B(C) is uniquely determined by 
its right-most bracket C, / C2. Then one of or Cg 
contains a factor which is not contained by the other. The 
Inequality condition Z therefore does not affect this 
factor and the sampling procedure implies uniform selection 
probability for all levels of that factor contained in any 
selected combination of all factors which nest it. Prom 
Lemma 2.4 It follows that 
®^^b*(c*)^b*'(c*')l Z, f, f] = 0 
for B^(C^) / BgtCg). 
Therefore ECy^^y^^^, | Z, f, f ' ] can be expanded as 
•cr . .  .. Ir? ^ f  I  "I  
° B(C) /(X - F) 2. f. f'3 
where the summation is over all (X - F)-admissible sets 
B(C) .  
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Consider a set B(C) such that b* ^ b*'. That is, 
the sets B and Z have at least one factor in common. 
Since every factor in B nests at least one factor in C, 
Z contains a factor which nests a factor in C. This 
factor in C has uniform selection probability for all its 
levels within any selected combination of all factors which 
nest it. Thus, from Lemma 2.4, it follows that 
factor which nests a factor in C. As above, this factor 
has uniform selection probability for all its levels within 
any selected combination of factors which nest it. Thus the 
expectation of such a term is also 0. 
It follows that 
1 Z, f, f] = 0 
under the condition that • b* f b*'. 
f f ' 
Now consider a term for which Vn/nx HZ' / ((), 
f f ' 
where Z ' is the set of all factors with respect to 
f f ' 
which f and f' are unequal. Then Z * contains a 
E[yx,yx*,| z, f, f] 
s 
B(C) Ç (X - F) 
B (\ Z = (j) 
G[Gb*(c#)Gb*(o*')' ^ 
( 2 . 6 )  
where the summation is over all (X - F)-admisslble sets B(C) 
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such that B contains no factors in Z and BC has no 
f f I factors nested in Z * 
The prescribed sampling procedure implies that, for a 
given B(C) with Vgg r\ Z^'^' = (}>, the ordered pair 
(Gb*(c*)' ^b*(c*')^ with 
c* f c*' 
(Z) 
(where this inequality means that c* and c*' are con­
tained in two different levels of every factor in C Z 
and in the same level of every factor in C - Z) is uniformly 
f f ' \ distributed over all ordered pairs ^b(c') the 
inference structure such that 
C 7^  c ' . 
(Z) 
The number- of such ordered pairs is 
R(B + C)R^(C n Z) 
because there are R(B + C) occurring combinations fbc and 
for each of these there are n z) occurring combina­
tions fbc' (f and f are fixed) such that 
c ^ c' . 
(Z) 
f f ' 
Note that if fbc and fbc' occur and Vg^ C\ Z ' ^ <}>> 
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then f'bc and f'bc' also occur since the inference struc­
ture Is complete. 
Therefore, if BCC) is such that B Z = ^ and 
VB(C) 2^'^ - (j), and if v is the combination of Vg^ 
that contains f and f', 
^^^b*(c*)^b*Cc*' ) ' 
1 O nf nf' 
^b(c) ^ b(c') 
R(B + C)R^(C n Z) be c V c' c vb 
0 f c ' 
(Z) 
which, using Lemma 2.4, is 
R(B + C)R^(C n Z) be c V ^(c) b(c) 
which, from Definition 2.24, is 
R(B + C)R^(C n Z) 
(-1)4(C Z)% (c - Z) 
11: 11 
R(C)  B (C)  . (2.7) 
From equation (2.1) 
R.(C - Z) = n ER(A) - 1] 
Ae(C - Z) 
where the product is taken over all single factors Ae(C - Z). 
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This product can be expanded into a sum to give 
R,CC - Z) - S - Z - D) 
D c CC - Z) 
where the sum is taken over all subsets D c (C - Z). 
Putting this result into equation (2.7) gives 
= f f. (-1)'^'° s (-1)"^'^ - ^ - D) R(D) 
R(C) D Ç ,(C - Z) 
= .f.f , (-i)9(c - °) 
BCC) D c (C - Z) R(C - D) 
which, by changing the summation variable from D to 
U = B + D, 
= q (-i)q(C - U) 
u R(C - U) 
B c U c B + ( C - Z )  
where the summation is over the class of all sets U such 
that BcUcB+ (C-Z). Putting this result into 
equation (2.5) gives 
S ohL 3 
B(C) c (X - F) I ^ U R(C - U) 
B n z = t B 0 n Ç B MC - z) 
B(C) " 2^°^' ° * (2.8) 
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Consider the summations over BCC) and U. Clearly U is 
(X - F)-admissible since BCC) is (X - F)-admissible with 
with right-most bracket C. Since U c B + (C - Z) and 
BriZ = (j), unz = (}) or UcX-F-Z. Also since 
^B(C) Z^'^ = (f), Vy CA Z^'^ = (j). Thus the range of U 
is contained in the class of all (X - F)-admissible sets 
which contain no factors in Z nor any factors nested in 
zf'f. 
Now let U' = B'(C') be any (X - F)-admissible set 
such that U' c X - F - Z and Vy, n Z^'^ = cj). Clearly 
B ' c U ' c X - F - Z  a n d  C ' c U ' ç X - F - Z  s o  t h a t ,  
B' n Z = 4 and C = C' - Z. Since B'(C') = U' 
f f ' 
we also have "V^B'(C') ^ % * = 4) and 
B' c U' c B' + C = B' + (C - Z) . 
Thus for any (X - F)-admisslble set U' with u' c X - F - Z 
and Vy, n Z^'^ = (}), there exists an (X - F)-admissible 
set B'(C') with B' Z = Z^'^' = (p, and 
B' c U' c B' + (C - Z). Hence the range of U is in fact 
the whole class of (X - F)-admissible sets which contain no 
I* I" * factors in Z nor any factors nested in Z ' 
For any given such U the range of B(C) is the class 
of (X - F)-admissible sets such that 
B Ç U c B + (C - Z), B n Z = r) gf'f' = (j) . 
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Since U ç X - F - Z the second condition is implied by the 
first, and the first condition is equivalent to 
B c U c B + C . 
Thus, reversing the order of summation of BCC) and 
U in equation (2.8) gives 
E[yx%yx*,| z, f, f'] 
s s o&f; 
U Ç X - F - Z B(C) Ç (X - F) 
Vn n Z^'f' = (|) BcUcB+C 
~ "" f f ' 
^B(C) Z » = ([) 
which, from Definition 2.25 (and the fact that 
C - U = B + C - U), is 
f ft 
u 
U c X - F - Z 
Vy n z^'f' = (j) 
Now suppose for some set U c (X - F), Vy ("i Z^'^ (j); that 
is, some factor in U is nested in one or more factors of 
f fl 
Z : . Then x- and x-' must be unequal with respect to 
this factor, so that this factor is contained in Z. Thus 
the condition U c X - F - Z implies Vy n Z^'^ = (j). 
The expectation can therefore be written as 
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E[yx*yx*t I z, f, f] = s 
U c X - F - Z 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
This fundamental result is independent of the form of 
the observation structure and requires only the knowledge 
of the two combinations, f and f, of the fixed factors 
such that X* c f and x*' c f, and the set, Z, of all 
factors in X - P with respect to which x* and x*' are 
unequal. Theorem 2.1 can be applied directly to obtaining 
the variances and covariances of the observations. However, 
for single degree of freedom components 
it is first necessary to express the contrast in terms of 
the individual responses, so that expression (2.9) can be 
written as 
where the b^% are constants. Expression (2.10) could 
then be expanded and Theorem 2.1 could be used to find the 
expected value. But, this procedure can involve some 
difficult algebra. It would therefore be more convenient 
(S a„ y. )^ , 




to have, for a given set of fixed factors F, general 
2 
expressions for the expected values of y. and y. y., , 
2 1 1 1 
which we write as E[y„ | f] and Ely. y„, | f, f] respec 
1 11 
tively. In order to derive such expressions, some addition 
al notation is needed. We begin by considering the case 
= F. 
Given f and f', let y^% be any observationally 
occurring response in f. For any set of factors Z c X -
let 
n(Z, f I X*) = the number of responses y^*, in the 
observation structure such that y^*, 
is in f, and for factors in X - F 
X *  ^  X * '  .  
(Z) 
Since y^^ is uniquely determined by x*, we have 
n(0, fI X*) = 1 , 
Now let FU be any admissible set containing F and 
let fu* be any observationally occurring combination of 
FU. Suppose that f'u* also occurs observationally. Let 
X *  and X * '  be any pair of observationally occurring 
combinations of X which are contained in fu* and f'u* 
respectively. Then, for factors in X - F, the set Z 
such that X* / x*' must contain no factors in U. 
(Z) 
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That is, ZçX-F-U. Conversely, if x* is contained 
in fu* and x*' c f is not contained in f'u* then Z 
contains one or more factors in U. Hence if x* is any 
combination of X which is contained in fu* and f'u* 
also occurs observatlonally then, with the sum over all 
sets Z which are contained in X - P - U, 
S n(Z, f I X*) = number of responses in the 
7 p y — "R — u 
- ~ ~ observation structure 
which are contained in 
f'u*, 
= m^,y% say. (2.11) 
Suppose, however, that f'u* does not occur observatlonally. 
Then for any x* and x*' such that x* ç fu* and 
X* ' c f, the set Z c X - F such that for factors in 
X - P 
X *  F  X * '  
(Z) 
must contain one or more factors in U. Therefore, 
n(Z, f'1 X * )  = 0 
whenever x* c fu*, f'u* does not occur, and Z n u = 
Hence if x* is any combination of X which is contained 
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in fu* and fu* does not occur observationally 
S nCZ, f'l X*) r 0 . (2.12) 
Z c X - F - U 
Consider the operation of summing the quantities 
S n(Z, f'l X*) 
Z c X - F - U 
over all x* in the observation structure which are con­
tained in f. The observationally occurring combinations 
fu* of FU which are formed by the responses in f 
partition the set of responses in f. Suppose that a 
combination fu* formed by responses in f is such that 
f'u* is formed by the responses in f. Then for each of 
the m^^% responses x* contained in this fu* we have, 
from equation (2.11), 
S n(Z, f'l X * )  =  .  
Z c X - F - U 
This statement holds for each combination fu* of FU such 
that f'u* also occurs. Now suppose that fu* is such 
that f'u* is not formed by the responses in f'. For any 
X* belonging to such an fu* we have, from equation (2.12), 
S n(Z, f'l X * )  z 0 . 
Z c X - F - U 
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Combining these results we have 
S S n(Z, f(| X*) = S ïfu* u* 
X* c f Z c X - F - U u* c f I ^ 
(2.13) 
where 
= 1 if both f'u* and fu* occur observation-
ally 
= 0 otherwise. 
Let and m^, be the number of observations in f 
and f respectively. Then 
E[y|.yf, ! f,f'] 
E[(J: S  ^
X* c f m^, X*' c f 
E[y. - .... I ^ 1 
-'x* „ Jx*T|  ^ J 
X* c f X*' c f 
8 S n(Z, f'l X*) E[y^%y^%,| Z, f, f] 
m^m^, x*cf ZcX-P 
which, from Theorem 2.1, is 
= —— S S nCZ, f'l x*) S 
m^m^, x*cfZcX-F UcX-F-Z 
which, upon the reversal of the order of summation of U 
and Z, is 
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1 S s s n(Z, f'1 X*) 
U c X - P  x * c f  Z c X - P - U  
which, from equation (2.13), 
fu* '".f'u* ) . (2.14) 
U c X F 
Equation (2.14) was obtained without making any assump­
tions about the form of the observation structure. In most 
comparative randomized experiments the sample configuration 
is chosen so that the structure is balanced. Thus, suppose 
the observation structure is balanced. For any admissible 
set N let 
R*(N) = number of occurring combinations of N in 
the observation structure. 
Also for any set M let 
R*(N|M) = number of observationally occurring combi-
Thus, 
R*(X|M) = number of observationally occurring responses 
nations of N formed by the responses 
contained in any observationally occurring 
combination of M. 
contained in any observationally occurring 
combination of M. 
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For each admissible set FU and given combinations f and 
f of F, let 
f f t 
Xy' = number of observationally occurring combinations 
u* of U such that both fu* and f'u* 
occur observationally. 
The following theorem gives a simplified form of equation 
(2.14) for balanced observation structures. 
Theorem 2.2; Let f and f be any two combinations 
of F. If the observation structure is balanced, then -
X f,f ' 
where the summation is over the class of (X - F)-admissible 
sets U. 
Proof: For balanced observation structures 
m^ = = R*(X|F) 
and, if both fu* and f'u* occur, 
Mfu* = = R*(XlFU) . 
Thus, from equation (2.14), 
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S yJ'Ï* (R*(X1FU))2 
E[y^yf,l f, f'] = .s ) 
^ ^ U c X - F • (.R*(X|F))^ 
S  % F , F '  
U c X - F (R*(U|F))2 ^ 
Corollary 2.2.1; Let f be any combination of F. 
If the observation structure is balanced, then 
ECy^l f] = S 
^ U Ç X - F R*(U|F) 
where the summation is the same as above. 
Proof : is simply the number of combinations 
fu* of FU formed by the observations in f, which by 
definition is R^(UjF'). The result follows directly from 
the theorem. 
Now consider a single degree of freedom component 
of = (S 
where the a^ are constants. Then 
ECQ^) = S Ely^y^, | f, f] 
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which, from Theorem 2.2, is 
,f,r 
- S S C U_ ff,f' 
f f ^ U Ç X - F (R*CU|F))2 U 
f,f' 
2 "U s s . rf'^' . (2.15) 
U Ç X - F f f CR*CUlF)) 
2 Thus the expected value of Q is a linear function of all 
the conditional cap sigmas. The coefficient of each cap 
sigma depends on the observation structure and the constants 
in Q. 
Some simplification in equation (2.15) occurs if for 
each (X - F)-admissible set U 
= Xy' for all f and f with = Z' . 
(2.16) 
Some examples of experiments in which this occurs are the 
randomized block design, the Latin square, and the balanced 
incomplete block design with treatments fixed (illustrated 
in section P.2). 
As described earlier, the experimental procedure may 
induce additional nesting relations in the observation 
structure. Throckmorton (I96I) considered experiments in 
which the observation structure was balanced complete, 
after taking into account the random nesting relations 
which are induced by the sampling procedure. Suppose Z' 
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is some subset of F and W consists of all factors in 
X - F which, in the observation structure, are nested in 
one or more factors in Z'. Then, provided that factors in 
F do not become nested in factors in X - F, for balanced 
complete observation structures 
=0 if U n W / 0 
= R*(U|F) if U r\ w = cj) (2.17) 
for each (X - F)-admissible set U and all f, f such 
that = Z'. In this case, if - Z', then from 
Theorem 2.2 
E[yf.yf,| f, f] = S i(.2.18) 
U Ç X - F - W R*(U|F) u 
where the summation is over the class of (X - F)-admissible 
sets which do not contain any factors in W. This leads to 
a corresponding simplification in equation (2.15). 
Example 2.2: Consider again the randomized block design 
with treatment error discussed in Example 2.1. Suppose that 
in the sample configuration there are t treatments, each 
with bg subtreatments, and b blocks, each with tgp 
plots. Each block has g subtreatments of each treatment 
and within each block p plots are assigned to each sub-
treatment in that block. Suppose also that treatments are 
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fixed while all other factors are random. In this case 
combinations of the configuration factors are represented 
as X* = t*g*b*p*. Since the treatments are fixed we can 
set t* = t. If two responses, ytg*b*p* yt'g*'b*p*' ' 
are in different treatments, subtreatments, and plots, then 
the inequality set Z in Theorem 2.1 is Z = GP. Thus, 
from Theorem 2.1, 
for each t and t'. Note also that for each t 
X : t -
Combining these results we have 
c°v[ytg*b*p*' yt'g*'b*p*'l % = GP' t, t'] 
= + 4'"' -
for each t and t'. Using Theorem 2.1, the other 
covariances and variances of the observations can be 
obtained in a similar manner, yielding the following results: 
cov[ytg*b*p*> yt'g*'b*'p*'I ^ " GBP, t, t'] 
= _ ^t,t' for all t and t' 
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cov[ytg*b*p*' ytg*b*p*'| 2 - p, tj 
_  y t  , t  , r.t,t , yt,t , yt,t ("T^ ' ^ 
^({) ^ ^BG (j) 
var[ytg*b*p*i 
_ r.t,t , yt,t , yt,t , , yt,t , yt,t fT^ ' ^ 
^(j) "BP ^GB ^GBP ({) 
Now suppose that we are Interested in comparing the 
first two treatments. The relevant contrast is 
Q = (YI - Vg) 
where y. = partial sample mean of observations on treatment 
t. For testing purposes it is necessary to derive 
E[Q^| t = 1, t'= 2] 
= {E[yfl t = 1] + ECy^! t'= 2] - 2E[y^ypj t = 1, t'= 2]} = 
From Corollary 2.2.1 we have 
ECy^l t] 
yt,t , yt,t , yt,t , yt,t , 1 (^t,t , yt,t\ 
^ b B „g 'C. <-^BP ZOBP) • 
In this case the observation structure is balanced complete 
with plots and subtreatments nested in treatments. Thus, 
applying equation (2.18) with W = GP, we have 
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ELy^ygl t = 1, t'= 2] = + 1 j;i,2 ^ 
b 
This result could also be obtained directly from Theorem 2.2 
by observing that 
= 1 . = b 
= *GBP - » • 
Thus 
E[Q^| t = 1, t'= 2] 
= - 21^'^) + - CEg'^ + - 2Eg'^) 
2 
+ s (-i + -i E*»' + + — îhp)} . 
t = 1 bg ° bg BG bgp BP bgp 
Throughout this section it has been assumed that the 
prescribed sampling procedure has been used with F as the 
set of fixed factors. Results were then obtained for 
finding expectations of quadratic forms in the y^. In some 
cases single degree of freedom contrasts among the y^ are 
of interest even though one or more factors in F are 
specified to be random in the sampling procedure. For 
example, in the Latin square design the sampling procedure 
requires treatments to be randomly permuted, yet the experi­
menter may be interested in comparing treatments 1 and 2 
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in the Inference structure. Such, a comparison would be 
made conditionally on a given association of inference struc­
ture and configuration treatments. In other words, the 
relevant quadratic would be 
= [(y^* - t* = 1, t*'= 2] . 
Since the comparison is conditional on a given association 
of Inference structure and configuration treatments, treat­
ments may be regarded as fixed. The above results could 
then be used in evaluating expectations. In general this 
would be true in any situation where the observed set of 
combinations of F comprise the totality of inference struc­
ture combinations of F and the comparisons are conditional 
on a given association of inference structure and config­
uration levels of factors in F. If the combinations of F 
are sampled from a larger population of combinations, the 
above results can be used provided the subpopulation of 
responses obtained by conditioning on the observed combina­
tions of F forms a balanced complete response structure. 
If F = (j) in Definitions 2 . 2 k  and 2.25, the definitions 
f f I f f ' 2 
of and reduce to the definitions of "^3(0) 
and Ey as given in Definitions 2.21 and 2,22. The set of 
fixed factors F is equal to ({) in any experiment where 
all factors are random. The expectations in this section 
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would then be expressed in terms of the This is the 
situation considered by White (1963), so that his general 
results (Theorems 1 and 2) are special cases of the results 
presented in this section (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2.1). 
White (1963) also presented an Introductory section on 
conditional expectations in which he obtained general expres­
sions for ELy^xy^*,! Z, f, f] and EEy^j f] for "perfect" 
sets F. These results can be obtained as corollaries of 
his Theorems 1 and 2 by regarding X - F as the set of all 
factors in the experiment. The present study generalizes 
these results to the case where F is simply an admissible 
set. White's requirement of a perfect set would exclude 
situations such as Example 2.2 and any experiment in which 
a random factor is nested in a fixed factor. Also Theorem 
2.2 gives a general expression for E[y^y^,| f, f']. 
When F is the set of fixed factors, the conditional 
f f f 
cap sigmas, Zy' , can be considered as the canonical 
parameters of expected values of sample quadratic forms 
because of the simplicity of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. 
Now suppose F^ is an F-admissible set and we want to 
consider a single degree of freedom comparison of the form 
(S a« y. )^ 
fn U ^1 
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where the a„ are fixed constants, is the mean of all 
il II 
observationally occurring responses in f^ and the 
observation structure is balanced. Let Pg ^ F - and 
let fg represent combinations of Fg" this case it is 
necessary to obtain expressions for E[y_ | f] and 
^1 
E[y_ y„, I f, f']. By expanding the y. in terms of y. ^  
h ^1 ^1 r2 
and applying Theorem 2.2 we have 
ECyf yf,1 f, f'3 
1 1 
= E[ i p ( S yf f )C s yf,f,)| f, f] 
(RSCFglP^))^ f^fg c f]^ ^1^2 fj_f^ c fj_ ^1^2 
^ S E[y„ „ yf,f, I f, f] 
(RXfFglF^jjZ f^fg c f^ fjf^ c f]_ ^1^2 ^1^2 
xf,f' 
,f,f' 
2 (RXCPglF^))^ f Ç f^ f Ç fj_ U Ç X - P (R*(U|F)) 
(2.19) 
p 
E[yo 1 f] is obtained from this expression by setting 
f^ = f^. These expressions may be difficult to evaluate, 
f f ' depending on the nature of the . As before, some 
simplification results If condition (2.16) Is satisfied. 
Thus, suppose that for each (X - F)-admisslble set U 
= Ay' for all f and f with = Z' . 
( 2 . 2 0 )  
Suppose also that factors in Pg are temporarily considered 
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as being random and let denote expectation over levels 
^2 
of factors in Pg. Then 
ECyf^yf J fi. fp 
= Ep^{E[yf^yf,| f.fj, f'fpi fi, fp 
Which, from equation (2.19) is, 
X f,f' 
= E_ { i -5- S S S p X 
2 (RXCPglP^))^ f c f^ f* c f^ U c X - F (R#(U|F))^ 
Let Zj^ be the set of factors in such that f^ and 
f^ are at different levels for every factor in Z-, and at 
the same level for every factor in F^ - Z^. The above 
equation can then be written equivalently as 
ECyf^yfJ f^, fj^] 
E„ { ^ p S S 
2 (R*(Fp|F.))^ U c X - F Z' 
^ c Z' c Zi + Fg 
S S — 2 fi' fi) 
f c f^ f c f^ CR*CUlF)) u 
f M f 
(Z' ) 
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where Z' ranges over all subsets of + Fg which 
contain and for a given Zf and f are summed 
over all combinations such that f c f^, f c fj^, and 
f 7^ f. Using condition (2.20) in this equation gives 
(Z' ) 
^Cyf Yfil f 
1 u 
E„ { i ^ S S 
^2 (RKCPplF.))^ U c X - P Z' 
Ç Z' 2 Zl + ^ 2 
—^ 2 S S zg'f'l fj, fp 
(R*(U|F) ) f ç f^ f ' £ f]_ 
^ ^ 1 
(Z') 
which, since the expression in brackets is now independent 
of f2 and f^, is 
1 . n U 
(R*(F„lF,))^ UcX-F Z' (R*(U|F))2 
Z^ c Z' Ç Z^ + Pg 
f C f, 0 fi 
f / f 
(Z') 
= E[y- y,, I f, f'] , 
Il 
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Hence the expected value of y_ y», Is independent of 
Il II 
whether factors in Pg fixed or random. In this case, 
rather than using equation (2.19), the following simpler 
result can be used. 
Theorem 2.3: Let F be the set of fixed factors and 
?! be any F-admissible set. Let f^ and f^ be any two 
combinations of F^. If the observation structure is 
balanced and for each (X - F)-admissible set U 
where the summation is over the class of (X - F^j-admiBsible 
sets U^. 
Proof: It has just been shown that, when condition 
(2.20) is satisfied, 
= X§' for all f and f with = Z' 
then 
E[yf y^,1 f, f'] 
1 "1 
That is, we can consider F^ to be the set of fixed factors. 
The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.2, 
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Corollary 2.3.1: With the same conditions as in the 
theorem 
2 1 ^I'^l 
E[yf 1 f] = s i- Ey 
h c X - R*(U^|F^) 1 
Example 2.3: Consider the randomized block design with 
treatment error as discussed in Example 2.2 and suppose that 
blocks and treatments are fixed. Suppose that the contrast 
of interest is still Q = (y^ - yg). In this case 
^bt,b't' ^ 2 for all bt and b't' (p 
= g , X%t,bt = )bt^bt = gp 
and all other X's are 0. From equation (2.19) we have 
E[y2^y2l tb, t'b'] 
,1b.2b' 
_ 1 n o U jlb,2b' 
b^ lb Ç 1 2b' c 2 U c X - F (R*(U|F))2 ^ 
= -p [ S S , 




b^ tb c t tb' c t U c X - F CR*CU|F))^ ^ 
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1, [ S S ztb,tb' + g Iztb.tb + 
b  t b c t t b ' c t  t b c t g  
q  '  1  r t b . t b  , 0  1  - t b . t b n  ù Lp ' t b Ipp' J . 
t b  c  t  g p  tb c t gp 
Alternatively, since condition (2.20) is satisfied. Theorem 
2.3 can be used with 1= T. The resulting expressions 
for ECy^Ygl bt, bt'] and E[y^| bt] are identical to 
those obtained in Example 2.2 for EEy^yg] t, t'] and 
2 E[y,I t] respectively. 
Theorem 2.3 can be applied in any situation where the 
observation structure is balanced and condition (2.20) is 
satisfied. From equation (2.17)'it Is clear that all 
balanced complete observation structures satisfy these 
conditions. Incomplete observation structures may also , 
satisfy these conditions. For example, the Latin square is 
balanced and, as stated earlier, satisfies condition (2.20). 
An example of a balanced observation structure in which 
condition (2.20) is not satisfied is the balanced incomplete 
block design with treatments (T) and blocks (B) fixed 
(that is, F = TB). Consider combinations, tb and tb', of 
TB such that b ^ b'. For all such combinations 
ztb»tb' _ The term will take on values (p 
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^tbjtb _ 2 if tb and tb' both occur observa-
tionally, 
= 0 otherwise. 
In a balanced incomplete block design, a specific treatment 
does not occur in every block. If treatment t occurs in 
blocks b and b', = 1. But, if treatment t 
occurs in block b and does not occur in block b', then 
^tbjtb _ Q^ Thus )^tb,tb not constant for all combi-
? ^ 
•f- "t" h ' 
nations tb, tb' such that Z ' = B. In this case 
expected values of treatment contrasts would have to be 
evaluated using equation (2.19). However, the recommended 
experimental procedure for the balanced incomplete block 
design requires blocks to be considered as random. Thus, 
the simpler expression in Theorem 2.2 would be used in 
evaluating the expected value of. Most of the 
standard designs are such that either Theorem 2.2 or 
Theorem 2.3 can be used. 
3. Relations among conditional cap sigmas 
The fact that, under certain conditions, E[y^ y„,| f,f'] 
1 ^ 1 
has two equivalent expressions (those given in equation 
(2.19) and in Theorem 2.3) suggests that certain relations 
exist among the conditional cap sigmas. In this subsection 
we obtain relations among the conditional quantities which 
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will be useful in proving some later results. The admissible 
set F will be partitioned into F = G + H where G is 
any F-admissible set and H = F - G. 
Lemma 2.5; If B(C) is any {X - F)-admissible set 
and ghbc is any occurring combination of GHBC, then 
(Vgc  "  H) H V 
where the summation is over H-admissible sets V which 
contain H and v is that combination of V which 
contains h. 
Proof : By Lemma 2.1, VBC is (X - G)-admissible for 
each V considered in the summation. The right-most bracket 
of VBC consists of C and a subset of V, say K^, which 
consists of factors not nesting any other factor of V nor 
any factor of BC. Then, as in Definition 2.23, 
(Vgç n H) c V 
v : H  Z  0  4  .  C )  -  . )  •  
(Vgc H) Ç V 
This can be shown to be equal to by an argument 
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identical to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.2 (with H 
replacing F and H replacing 
When H = F Lemma 2.5 reduces to Lemma 2.2, which can be 
considered as a corollary of Lemma 2.5. 
Now consider two occurring combinations, g and g', 
of G. Let be the set of all factors with respect 
to which g and g' are unequal. Suppose H is parti­
tioned into H = + Hg where is any H-admissible 
set such that n Z®'® = ^ and = H - Then 
F = G + + Hg and the following relation among condi­
tional components of variation holds. 
Lemma 2.6: If B(C) is any (X - F)-admissible set 
such that VgQ (Z^'® + ) = (|) then 
h^hg eg h^ c g'h^ 
' V(W,% H, 
(Vgp H) £ W 
where the first summation is over all occurring combinations 
h^hg and h^ in g and g'h^ respectively, and the 
summation on VW is over all H^-admissible sets which 
contain ri H. 
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h^hg eg c g'h^ 
gh^hg g'h^h^ 
R(B)R^(C) eg c g'h^ be c v 
which, by Lemma 2.5, 
^ ^bo ^bc 
R(B)R^(C) h^hg eg h^ c g'h^ be ç v 
Ç H Vg Ç H ^^2" = ' 
(VBO n H) Ç (VGC n H) o 
R(B)R^(C) h^hg eg h^ c g'h^ be c V 
q s gS gS' 
ç H Vg ç H vjbc 
(Vgc " H' 2 ^ 1 (^BC H) 0 Vg 
From the Lemma hypothesis, factors in Hg do not nest any 
factors in BC. Thus, if ^ (j), some factor of Hg 
must be in the right-most bracket of V^BC and the sum 
of the g® over levels of this factor is zero by 
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Lemma 2.4. If ^ Vg then Cor Vg) must contain a 
factor in its right-most bracket which is not contained in 
Y2 (or Vj) and the sum of the g values over levels of 
this factor is again zero by Lemma 2.4. Thus 
gh,hp,g'h.hi 
S S 
hjhg c.  g  h% c  g'h^ 
R(B)R^(C) h^hg eg h^ c g'h^ be c v 
o gS gë' 
N c "be Bnbc 
(Vgc n H) c N 
where the sum on N is over H-admissible sets contained in 
or equivalently, over H^-admissible sets, 
(R(Kp) 
= S R(H, - N) X 
R(B)R^(C) N c 
(Vgg n H) Ç N 
C oS QS' 
nbc c (g g') 
which, letting N = VCW) where W is the right-most bracket 
of N and using the fact that the right-most bracket of 
VWBC is C + (¥ - Vgg), is 
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CRCHp))2 
S R(H, - VW) X 
B(B)R (C) VCW) c H 
CVgC H) c V¥ 
R(V + (W Vgc)  +  B)  R^cc  +  (W -  Vgc) )  VWBC • 
Writing R(H^ - VW) as R(H^)/R(VW) and cancelling 
coefficients yields the required result. 
Corollary 2.6.1: If is any F-admissible set, 
Fg = P - F^, and B(C) is any (X - F)-admissible set such 
that Vgi^ n Fg = (J), then 
where the first summation is over all occurring combinations 
f^fg and f^ c f^, and the summation on W is over all 
F-,-admissible sets which contain 
X ÙV 
Lemma 2.6 can be used to obtain the following relations 
among conditional cap sigmas. 
Lemma 2.7: Let M denote the set of all factors in 
Hg which are nested in factors of Z®'® . If U is 
S 




any (X - F)-admisslble set such, that r \  (Z®»®' + Hg)  = (j), 
then 
h^hg eg h^ c g'h^ ^ 
= R(H) S RCH- - N] 
Vy Ç N Ç (H - M) ^ 
where the first summation is over all occurring combinations 
h^hg and in g and g'h^ respectively, and the 
summation on N is over H-admissible sets which contain 
Vy and do not contain any factors of M. 
Proof : 
ghlhg.g'hlh^ 
eg c g'h^ ® 
ghnhp,g'h,hA 
S S S E ^ ^  ^ ^  
hi c g hg c gh^ h^ c g'h^ 
which, from Definition 2.25, is 
h^ eg hg Ç gh^ h^ c g'h^ B(C) c C% - P) 
B c U c B + C 
Vnr. CI z®^1^2'®'^1^2 = ({, 
'EC 
- U) gh,h„,g'h,h' 
-— ^Rrn • (2.21) 
R(BC - U) 
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Consider the summations over occurring combinations hg 
and h^ In equation (2.21). If hg and h^ are any pair 
of combinations appearing in the summations, then there must 
be an Hg-admissible set A such that hg and h^ are in 
the same level of every factor of A and in different levels 
of every factor of (Hg - A); that is, 
hg i- hi . 
(Hg - A) 
Clearly the set A cannot contain any factors of M. Con­
versely, If A is such that A c (Hg - M), then any pair 
of combinations hg and h^ (contained in gh^ and g'h^ 
respectively) such that 
hp / h; 
(Hg - A) ^ 
are both possible combinations and hence would appear In 
the summations. Thus, the right hand side of equation (2.21) 
can be written as 
S S  S  s  
h^ ç g Ac (Hp - M) hg c gh^ h^ c g'h^ 
hg / ^ hg 
(Hg -  A)  
g (-D^CBC - U) gh^hgjg'h^h^ 
B(C) ç (X - F) R(BC - U) B(C) 
B c U c B -f C 
Vgg n [zS'S' + (Hg - A)] = (J) (2.22) 
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Clearly the range of B(C) is the class of (J. - F)-
admissible sets such that 
B c U c B + C and r\ (Z®'®' + M) = <}) . 
Since every factor of M is nested in at least one factor 
of Z®'®', any factor of B(C) which is nested in a factor 
of M would also have to be nested in at least one factor 
of Z®'®'. Thus Vgç ri Z®»®' = (j) implies that 
n (zS'S' + M) = 
For a fixed B(C) the range of A is the class of Hg-
admissible sets such that 
A c (Hg - M) and VgQ (Hg - A) = cf) . 
The second condition can be written as (Vg^ n Hp) c A. 
Hence, reversing the order of summation in expression (2.22) 
gives 
,a(BC - U) 
S (-1)^ 
B(C) Ç (X - F) R(BC - U) h^ ç g A c (Hp - M) 
B c U c B + C (Vg_ n Hg) ç A 
Vg„ n Z®'®' = * 
hp c gh^ h^ c g'h^ 
hp 7^ h' 
- A) ^  (2.23) 
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Let Kgç = Vgg r\ Hg and Pgg = %2 ^  ^ BC ^2 " Sc^BC 
and combinations can be written as kp where k and 
p denote combinations of Kg^ and Pg^ respectively. By 
an argument similar to the one preceding expression (2.22), 
(2.23) can be written equivalently as 
( .^q(BC - U) 
S S S 
B(C) ç (X - F) R(BC - U) h^ c g k c gh^ 
B c U c B + C 
Vgg n zS'G' = 4, 
gh,kp,g'h,kp' 
S S O-n / p \ 
P C gh^k p' c g'h^k 
which, using Lemma 2.6, is 
( -1 "\Q(BC - U) 
• S R(H) R(Pnr) X 
B(C) c (X - F) R(BC - U) 




V(W) c + Kgg R(W - Vgç) 
(Vg2 n H) Ç VW (2.24) 
Expanding R^(W - Vg^) into a sum we have 
. L_ s - ^ BC - ?)R(T) 
R(¥ - Vgg) RCK - Tgc) T Ç CW - Vgg) 
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g - Vgç - T) 
T c cw - Vgç) R(W Vgg - T) 
which, with a change in summation variable from T to 
N = T + V + (W V__), is 
^ (^I )Q CW - .N) 
N c V¥ R(V¥ - N) 
V + (W n Vgg) c N 
Substituting this into equation (2.24) gives 
gh.hp,g'h.hl 
S S 
h^hg eg h^ c g'h^ 
/ 1\q(BC - U) 
S R(H) R(Pnr) X 
B(C) Ç (X - F) R(BC - U) 
B c U c B + C 
,g,g' _ 
, T,q(VW - N) 
"VWBC • 
S oS'S' 
V(W) Ç + Kgg N c VW R(W - N) 
(Vn- n H) C VW V + (w ri v%_) c N 
BC - BC - (2^25) 
Now consider the expression 
(. . sqCVW - N) 
S RCHP R. N) 
N c VW R(VW - N) 
V + eW r\ Vg^) c N (2,26) 
for the case in which the H-admissible set V(¥) Is such 
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that (VW - V^q) Hg / Since Is H^admissible, 
factors in do not nest factors in Thus 
(VW - Vgg) Eg ^ 0 implies a factor in Hg - Vg^ must 
be in the right-most bracket of VCW); that is, 
(W — Vgg) n H2 ^  <})• Let 
Wg = (W - Vgg) (\ Hg and = (W - Vgg) (\ 
so that + ¥2 = W - VgQ. Then, changing the summation 
variable from N to N' = N - V - (WC"^ Vg^), expression 
(2.26) becomes 
S R(Hg - V - (W Va_) - N' ) x 
N, Ç (W _ Vgc) BC 
- V - (W n Vg^) - N') 
R(vw - V - (w n Vgç) - N') 
RfCHg - V - W) + Wg -
^ Wg - N') 
N' c_W^ + Wg R(W^ + Wg - N') 
which, partitioning N' into + Ng where Nîj^ = N' n 
and Ng = N' Wg, is 
S S RCCH. V - •W) + Wp - N') X 
c c Wg 
(_l)qCW^ + Wg - Nj - Np 
R(W^ + W2 - Nj_ - Np 
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( -] nOL CW-, •- N4 ) 
S RCHP - V - W) — 
c R(W^ - Np 
S (-1)^(^2 ~ ^ 2^ 
NI c Wo 
= 0 . 
Now consider expression (2.26) in the case where VW is 
such that (VW - Vg^) Hg = ^ or VW c + Kg^. Then, 
for each subset N of VW, N c so that 
R(H2 - N) = RCHg - Kgp) = R(Pbq). 
Using these results, the right hand side of equation 
(2.25) can be written equivalently as 
, T\q(BC - U) 
S IziJ R(H) S 
B(C) c (X - F) R(BC - U) VW c (H - M) 
c B + C (V^p n H) c W 
Vgg zS,g' = (f) 
K(H, - N) ofii; . 
N c VW R(VW - N) ™ 
V + (w Vn.) 0 N 
" (2.27) 
For fixed EC, the range of N is the class of all H-
admissible sets N such that 
N c (H - M) and (VG^ N H) c N . 
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For fixed BC and N, the range of VW is the class of 
H-admlssible sets VW such that 
VW c (H - M), CVgg r \  H) c VW, V + CW n Vgç) c N c VW . 
The second condition is implied by the third, since 
(VgQ n H) c N. Also, the third condition is equivalent to 
V c N c VW. So, reversing the order of summation of VW • 
and N in expression (2.27) gives 
/ n\q(BC - U) 
S RCH) S 
B(C) c (X - F) R(BC - U) N c (H - M) 
B c U c B + C (Vgg fl H) c N 
Vac zs.s' = * 
S RTHG - N) — OF^L^ . 
V(W) Ç (H - M) R(VW - N) VWbU 
V c N c VW (2.28) 
Now the range of N is the class of H-admissible sets N 
such that 
N c (H - M) and (Vy H) c N . 
For fixed K the range of B(C) is the class of (X - F)-
admissible sets B(C) such that 
B c u c B + c  ,  Vgç, N -  (j, ^  (Vgc n H) c N 
Reversing the order of summation of B(C) and N in 
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expression (2.28) gives 
S RCH) RCHp. - N) S 
N c (H - M) BCC) c ex - F) 
(V„ n H) c N B G U c B + C 
VgC ZG'G' F * 
CVgC H) 2 N 
S (-1)4(BC - U) (_l)q(VW - N) ^ 
V(W) c (H - M) RCBC - Ù) R(VW - N) 
(2.29) V c N c VW 
For given U and N, consider the class of sets 
B(C) + V(W) in these summations. Since 
(Vg2 H) Ç N Ç VW , 
each B(C) + V(W) is (X - G)-admissible by Lemma 2.1. If 
Tfic 4. denotes the set of all factors of G which nest 
factors of BC i VVJ then, since n Z®'® - ^ and 
VW c (H - M), Tgg ^ r) zS'S' = (j,. Also 
B + V c UN c BC + VW 
and since (V^^ n H) c N, the factors which BC + VW has 
in excess of UN are in the right-most bracket of BC + VW. 
Now consider any (X - G)-admissible set DCE) such 
that 
D c UN c D + E and (\ Z®'®' = 
DE 4) 
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(where T^g is the set of all factors of G which nest 
factors of DE). Partition D and E with respect to 
(X - F) and Hj let D = B + and E - C + where 
B, C c (X - F) and V^, c H. Clearly 
B c U c B + C and c N c . 
By Lemma 2.1, BCC) is [X - F)-admlssible, is H-
admissible and H) c V^W^. Since is in the 
right-most bracket of DCE) we must have (N-an H) c 
so that (V„„ H) c N. Let W be the right^most bracket 
IJU — 
of and let V = - W; thus, = V(W) and 
V must be a subset of so that 
V c N c V + W . 
Also, since n Z®'® = (j), we must have V(W) c (H - M) 
and Vgg r"i Z-'- =9. 
Hence we may replace the summation variables B(C) 
and V(W) in expression (2.29) by D(E) to obtain 
g g ^gh^hj,g'44 
h,h^ ce hi c e'h-, ^ 1 ^ ^ - ± 
= R(H) S RCH- - N) S 
N c (H - M) DCE) c (X - G) 
(v., H) c N D c UN c D + E U *" ^ — 
Td£ (\ zS'S' ^ <j, 
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R(DE - UN) 
which, using Definition 2.25, is 
g,g' 
= R(H) S R(H„ - N) Z,,,, 
N c (H - M) 
(Vy ri H) Ç N 
Corollary 2.7.1: If any F-admissible set, 
Fp = P - F^, and U is any (X - F)-admis5lble set such that 
Vy n = 'f'j then 
S S c^l^Z'^l^Z = R(p) s R(Fp - N) Z^n 
ç fi Vu ç N ç F 
where the first summation is over all occurring combinations 
f^fg and fl c f^ and the summation on N is over all F-
admissible sets which contain Vy. 
Example 2.4: Consider the randomized block design with 
treatment error. If F = TB some examples of the applica­
tion of Lemma 2.7 are as follows: 
tu.t'b' f". ht +-. t. ' 
S il ' = RCB)IRCB) ] 
bb , > (J) B 
S j;tb,t'b _ R(B)[2t,t' ^ 
^ <P <P D 
S ztb,tb' ^ R(B)[R(B) 
bb' G G GB 
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S Egbftb ^ ROB) + ztft] 
b 
S j;tb,t'b ^ R(g) 
b 
S Z^^'tb ^ R(B) ESg^p] . 
Suppose these equalities are used in the expressions derived 
in Example 2.3. Then we have 
E[y y I bt, b't'] = i [ S S 
^ t, lb c 1 2b' c 2 9 
= 2i|l J;R(B) + Zg»^] 
which, since R(B) = b when blocks are fixed, is 
<D b ^ 
" ECy^jg! t = 1, t' = 2] 
Similarly 
E[y^l bt] 
1 r o - r.tb.tb' , c 1 vtb,tb 
= —2 L B  Ù  6  ,  -  T  B  —  L P '  
b tb c t tb' c t ^ tb c t g 
+ S — Zpb,tb ^ 3 _1 zt^,tb] 
tb c t gp tb c t gp 
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"2 IRCB) {RCB) %t,t) 
^ RCB) rt,t , RCB) rt,tl 
— 'BP ^ — W  
= E[y^l t] . 
These results verify the results in Example 2.3 and serve as 















= RCTB) [RCTB) + R(B) + R(T) Eg+ %%%: 
,tb ,tb ' 
= R(TB) LR(B) I, + R(B) Ï.J + Zg + Ejg] 
= R(TB) + Z? + Eg + 
-Q - n\.iD; LHAD; iiji^ ^ TGB 
vtb,t'b ^ p(TB) [RCT) Egp + F..^gp] 
= R(TB) [E^GBp] 
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4. Mixed model considérations 
The results of the previous subsections can also be used 
to evaluate the expectation of mean squares in the fixed, 
mixed, and random model situations. In previous work the 
unconditional cap sigmas were introduced and widely used for 
obtaining expectations primarily in the random model 
situations. The fixed and mixed model situations were 
considered as special cases of the random model and expecta­
tions were derived from the random model results. As shown 
in the previous subsections, certain relations do exist 
between the conditional and unconditional cap sigmas and the 
expected mean squares are in fact equivalent in many of the 
standard designs. In some cases, however, the mixed model 
expected mean squares cannot be derived from the random 
model results as illustrated by the following example. 
Example 2.3; Consider a 3 factorial experiment with 
factors A and B. The A x B interaction is customarily 
2 partitioned into two components, ^  and ^, each with two 
degrees of freedom. Suppose we have only one replicate in 
which ^ is confounded with groups. Thus, there are 3 
•groups and the 3 treatment combinations ab appearing in 
a given group are such that a + b (modulo 3) is constant. 
The groups (G) and plots (P) within groups are random factors 
while treatments are fixed. In this case we have 
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^ab,a'b' ^ ^  all ati, a'b' , 
^ab,a b _ ^ a + b?=l (mod 3) and 
a' + b' =1 Cmod 3) for some 
1 = 0, 1, or 2, 
^ab,ab ^ ^ for all ab, 
and all other A's are 0. Consider the sum of squares for 
factor A 
From equation (2.19), 
S E[y2| ab] 
.ab,ab' 
= S S 8 S 2 
ab 3" b b' U ç GP (R*(U|AB))" 
= - [S S S + s S + S S Spp»^^] 
3 a b b ' ^  a b  a b  
which, from Corollary 2.7.1, is 
= (9Z* + 9^4 + 3ÎB + + SCSQ + + %G + ^ABG 





=  9  - p  S  S  3  — ^ ^  
9 ab a'b' U c QP CR#CU|AB))^ ^ 
= - [S S + s s j.ab,a'b' 
9 ab a'b' 1=0 a+b=l 
a' + b' = i 
+ S Epp'^^] 
ab 
(%GP ^AGF %BGP ^ABGP^ 
+ - S S j;ab,a'b' ^ 
9 1 = 0 a + b = l 
a ' + b ' =1 
Combining these two results we have 
E[SS^| ab] = 6Z^ + 2 (E^g + Egp + Z^GP %BGP ^ABGP^ 
+ 3 (Cg + ^ AG + ^BG + ^ ABG) 
- S S .  
9  1  =  0  a  +  b s l  
a' + b' = 1 (2.30) 
If factors A and B are considered as random, then 
(using White's (1963) results) 
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E[y2] - 9 + J Clg + t + ^G 
"*" ^ABG •*• ^GP "*" ^AGP ^BGP "*" ^ABGP^^ ' 
9E[y*] = 9 [E^ + I (EA + :B + h'' +1 ^AB + ^AG + ^BG 
•*" %ABG "*• ^GP ^AGP ^ %BGP "*" ^ABQP^^ » 
so that 
E[SS^] - 6E^ + 2 CZ^B ^GP ^AGP ^BGP ^ABGP^ 
+ 2 + ZgQ + . (2.31) 
The right hand sides of equations (2.30) and (2.31) are 
obviously not equal. Therefore, in this case, the required 
expected mean squares for the mixed model cannot be derived 
from the corresponding random model results. Note that 
taking the expectation over levels of factors A and B 
E[- - S S %a^,a'b'j 
9 i = 0 a + b = i 
a' + b' = i 
= - - S + ——— S S S 
9 9 ab k (9)C4) ab a' f a b' f b ^ 
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=  _  l [ s  +  1  ( S  s  z S ^ . a ' b '  ^  2  g  g a b p a b '  
9 ab 2 ab a'b' ^ ab b' ^ 
- S S + s j,ab,ab^j 
ab a' G ab ^ 
which, from Corollary 2.7.1, is 
g t9 (Eg + + ^ BG ^ABG^ ^^AG 
^ 3%BG ^ABG^ " (SEg + 3%AG + ^BG ^ABG^ 
(3EQ + + 3ZgG + Z^3Q) + (Zg + l^Q + ZgG+ ^abq)}] 
^^G " ^ AG ~ ^BG " ^ ABG ' 
Thus, taking the expectation over levels of factors A and 
B in equation (2.35) gives equation (2.36), as would be 
expected. 
For experiments which do not have a balanced observation 
structure. Theorem 2.1 would have to be used to find the 
expected values of the analysis of variance terms. Since 
most experiments of general interest have balanced struc­
tures, in the remainder of this section the observation 
structure is taken to be balanced. In this case many of 
the analysis of variance components can be computed as 
Ill 
linear combinations of squares of various partial sample 
means. As before, F will represent the set of all fixed 
factors. Let fq* and f'q* be two. observationally 
occurring combinations of FQ, where FQ is X^-admissible. 
For each (X - F)-adraisslble set U let 
" number of observationally occurring combi­
nations u* of U such that both fq*u* 
and f'q*u* occur observationally, for a 
given fq* and fq*. 
Then 
k[yfq*yf,q*l f, f'] 
s 
X*' c f'q* 
y%*,l f] 
1 s s n(Z, f1 X*) X 
(R*(X|FQ))^ s z c (X - F - Q) 
E[yx*yx*,| z, f, f'] 
which, from Theorem 2.1, is 
1 S S nCZ, f ' I X*) X 
(R*(X|FQ))^ X* c fq* Z c CX - F - Q) 2 
S 
U 0 (X - F - Z) 
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which, upon the reversal of the order of summation of U 
and Z, is 
1 f ft 
y S S 
(R*(X|FQ))^ U c U - F) X» c fq* 
S n(Z, ]r| X*) 
Z c  ( X - F - Q - U )  
which, using the same reasoning as for equation C2.13), is 
S X 
(R*(X|FQ))2 U c (X - F) ^ u* c fq* '^4*** 
(R*(X|FQU))2 
fq*,f'q* 
T1 f f 
S — p ïi' . (2.32) 
U Ç (X - F) (R*(U|FQ))^ U 
Since = R*(u |PQ) ,  
E[y^.*| f] = S . (2.33) 
U 0 (X - F) R*(U FQ) 
Now let F^Q be any admissible set with F^ ç F and 
Q c (X - F), and let Fg = (F - F^). Suppose that some 
analysis of variance component requires the calculation of 
• 
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By expanding the y„ % and using equation (2.32), we 
obtain 
= S 5- S S 
f^q* (RKFglF^Q))'^ fg c f^q* c f^^q 
f, f] 
(RSfPglP^Q))^ f^q# fg Ç f^q* ç f^q* U c (X - P) 
f\fpq*,flf'q* 
1 ff ff 
" (2.34) 
(R*(U|PQ))2 U 
which, can be equivalently written as 
(RStFglPlQ))^ ç q* ç U ç (X - P) 
f f,q*,f.f'q* 
X  f f f f  
^ g- 2' 1 2 . (2.35) 
(R*(U|PQ))^ 
To prove this, consider the combinations summed oyer in 
expression (2.3^). The sum is over all observationally 
occurring combinations f^q*, and then over all observa-
Ilk 
tionally occurring combinations fg c f^q* and c f^q*. 
Since arid f^f^q* occur, and must 
also occur, and obviously q* c Thus every 
occurring in expression (2.34) also occurs in expression 
Now consider expression (2.35). The sum is over all 
observationally occurring combinations ^2 - ^ 1' 
and then over all observationally occurring combinations 
q* c Clearly f^q* occurs if f^fgq* occurs, and 
fg £ f]_q*- If f^fgq* does not occur then 
f.f-qx.f.r'q* 
Ay =0 for all U ç X - P. 
If f^flq* occurs then clearly fA c f^q*. Thus every non­
zero term in expression (2.35) also occurs in expression 
(2.34). Hence, expressions (2.3^) and (2.35) are equivalent. 




(number of observationally occurring combi­
nations f^fgqXu* of FQU such that 
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*u* 
flf^q*u* also occurs observationally, for 
given f^fgq* and f^f^q*) 
= number of observationally occurring combinations 
q*u* of QU such that both f^f^Q 
occur observationally, for given f^fg and f^f^ 
f f f f 
*QU 
Substituting this into expression (2.35) gives 
E[ S yl .1 f] = 
f^q* ^1^* (RXtPglP^Q))^ U Ç (X - F) f^fg 
^1^2 *^1^2 
S ^QU „^1^2'^1^2 
^2 2 ^ 1 (R*(U|FQ))2 
( 2 . 3 6 )  
This form may be difficult to evaluate, depending on the 
values of the À terms. Suppose, however, that condition 
(2.20) is satisfied for all pairs of combinations f^fg 
and f^f^ appearing in the summations. By using an 
argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.7, 
. ^ /l^2»^1^2 /l^2'^1^2 
V2 f) : fi 
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^1^2'^1^2 ^1^2''^1^2 
= S S S 8 En 
A c F2 ^2 - ^ 1 ^2 2 ^ 1 
i, f q 
(PG -  A) 
which, when condition (2.20) is satisfied, is 
(FP -  A) 
= S X ^ S S S Z ^ 
A Ç Pg yu 0 c 
(Fg - A) 
Now suppose that F is considered as random. Note that 
taking the expectation over levels of factors of F (which 
we denote by Ep) does not change the above expression. 
Thus, when this expression is substituted into equation 
(2.36), we have 
= E[ s  yl « I  f] . (2.37) 
fnO* ^1^ iQ 
For F random 
. 2  n  _  o  1 Em] • E[ S yt ^ J = R*(FIQ) I  S  
f^q* ^1^ T c X R*CT|F^Q) 
It will now be shown that, in order for the expectations 
with F random and F fixed to be equal, condition (2.20) 
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must be satisfied for all pairs of combinations f^fg and 
f^f^ appearing in equation (2.36). We begin by noting 
that for any F -admissible set B which contains 
S (-l)4tF - D) g 3 g 
B c D c F  d  f e d  f e d  
S (-1)9(F - D) g s S S 
B c D c F  d A c F - D f c d  f e d  
f ^ f 
(F - D - A) 
S (-1)9(F - D) g s S, 
B c D c F  A c F - D f  f  '  ^  
f / f 
(F - D - A) 
which, with a change in summation variable from A to 
E = D + A, is 
S (-l)S(F ' ^ S S S E, » 
c D c F  D c E c F f  f  '  
" " " " f f f' 
(F - E) 
which, reversing the order of summation of D and E, is 
S S S S (-1)^^^ " 
B c E c F f  f  B c D c E  
- - f / f " -
(F - E) 
which, since the last summation is equal to 1 if E = B 
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and is equal to 0 otherwise, is 
= S S 
f f 
f M f 
(F - B) 
Hence, by Corollary 2.7.1, 
S S = S C-1)^^^ " RCF) 
f  f  B c D c F  
f / f 
(F - B) 
S R(F - D - N) . 
Vu £ N Ç F 
Now consider 
S S cf, S S . (2.38) 
U c ( X - F )  F n c B c F  ^  f  f  ^  
1 - - f / f 
(F - B) 
where the C® are constants depending on B and U. By 
the immediately preceding equation, expression (2.38) can 
be written as 
S 8 [ s eg X 
U c (X - F) Vy Ç N c F ^ F^ c B c F 
S (-1)9(F - D) RCF - D - N)] . 
B c D c F 
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If the constants C® are appropriately defined, the coeffi­
cient of can be made to equal R*(F^Q)/R*(NU|F^Q) 
for each U and N. Note that such constants always exist 
since we could define 
N R*(PLQ) 
cf =. ± if B = F 
R*(NU|P^Q) R(F) 
= 0 otherwise. 
We then have 
R f f S S cH s s 
u  c (X - F) F. c B c F f f 
^ ~ " f / f' 
(F - B) 
= R*(F-,Q) S S Lwn 
U-c (X - F) Vy ç N c F R*(NU|F^Q) ^ 
From equation (2.36) we have 
E[ S y! f] = — .S 
f^q* "1^ (RSCFglPiQ))^ U c U - Fj 
^f,f' 
S S S ——^ p . (2.39) 
F, c B c F f f (R*(U|FQ)) 
1 - - f ^ f, 
(F - B) 
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Thus, if equation (2.37) holds, expressions (2.38) and 
(2.39) must be equal. Equating coefficients of the condi­
tional cap sigmas, we have 
^ = c® 
(RXCFglFiQ))^ (R*CU|PQ))2 " 
for each B such that c B c F and all pairs of combi­
nations f and f such that 
f ^ f . 
F^ c F, Q c X - F, and Fg = F - F^. If the observation 
structure is balanced, then 
(F -  B) 
These results are stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4; Let F^Q be an admissible set with 
U Ày for each (X - F)-admissible U and 
all f^fg and f^f^ such that 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
E[ S ^*1 f] = RHF^Q)! S 
^ X R*(T|F^Q) 
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Thus if condition (2,20) is satisfied, generally the 
expectation is quite simple to evaluate either in terms of 
conditional cap sigmas as given by equation (2.36) or in 
terms of unconditional cap sigmas as stated in Theorem 2.4. 
If an analysis of variance component involves only linear 
functions of squares of partial sample means of the form 
for various admissible sets P^Q and the condition in 
Theorem 2.4 is satisfied in each case, the expected mean 
square can be expressed entirely in terms of unconditional 
cap sigmas using the result in the theorem or results of 
previous authors who considered all factors as random. This 
will always be the case in balanced complete experiments 
since, as was stated earlier, condition (2.20) is satisfied. 
Also, in balanced complete experiments, all the usual anal­
ysis of variance components are linear functions of squares 
of partial means. Thus, all expected mean squares for the 
mixed model situations can be obtained by considering all 
factors as being random. This fact was essentially known 
to previous authors, but was never explicitly stated nor 
proved for the general balanced complete experiment. Most of 
the experiments considered by Wilk (1955), Zyskind (1958), 
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and Throckmorton (I961) in which some factors could be fixed 
had balanced complete observation structures. 
However, it is not necessary that the observation struc­
ture be complete in order that the expected mean squares be 
equivalent in the mixed and random model situations. Con­
sider, for example, the balanced incomplete block design in 
which treatments (T) are fixed and every pair of treatments, 
t and t', occur together in X blocks (B). (This design 
is discussed in more detail in subsection F.2.) Then, 
= 1, = X, = 0 for all t f t', and 
Xy'^ = R*(U|T) for each (X - F)-admissible set U. Thus all 
mean squares which are linear functions of squares of partial 
means have expectations which can be obtained by regarding T 
as random. An example of an experiment in which the condition 
in Theorem 2.4 is not satisfied is the partially balanced 
incomplete block design with fixed treatments. Note that this 
design is balanced according to the definition used in this 
thesis. In this case, equation (2.36) and Theorem 2.1 would 
have to be used to evaluate expected mean squares. If treat­
ments were considered as a random factor, then the uncondi­
tional cap sigmas could be used. The expected mean squares 
for the case in which all factors are random were derived by 
White (1963). For mixed model situations, expectations of 
mean squares which are not linear functions of squares of 
partial means would have to be evaluated using Theorem 2.1. 
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D. Interpretation of Cap Slgmas 
The cap slgmas were Introduced in order to obtain 
simple expressions for expectations of mean squares. How­
ever they can be given a practical interpretation. This 
was first discussed by Cox (1958) for the Latin square. 
Suppose we have two populations ..., and 
^21' example, the Y^^ might be the heights, 
measured without error, of a group of trees at some particu­
lar site and the Ygj the heights of a group of the same 
species at a different site. Suppose we wish to infer that 
location is responsible for a difference in the average 
heights, Y^ and Yp, at the two locations. If M = N = <» 
the hypothesis under test is generally taken to be 
Ho: ?1 = %2 
(2.40) 
Ha: ?l f ?2 ' 
Now consider the case in which M and N are finite. If 
there is no within population variation, then a hypothesis 
as in (2.40) should be considered. But, if there is varia­
tion within populations and the entire populations were 
observed then, except in unusual circumstances, we shall 
find Y^ ^  Yp and small differences in the two means would 
not lead us to conclude that the difference is caused by 
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location. Thus a more appropriate hypothesis in this case 
is 
«0^ lïl - Ï2I s fWijl 
(2.Il) 
Ha: lYj - ïjl > f(ïjj) 
where ) is some constant. Generally would 
be quite small, depending on the size of the populations 
and the nature of the observations. 
Now suppose that we have B finite populations or 
blocks each of P individuals, the members of the i^^ 
population being Y^^, ..., Y^p. The usual measure of vari-
2 
ability between blocks is Og. By the previous argument, 
in order to test whether blocks have a differential effect, 
we should consider a hypothesis of the form 
"o: 4 : 
, (2.42) 
"a: 4' '"ij) • 
If all individuals in each block had been observed, an 
objective way of deciding whether blocks have a differential 
effect would be to carry out a randomization test. If blocks 
have no differential effects, then we can say that we have 
made a grouping of the BP individuals into B blocks of 
B 
P units which is a random one of the possible (BP)'/(Pi) 
2 groupings that we could have obtained. Let E(ag) denote 
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2 the expectation of Og over the set of possible groupings 
and suppose we agree to conclude that there are no differ-
2 2 
ential block effects if Og < E(Og). Then, in the case where 
only a sample of observations in the blocks is available, 
the hypothesis under consideration should be as in (2.42) 
with f(Y^j) = E(og). The expression in (2.42) can therefore 
be written as 
°l s E(Og) 
= i ^ S (Y , - Y )2 
P BP - 1 ij ^ 
BP - 1 P(BP - 1) 
or 
or 
0% - - = 0 ' 
p ^ 
Thus hypothesis (2.42) can be written equivalently as 
^o" ^B = 0 
Ha: ^ ' 
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Now consider a two-way classification with R rows 
and C columns. Suppose we want to determine whether rows 
have differential effects when averaged over columns. The 
2 
usual measure of this variation is a^. If there were no 
row-column interactions, so that the variation within rows 
is the same for all rows, then it would be appropriate to 
2 
consider whether = 0. When row-column interactions 
exist the variation within rows will not be the same and 
2 
small values of would not lead us to conclude that 
rows have differential effects when averaged over columns. 
As above, a randomization test can be carried out. Consider 
n 
the set of (R!) groupings obtained by permuting the 
elements within the individual columns in all possible ways, 
so that the row groupings are randomly formed. Let 
denote the expectation over this randomization procedure. 
We agree to conclude that there are no differential average . 
2 2 
row effects if g E^Xo%). Thus, when only a sample of 
rows and columns is observed, the appropriate hypothesis is 
°R S Er("R) 
2 ; (2.43) 
°R ^ ^RCo^) . 
Evaluating the expectation and rearranging the terms, the 
expression in (2.^3) becomes 
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Or i 
R 1 1 1 ^ p 
— s -o (1 - -) —— s (Y.. - Y.)^ 
R R _ 1 n - 1 J R - 1 J = 1 c" R R - 1 1 = 1 
- ^2 [(C - 1) 
or 
^ (4 - ; 4) s ° 
or 
- c = ° 
Thus hypothesis (2.43) can be expressed as 
^^0' = G 
^a" > 0 . 
Similar results can be obtained for testing average column 
effects. 
To illustrate how the I quantities can be made to 
enter into tests of hypothesis considerations in higher 
order classifications we examine two more structures. 
First consider a structure in which plots (P) are 
nested in blocks (B) and treatments (T) are completely 
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crossed with both B and P. This is the inference struc­
ture used for the randomized block design. The responses 
are denoted by where i represents the block, j 
represents the plot within the block and k represents the 
ti'eatment. The usual measure used when looking at average 
2 treatment effects is a^. Due to block-treatment and plot-
2 treatment interactions, will generally be non-zero even 
when there are no average treatment differences. In order 
to carry out a randomization test we can permute treatments 
independently within each block. Let Eg denote expecta­
tion over this population of permutations and suppose we 
agree to conclude that there are no average treatment 
p 2 
effects if < Eg(o^). Then, using the results obtained 
for the two-way classification, the appropriate hypothesis 
to test when sampling from this structure is 
H,: Z, i 0 
^^a ' ^T ^ ^ ' 
(2.44) 
When looking at block-treatment interactions the usual 
2 quantity considered is Og^. This is affected by plot-
treatment interactions and variation of plots within blocks. 
To carry out a randomization test consider the quantities 
For each k, randomly group the BP values of 





Ogrp è ECCg^) 
B ^ X 
(B - DCT ^  1) k = 1 P BP BP - 1 
(^ijk -
EB(P - 1) OgpT + P(B - 1) 
P(BP - 1) 
2 12 
^BT ~ p ^BPT %BT = 0 
Now consider a structure in which rows (R), columns (C) 
and treatments (T) are completely crossed. The observations 
are denoted by where i, j, k represent row, column 
and treatment respectively. This is the inference struc­
ture used for the Latin square. The standard measure used 
2 
when looking at average row^treatment interactions is 
and this is affected by interactions with columns. For a 
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randomization test we can permute the values of 
independently for each fixed value of j and agree that 
there are no average row-treatment interactions if 
2 2 Opjij, < E(0pjij,), where the expectation is over the population 
of permutations. Proceeding as in the two-way classification 
the appropriate hypothesis to test when sampling from this 
structure is 
^0' ^RT = ° 
^a" ^RT ^ 0 . 
To test for average treatment effects we generally consider 
2 0^, as the appropriate measure. This is affected by inter­
actions of treatments with rows and columns. We therefore 
consider randomization of the following form: 
For fixed i and j = 1, ..., C randomly permute the 
values of k. Use independent randomizations for each 
i value. Then for fixed j and 1=1, ..., R 
permute treatment numbers again, using independent 
randomizations for each j. The roles of i and j 
may be reversed. 
If columns do not interact with treatments, or if these 
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interactions are Ignored, then only the first randomization 
should be used and, reasoning as before, we are led to 
consider 
or 
°T " % °RT = ° 
If column interactions do exist, the second randomization 
is also used. Since 
^2 1 ^2 
°T " r ^RT 
is affected by these column interactions we consider 
°T " ~ °RT = " I 
M JH. 
or 
2  1  2  , 1  2 ^ C - 1 , 2  1  f l  _ 2  L  C  -  1  _ 2  ^  
" % ^ RT = 2 g2 ^CT " ^  °RT ^2 °RCT^ 
or 
2  1 2  1 2 , 1 „ 2  _ v ^ n  
" % °RT " 2 CT ®RCT = ' 
These procedures can be followed to obtain Z's in any 
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balanced complete inference structure. 
Cox (1958) arrived at cap sigmas by an alternative 
approach. Consider, for example, the simple case of B 
blocks each of P individuals. To arrive at a cap sigma he 
required a measure of the variation between blocks which 
2 
reduces to Og when there is no variation within blocks and 
has expectation zero when the set {Y^j} is permuted at 
random into B blocks of P individuals. This led him to 
consider the quadratic form 
2 n 2 
^B - DOB(P) 
where D was some constant to be determined. By taking the 
expectation of this quadratic form over the random groupings 
and equating the expectation to zero, he obtained D = 1/P. 
In each case considered by Cox the cap sigma quantity 
had expectation zero over the set of random permutations 
employed in deriving the cap sigma. Thus, the cap sigma 
measures how much more variation there is than would be 
expected under the random permutations. For this reason Cox 
referred to the cap sigmas as components of effective varia­
tion. Note that in the present work the cap sigmas also have 
zero expectation over the set of randomizations used In 
deriving them. 
However, in deriving components of effective variation. 
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Cox did not always arrive at expressions identical to the 
cap sigmas. In the Latin square example he derived 
2 12 
^RT " Rcr 
which is not the usual definition of The reason for 
this is that the expectation was taken over all random per­
mutations of - Y.. - Y+ Y.. If the expectation had 
1J ^  1J J ^  J 
been taken over the set of randomizations in which the 
Y.., - Y..-Y., + Y. are permuted independently for each ijk ij jk J ^ 
fixed value of j, then the usual cap sigma expression would 
have been obtained. 
The above methods can also be used to arrive at similar 
interpretations of the conditional cap sigmas. For example, 
consider the single degree of freedom component 
Q = (y^ - y2) 
discussed in Example 2.2. To test for significance of this 
component the quantity generally considered is 
(Y- - Y.)^ = 0^'^ + 0^'^ - 2o}'^ . 
1 ^ ç (j) Y 
Since blocks (B) are crossed with treatments (T) and sub-
treatments (G) are nested in T, the following randomization 
is considered: 
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For each b, randomly permute the values 1 and 2 
of t, using independent randomizations for each value 
of b. Then, randomly group the 2G subtreatments of 
treatments 1 and 2 into two groups. 
Then, proceeding as in the three-way classification, the 
first randomization leads us to consider 
or 
- - aj.> ) < 0. 
D 
The second randomization leads us to consider 
(!) B B 
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.V. i... - J 
+ — (o4'^ + 0^'^ - 2o^'2) 
2G - 1 4 * '» 
or, equivalently 
- J 4'" + ~ 4') - 2^'' - ; °B''' 
= EJ.I + z2.= - 2Z;.2 < 0 . 
Similar procedures can be used to arrive at conditional cap 
sigma expressions in any balanced complete inference struc­
ture . 
Returning to the first example considered in this 
section, suppose the two populations are samples from the 
same infinite population with mean y. Then, as M -> «> 
and N oo, ^ y and Yg -> y. Thus, the function f(i^^. ) 
used in hypothesis (2.4l) should be chosen so that 
f(Y^j ) -> 0 as M -> <» and N -+ m . 
Extending this argument to more complex situations discussed 
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above, we would expect the hypothesis under consideration 
to converge to 
= 0 
Ha: > 0 
as the population sizes increase. If the population com­
ponents of variation are bounded, then the Ï converge to 
2 the corresponding a as population sizes approach infinity. 
Thus, the hypothesis in terras of I does reduce to hypoth­
esis (2.^5). 
Generally tests of hypotheses are based on an F sta­
tistic which is a ratio of two quadratic forms. In choosing 
the two quadratic forms, the objective is to obtain one 
which has an expected value larger than the other only by 
a multiple of the term which is to be tested. Thus it is 
desirable to have a test which is unbiased in the sense that 
the expected value of the numerator quadratic form is equal 
to the expected value of the denominator quadratic form 
when the null hypothesis is true. If the hypothesis is of 
the form 
H : 0^ _ Q 
0 
o"  >  0  ,  
generally there will be no unbiased test. Also, the 
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appropriate quadratic forms to be used will depend on 
whether the populations are finite or infinite, and whether 
the factors are fixed or random. This is discussed by Wilk 
and Kempthorne (1956a) for a number of standard designs. 
However, if the hypothesis is of the form 
Ho: Z 5 0 
Z > 0 , 
an unbiased test will exist in most designs and, unlike the 
2 hypothesis in terms of a , the appropriate quadratic forms 
to be used in the test do not depend on whether factors are 
fixed or random, or on population sizes. Similar statements 
apply to the conditional quantities. 
Consider, for example, the randomized block design 
with block-treatment interactions. To test for average 
treatment effects, the hypothesis is usually formulated as 
"0 : °T ° ° 
,  ( 2 . 1 6 )  
Ha'. 0^ > 0 . 
The appropriate test statistic and degree of bias is dis­
cussed by Wilk and Kempthorne (1956a) for various situations 
depending on whether treatment and block populations are 
finite or infinite and whether these factors are fixed or 
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random. By the argument presented in this section, the 
appropriate hypothesis should be stated as in hypothesis 
(2.44). If blocks are sampled from some infinite population 
of blocks, then hypothesis (2.44) reduces to hypothesis 
(2.46). In any case, however, the appropriate test statis­
tic is 
p _ mean square for treatments 
mean square for interaction 
and it provides an unbiased test of hypothesis (2.44). 
Some difficulties do arise in carrying out the test 
procedures. Given a set of observations, a randomization 
test based on the F statistic can be used to test any 
hypothesis, but this usually involves a prohibitive amount 
of computation. For the randomized block design, Kempthorne 
et al. (lyôl) compared une power curve of an exact random­
ization test with the power curve of an F-test with a fixed 
cut-off point (from tables of the F-distributlon). They 
found that in testing hypothesis (2.46) with a small number 
of blocks, the actual size of the generally used F-test 
exceeds the nominal size as specified by the test procedure. 
It is stated that a nominal 5^ F-test should actually be 
compared with a randomization test whose significance level 
is 9%. These conclusions may be due to the fact that the 
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F-test of hypothesis (2.46) is being compared to a random­
ization test which is perhaps testing hypothesis (2.44). 
The differences in power may therefore be due to the differ­
ence in the hypotheses being tested and perhaps a nominal 
5% F-test of hypothesis (2.46) would correspond to a 
nominal 9% F-test of hypothesis (2.44). A problem with 
using the F-test for hypotheses expressed in terms of cap 
sigmas is that the cap sigmas are not necessarily positive, 
E. Examples 
Three examples are discussed in this section. The 
first is the randomized block design with treatment error, 
which has already been considered in several examples. The 
results for this design are typical of all experiments 
which have a balanced complete observation structure. The 
expected values of quadratic forms in the class of balanced 
complete observation structures are fairly simple to derive 
using the general results obtained. The second example 
deals with an incomplete structure, the balanced incomplete 
block design. In this case, more general types of quad­
ratic forms are encountered both in the analysis of variance 
and in single degree of freedom contrasts for treatments. 
This is also true for the third example which deals with 
the missing observation analysis in a randomized block 
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design. Even though Theorem 2.1 provides a simple expres­
sion for the expectation of every element of a general 
quadratic form, the combination of these elements into the 
required quadratic form is not trivial. These examples 
illustrate some techniques which can be used. 
1. Randomized block design with treatment error 
Most of the results for this design have been given in 
Examples 2.1 and 2.2. As in these examples, the treatments 
will be taken as fixed and all other factors as random. 
This experiment has a balanced complete observation struc­
ture and all the analysis of variance components are linear 
functions of squares of partial means. Thus, applying 
Theorem 2.4, all the expected mean squares for the mixed and 
random model have identical cap sigma expressions. The 
expected mean squares for the random model were obtained by 
Throckmorton (1961) and are presented in Table 2.1. Since 
° ^ °ST - 47 °T(G) + 4(GB) . 
'T generally there will not exist an unbiased estimate of 
2 
nor an unbiased test of = 0. From Table 2.1, it 
is seen that if = 0, then EMSCT) = EMS(BT). Thus, an 
unbiased estimate of always exists and an unbiased 
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Table 2.1. The analysis of variance of the randomized 
block design with, treatment error 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
^0 P^T(BG) P^T(G) SP^BT 
^0 P^TCBG) P^T(G) SP^BT 
SQ + P^T(BG) P^T(G) SP^BT 
^0 P^T(BG) P^TCG) 
^0 ^B(P) ^B(PT) ^BT(PG) 
B b - 1 
T t - 1 
BT (b - l)Ct - 1) 
BTG bt(g - 1) 
BTGP btg(p - 1) 
test of H^: < 0 would be provided by considering 
P = Mean square (T)/Mean square (BT) . 
Similarly, for the single degree of freedom contrast 
considered in Example 2.2, generally there will be no 
unbiased test of the hypothesis 
Hot (Ï1 - Yj)" = cj'l + ,2.2 _ 2,1,2 , 0 _ 
Suppose, however, that the hypothesis of interest is that 
which was derived In Section Ej that is, 
+ [2,2 _ 2zl>^ < 0 . 
O Ç (}) (J) P 
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Since the appropriate test for average treatment effects is 
to compare the Mean Square (T) with the Mean Square (BT), 
consider 
- (ygb - - y; + 
^ s (y,, - y, - y,. + y,)^ 
b(b-.l) b " '1 '2b '2 
^ (S ^ ib + S Ah - 2 ? 'ib^Zb 
b(b - 1) b b b 
- by^ - byg + Zby^yg) . 
Using equation (2.33), 
E[S y^J t] = b(Z^'^ + 1 1 
b g g 
+ - + - %BGP) 
gP gP 
and from equation (2.32), 
E[S t = 1. t'= 2J = + Zg'^) • 
2 
The expected values of the other terms in were evaluated 
in Example 2.2. Combining these results and simplifying, 
gives 
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ELQ^l t ^ 1, t'= 2] = 
b 
1 _t,t . 1 -t.t 
gp 
F ' ) 1 
BGP^^ . 
Thus, if (E^'l + [2,2 
4) i> 21^'^) = 0, then 
E[Q^1 t = 1, t'= 2] - E[Q^1 t = 1, t'= 2] . 
The appropriate F for testing the contrast Q would then 
2. Balanced incomplete block design 
Consider a balanced Incomplete block experiment in which 
treatments are fixed while blocks and plots are random. 
Suppose that in the sample configuration we have 
number of treatments (T) - fc, 
number of plots (P) per block (B) = k, 
number of replications of each treatment = r, 
number of blocks = b, 
number of times any two treatments occur together 
The following relations among these symbols must hold; 
bk = rt - total number of plots in the experiment, 
X = r(k — l)/(t — 1) . 
be F = Q^/qZ. 
in a block -
1# 





Thus the set of all factors X = BPT, the set of fixed 
factors F = T, and X - F = BP. In order to evaluate 
expected mean squares in the analysis of variance table and 
the expected values of quadratic forms associated with single 
degree of freedom contrasts, both conditional and uncon­
ditional cap sigmas will be used. The unconditional cap 
sigmas corresponding to the X-admissible sets are 
since the three right-hand cap sigmas will always have the 
^B(P)' ^B(PT) • 
As in White (I963) we define 
V 
0 ^BT ^ ^ B(P) ^B(PT) 3 
same coefficient in the cap sigma expansion of any quadratic 





„t,t' _ t,t' 
^B(P) " B(P) 
for all levels t and t' of T. 
The intrablock analysis of variance and estimates of 
treatment contrasts are obtained from the intrablock normal 
equations (see Kempthorne (1952), page 533) which reduce to 
(r - —) t. - — S t., = T, - — S n.. B. (= Q., say) 
k ^ k j'f j J ^ k i J '^ ^ 
j = 1, ..., t 
where 
tj = estimate of the j-th treatment effect, 
T^. = total of the r responses with treatment j, 
= total of the k responses in block i 
(i = 1, ..., b), 
n.. = 1 if treatment j occurs in block i, ] 1 " ' 
= 0 otherwise. 
Under the condition that 
S t = 0 , 
j 
solutions of the intrablock normal equations are obtained as 
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Thus, the estimated difference between treatments 1 and 
2 is 
CQ-I - Qp) ~ D , say-. 
b(k - 1) ^ ^ 
For inference purposes, It is necessary to evaluate 
E(D^), or ECQn + Qg - ZQ^Qg). Suppose the r responses 
obtained with treatment 1 are y^, y_ and the 
corresponding block totals are B^. Suppose also 
that the r responses obtained with treatment 2 are 
X X + 1' ^2r X with corresponding block totals 
B , L n . •.•5 Thus, treatments 1 and 2 
r - A + 1 '  '  2 r - A  '  
occur together in the X blocks numbered r - X + 1, r. 
Let 
+ ... + By , Vj ®r - X + 1 ^ ®2r - X 
Vl,2 ' By _ % + 1 + ... + 
Then 
«1«2 = ' I (^1^2 + ?2Vl) + g ^1^2 • 
Since xt,t' ^ 1, Xg'^' = X, ^ 0 for all t ^ t', 
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from Theorem 2.2 and its corollary, 
EiT^Tg) = r^ EEy^y^J t ;= 1, t'= 2] ^  
E(T^) = r^ Ely; I t = 1] = r^ + - ^gjp)) • 
Now consider = y^V^ + ... + y^V^. The expected 
value of this term can be obtained by expanding the right- . 
hand terms into a sura of products of individual observations 
yy' and using Theorem 2.1. Take, for example, y^V^. This 
can be expanded into a sum of rk products yy' (where 
y = y^). Since y^ appears in one of the products is 
y^. For each of the other (k - 1) observations in B^, y 
and y' involve the same block and different plots. Also 
y = y^ will involve treatment 1, while the y' will 
involve levels t r 1 which occur in (B^ - y^) and these 
levels will be represented as 
t E B^  . 
¥• 1 
In the remaining products the y' will involve different 
blocks and plots and levels of treatments which occur in 
- B^. Hence 
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E(y^V^) = E[y2| t = 1] + S ECy^xy^*,! Z = P, 1, t] 
t e 
f 1 
+ S Ely %y %,| Z - BP, 1, t] 
t £ ^ ^ (2.47) 
which, from Theorem 2.1, is 
=  ( s j ' l  +  £ ^ ' 1  +  ^  S  ^  +  4 ' " )  
t 1 
+ s . 
t e ^ 
A similar expression holds for ECy^^V^), i = 1, ..., r, wi 
^ replacing B^. Thus 
th 
B 
E(T,VJ = r (EJ'^ + + S S 
11 (j) B BP 1 = 1 t e B ® 
^ 1 
r It 
+ S S . 
i = 1 t E - B^ "P 
A similar procedure can be used to obtain ^(T^Vg). 
^1^2 ^ (^1^2 + ••• •*• ^r - A"^2^ ^^r - A + 1^2 
+ • • • + 
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Expanding the right-hand terms into sums of products, for 
each i-l, y and y' will involve 
different blocks and plots. Also, y. involves treatment 1 
while y' will involve treatments occurring in Vg. For 
each of y.Vg, i = r - A + 1, r, the expected value is 
the same as that obtained in equation (2.47), with Vg 
replacing V^. Thus, 
ECT^V^) = (r - X) S 
+ S S (z^/t + 
i  =  r -  X +  l t e B j _  
f 1 
r It 
S S zj/^ . 
i = r - A + l  t  E  V g  -
By interchanging the roles of fcreacments 1 and 2 
expression, we have 
ECTjVj) = (r - X) ^  S ^  
r o •(- o +• 
+  S  S  C z T '  +  
i  =  r . - X  +  l t e B ^  '  
f 2 
^ 2 t S  S z f »  .  
i = r - X + l  t  E  ^  
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Now consider 
,2 n n2 V" = S B: + s B B., . 
1 = 1 1 ^  1' ^ 
The observations in the 1-th block can be represented as 
where i denotes the block and t denotes the treat­
ment . Then 
r p r -
E( S Efj = S E( 8 y,.)^ 
1 = 1 ^  1 = 1  t  E  B  
= S S ElyZ I t] + S 
1 = 1  t  E  B ^  1 = 1  
S E[y.,y.,,1 Z = P, t, t'] 
t f t'E B. 
which, from Theorem 2.1, is 
^ -t- +- t t t f ^ 
i = 1 t E B. ® i = 1 
s  ( z t ' t '  +  z t ^ t ' )  
t  f  t ' E  *  *  
ExDandin.ff 
S B B,, 
i / 1' ^ 
into a sum of products yy', y and y' will involve 
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different blocks and plots. Thus 
E( S B. B. , ) = S S S . 
1 / 1' ^ ^ 1 f 1* t E EL t'E EL, 9 
Hence 
ECV?) S S CZ^'t + vt,t ^ ^t t^ 
^ i = 1 t e B. 'i' ® 
+ S S CZ^'t' + 
1 = 1 t f t'E * B. 
i" i" ' 
+ s s s . 
i / 1' t E Bu t'E B^, * 
Using a similar argument 
E(V2) ' E[(V^ - Vg + (Vg - V^_2) + 
r - X _ 
S  S  S  s  
1  =  1  i ' = r - A  +  l  t  E  B ^  t ' E  E u ,  
r 2r - X , , 
+  S  S  S  s  
i  =  r -  X  +  l  i ' = r  +  l  t  E  E L  t ' e  B ^ ,  ^  
"p 
+ S S + û'^ + 
i = r - X + 1 t E B^ 'f' ® 
 ^ 1" i" ' "f" i~ ' 
+ S s cz^' + Zp/ ) 
i  =  r -  X  +  l t ^ t ' e B ^  
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^ t t' 
+ S S S 
i ^ i' t e B t'E B. , (P 
- r - À + 1 
Since 
E(Q^) = E(T?,) + ECV^) - - ECT.Vn) 
1 ^ k 
EfQ^Qg) = ECT^Tg) - i ECT^Vg + T^V^) + ECV^Vg) , 
p 
the expected values of and Q^Qp can be evaluated 
2 
using the above results. Also ECQg) can be obtained from 
p 
E(Q^) by Interchanging the roles of treatments 1 and 2 
2 in the expression for E(Q^). These results can then be 
2 
used to find E(D ). However, the exact expression is quite 
lengthy. Some assumptions based on the relations among cap 
slgmas obtained in Subsection C.3 will be used to simplify 
the expression. 
From Corollary 2.7.1 
S (2.48) 
S Zg't = , (2.49) 
Subtracting equation (2.49) from (2.48) gives 
S = t(t - 1) Zn . (2.50) 
t f t' B B 
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Since equations (2.49) and (2.50) hold, we will assume that 
^B' ^ ^B ^  ^ BT 
= Tg for t f t'. 
A similar justification can be given for assuming 
y t 51 _ y , y 
^BP ^BP ^BPT 
+ % for t / 1, 2-
= 2^ for t ^ t' and Ct,t') f (1,2) . 
Furthermore, in order to simplify the expression for 
ECVIVJ), it is necessary to assume that for each t'(^ .l,2), 
t' will occur with treatments 1 and 2 in 
a - A(k — 2)/(t - 2) 
blocks. Using these assumptions in the expressions for 
E(Q^), EfQg), EfQ^Qg) and grouping like terms, gives 
E(D^) = (zl/1 + Z. 
<P (p ? Xt 
where = Zg^ + Zgp + ' 
Now consider the intrablock analysis of variance. From 
the intrablock normal equations 
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SS (T eliminating B) = S t. Q. = ^ S Q? , 
J J bCk - 1) j ^ 
For each j let 
Vj = S "ij Bi . 
2 
Then, for each j the expression for ECQ^) will have the 
2 
same form as the expression for ECQ-,), so that 
E(S Q^) = r^ S + - sW ) 
J J J (|) r G r BP 
+ -3 8 [ 8 S + j;t,t ^ %t,t) 
k J EL E Vj t e 
+ S S + [tjt') 
B. E V. t / t'e B. 'P 
1 J 1 
S S 5 
EL f B^, t E B^ t'E ^ 
'"j 
- - S [r(z{'j + zJ/j + 
k j "P ^ 
S S CzJ't + zJ,t) 
B. e Y j  t . B ,  * 
M J 
s zJ ' t ]  
j B. e V. t E V, - B 
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S + (p 
]_ 4 i 1 4 
r 
+ -P S I S S 




B E V t,t'E B. 
i- J X 
s 
-  s  [  s  
k j C VJ 
S 
t e V j 
+ r . 
Using the fact that each treatment appears in r blocks and 
every pair of treatments occur together in \ blocks, and 
then applying Corollary 2.7.1, this expression can be written 
in terms of unconditional cap sigmas. For example, consider 
the term 
Any block total B which is the sum of observations on 
treatments i^, ig, i^ will appear in the above sum­
mation in V. , V. , ..., V. . Thus each block total appears 
il I2 
k times in the summation. Hence expression (2.51) can be 
written equivalently as 
i~ 1" ^ 
s  s  s  
j EL E V. t,t'E B^ 
(2.51) 
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^ t t ' k S S 
i = 1 t,t'E B. 
= k lA S zî/t' + Cr _ A) s 
t,t( B t B 
= k [XtCtEg + Egy) + Cr - X)t(Zg + Zg^)J 
We then obtain 
E(S q2) = - 1): ; + (r . Z)t z . 
j J k2(t - 1) T k 0 
Hence 
ESS (T eliminating B) = b(k - 1) + (t - 1) Zq . 
From Theorem 2.4 the expected sums of squares for the total 
and blocks ignoring treatments are the same as in the random 
model. The analysis of variance is given in Table 2.2. 
3. Missing observation in a randomized block design 
Consider a randomized block design with one missing 
observation. The inference structure is identical to the 
one given in Subsection E.2, The conceptual yields are 
denoted by where the subscripts denote block (B), plot 
(P), and treatment CT) respectively. For the first case 
considered, blocks and treatments will be regarded as fixed 
factors. The sample configuration will have b blocks with 
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Table 2.2. Intrablock analysis of variance for the 
balanced incomplete block design 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
B Ignoring T 
T eliminating B 
Residual 
Total 
each of the t treatments appearing once in each block. 
The t configuration levels of P are sampled from the 
R(P) available plots. The response obtained on the (i,k)-
th block-treatment combination is denoted by y^^ and, for 
simplicity of discussion, we shall assume that is 
missing. 
In such a case Yates' (1933) method of fitting constants 
for estimating the missing yield leads to the following 
estimate for y^^; 
b - 1 k + r-:-; + Zo 
D »• 1 
t - 1 b(k - 1) 
t ~ 1 ^T ^0 
r t - b - t + 1  E q C  + Zgp + 
rt - 1 
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where 
- total yield for the (t - 1) plots in block 1 
for which yields were obtained, 
= total yield for the Cb 1] plots receiving 
treatment m for which yields were obtained, 
G' = total of all observed yields. 
Consider the sums of squares in the analysis of variance 
when the data are complete, when the data are augmented by 
^Im' in the exact case. The notation for these sums 
of squares is shown in Table 2,3, 
Table 2.3. Sums of squares for the randomized block design 
with complete data, with data augmented by the 
missing value estimate, and with exact data. 
Source Complete Augmented Exact 
Blocks (B)^ (B)^ (B)^ 
Treatments (T) (T) (T) 
c a e 
Error (E)^ (E)^ (E)^ 
Total (Totally [Total]^ CTotal)^ 
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The augmented table is used first to determine (E)^, which 
is known to be equal to (E)^, Then CTotaD^ and (B)^ 
are calculated from the available data and CT)^ is obtained 
by subtraction. The expected mean squares can be obtained 
by applying Theorem 2.1 directly to the quadratic forms 
in the exact analysis. However, they can be more readily 
obtained by an approach used by Mitra C1959) which makes use 
of certain known results concerning the expected values of 
mean squares in the analysis of such experiments with 
complete data. 
The following relations can easily be verified: 
(E)c - " ' 'II'  " ('im - yim'' • 
(T + E)^ - (T + E)^ = ^  (Yim " ' 
Hence 
E[(E)^] = E[(E)^] - ,(2.52) 
t 1 B' 
E[(T + E)g] = EECT + E)^J - ECy^^ —) .(2.53) 
t t - 1 
It is already known that 
EECE)^] ^  Cb - DCt - DCZgp + %TBp) 
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E[(T + E)^] = b(t - 1){E^ + Egp + + E^gp) . 
The remainder of the required expectations can be obtained 
from Theorem 2.1. Since blocks and treatments are fixed, 
ik i'k' 
only two conditional cap sigmas are involved. » 
will always appear in the expansion of 
^^^ik^i'k'I i'k'] , 
whereas ^ appears if and only if i = i', k = k' 
and Z = (j). 
E[y2j im] . . 
E(yimBi) = ^ S ^ = P. 1". 
k ^ m 
q ylm,lk 
k ^ m • 
K('lmTA) = . ^ Z = P. Im, im] 
1 / 1  
o ri Im y im 
^ > 
1 f 1 '* 
i,k p ll,ml 
g Um.lk _ 
l,k ^  (l,m) 
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E(B' ) = S ' + S Zp ' , 
k,k' 'P k ^ m ^ 
f ,ra 
E(T'^} = S t S , 
^ 1,1' 1 M 
^ 1 
E(G'^) = S S + S Ep^»^^ 
,k i 
/ (l,m) 
i l',k' ^ i,k / (Ijïïi) ^ 
ECB'T') S S 
^ k / m i / 1 
E(B'G') = E[B'2 + S B'B.] j. 1 i ^ 1 ^ 1 
^ g ^Ikjlk' ^  g ^lk,lk 
k,k' '''' k ^  m  ^
 ^m 
+ S S S ^ 
i ? ^ l  k j ^ m  k'  
e{t;g.) = e[t.2+ s T'T^] 
k p: m 
s zlm.l m ^ g jlm.im 
,1 '  *  
t 1 
Im.l'k 
+ S g 8 
k  7 ^  m  1 ^ 1  i '  
Thus 
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G(yimyim) = lb s 
(b ^ l)Ct r l) k ^ ni 
+ t S 




Cb - 1 ) (t — 1 ) 
[b^C S S I Ik 
k,k' 
f m 
k ^  m 
+ s zlm.l'm + g gim.irn) 
1,1' 'P 
/ 1 
+ ( S S si ' + 
l,k l',k' "P 
f (l,m) 
S 
i,k M (l,m) 
+ 2bt S S -
k ^ m 1 M 1 
2b( S Z^kjlk' 
k,k' 4 
/ m 
+ S +3 S S ) 
k ^ m - i F 1 k F m k' 




M 1 ^ 
+ S S S zlm,l'k)] 
k  f !  m  1 ^ 1  1 '  
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Using these results in equations (2.52) and (2.53) gives 
E[(E)g] = (b - l)(t ^ DC^p + ^ ^ TBP^ 
(5 - l)(t 1) 
M p ' 
+ [b S ^ ^  g ^lm,iin 
bt k / m "I" 1 M 1 
S 1 A , 
i,ky (l,m) bt(b - l)(t - 1) 
E[(T + E)g] = b(t - 1)(E^ + Egp + Z^g + Z^Bp) 
t - 1 /„lm,lm , _lm,lm\ ,2 „ „lm,lk 
( S + S Zp » ) , 
A m 
t(t - 1) k.k' ^ k M m P 
E[(T)g] = E[(T + E)g] _ E[(E)gJ 
= (t - l)(Zgp + Z^g + Z^gp) + b(t - 1) Z^ 
t - 1 /-Im.lm , _lm,lm\ 2 r, o 
' +4 ^ - M J 
S Z^^^ik) - ( S 
i,k * tct ^ 1) k,k' * 
9^  (l,m) M m 
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S Zlk'lk) + 
k pf m bt (b - 1)Ct - 1) 
E[(B) ] p —^ C S + S 
® t - 1 k,k' ^ k ^  m 
f m 
+ - S (S zik,ik' ^  g 
t  1 ^ 1  k , k '  ' P  k  ^  
— ( S S s 
bt - 1 l.k i' ,k' 'P i,k 
fi Cljin) f (l,m) 
t(b - 1) ^ g g ^Ikji'k' 
(bt - l)(t - 1) l,k l',k' 'f' 
(l,m) 
+ S 1 . s ( S 
i,k 
/ (l,m) 
J - o ^, 
^ t(t - 1) 1 / 1 k,k' ^ 
+ S . 
k 
The analysis of variance Is given in Table 2.4. 
The estimate of the d-th treatment mean is 
td = Yd if d jn 
= ^ + yim] " • 
The variance of t^ <- t^, for d, d' / m is 
Table 2.4. Analysis of variance of a randomized block design with one missing 
observation (blocks and treatments fixed) 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
Blocks b - 1 ( S 
(bt - l)(t - 1) l,k / (l,m) 
c; ylk,l'k' , ^ ylk,lk ) 
i,k 
/ (l,m) 
S (S + S 
t(b - 1)(t - 1) 1/1 k,k , * 
Treatments t - 1 IBP + ITB + ^TBP + ^ 
(t S z 














4) S k / m 
„lk,lk. ip ; 
bt(b - l)(t - 1)' 
A 
Table 2.4. (Continued) 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
Error bt - b - t (Z„p + + ^TBp'  (^1"""" 
bt - b - t bt(bt - b - t) ^ 
+ + Cb S 
bt C b t  -  b -  t) k  ^  m  
+ t S 






bt(b - l)(t - l)(bt -b-t) 
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v a r C t ,  - t ) =  " 2  K l  -  -^)  S 
G  G  t ,  R C P )  i  
+ _!___ s pidfld'.] 
R C P )  i  
and for d' = m 
varCÎ, - î ) = 1 t (1 - -i-) S 
° (b - 1) R(P) i ?! 1 
S S 
R(P)Cb - l)Ct -1) k ^ m 1^1 
+ 2(bt - b + 1) 2 QÂm,id 
R(P)(b - l)(t - 1) 1/1 ^ 
+ 2 g 
R(P)(t - 1) k / m 
(b — l)(t — 1) 
S S 
R(P)(b - l)(t - 1) 1 M 1 k 
+  2 R ( ? )  +  C R ( P )  -  I ) ( b  -  l ) ( t  ^  1 )  g  g i d p l d  
R C P } C b  -  1 } e t  -  1 )  i  ^  




A' =  -  ( b  -  1 )  3  Op ' +  C b  T- 2 b )  S ai ' 
RCP) k,k' ^ k / m 
M m 
+ CRCP) - DCt - 2t) g 
R C P )  i  M  ^  
—— S S + S 
R(P) 1^1 k,k' ^ i,k f Cl,m) 
+ _it_ g  s  plm.ik 
R(P) k r' m i f 1 
The randomization analysis of the randomized block 
design with an observation missing has been considered by 
Mitra (1959) and Folks and West (196I). Mitra considered 
the special case in which R(P) = t, additivity between 
treatments and experimental material is assumed to hold, and 
the same experimental unit Is assumed to be missing In each 
possible repetition of the experiment. Folks and West also 
considered the situation in which ,R(P) = t and additivity 
holds, and obtained expected mean squares when a particular 
block-plot combination is missing from the conceptual 
population of yields, when a block-treatment combination Is 
missing, and when a restricted set of randomizations is used. 
In the present work, no restriction on RCP) was made and 
additivity was not assumed. Also, no information on the 
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exact nature of the process by which an observation is 
missed was used. However, the analysis is conditional on 
the particular block-treatment combination which is missing. 
When RCP) = t and additivity is assumed, the expected 
mean squares in Table 2,4 are identical to those obtained by 
Folks and West in the case where a particular block^treatment 
combination is assumed to result in a missing yield in the 
conceptual population of yields. The expressions appear to 
be different because Folks and West consider an incomplete 
inference population and a different model. However, the 
approach used by Folks and West does not seem to be appro­
priate. In a situation where the physical properties of a 
certain block are such that a particular treatment will always 
result in a missing yield, some standard textbooks recom­
mend that a zero yield should be entered for that combination 
rather than considering it as a missing value. It also seems 
that block-treatment interactions would exist in such a 
situation, yet Folks and West use an additive model in 
deriving their results. 
Now let 
li = i S (Y ^ Y 
^ RCP) - 1 J ^ 
and suppose that the treatments are equal in their effects 
on every plot; that is, for all ij 
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^Ijk = k = 1, t . (2.54) 
The expected mean squares in Table 2.4 then reduce to 
Treatment EMS = 
Bp b(t . 1) -
+ S Op^ , 
b(b - l)(t - 1) i 1 
Error EMS = - D ^2 _ b - 1 11 
bt - b - t b(t - 1) 
1 S Op^ . 
b(b - l)(t - 1) i / 1 
Under the assumption of homogeneity of error (that is, 
1 i ? Op = Ogp for all i), the usual F-test for the hypothesis 
in equation (2.54) would be unbiased. 
Usually, however, we shall not be interested in estab­
lishing such a stringent hypothesis and are satisfied in 
detecting differences in average treatment yields; that is, 
k = 1, ..., t . (2.55) 
The effect of this hypothesis on the terms in the analysis 
of variance is that 
0? = 0 , 
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of 
2  ^lk,ik ^ by^ ^ Y ^ .  
Writing the expected mean squares in terms of a, the expres-
sions in Table 2.4 can be written as follows: 
Treatment EMS = Zgp + + Z^gp - a^g 
(Y-, - Y.)^ - ^ 
Cb - l)(t - 1)^ ^ R(P)bt ^ 
8 
R(P)bt(t - 1) k / m 
( — S Opk,lk' + s Opk'lk) 
,k' 
^ m 
9 I" ^ "* U p 
t(t - 1)^ R(P) k ^ k f m 
bt(b - 1)(t - 1)^ 
A'' , (2.56) 
Error EMS = (b - l)(t - D 
CRCP) - l)(b - DCt - 1) glm,lm 
R(P)btCbt - b - t) ^ 
2 (b T- 1 ) g ^lm,lk 
R(P)bt(bt - b-t) kf^m ^ 
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"im -(b — 1 ) (t — 1 ) (bt b —> t ) 
btCb - DCt DCbt ^  b - t) 
A" , C2.57) 
where 
A " = - S Op ' + (b - 2b) S Op ' 
R(P) k,k' ^ k ^  m 
^ m 
+ (R(P) - l)(t^ - 2t) g 
R(P) i 5^ 1 ^ 
S S + s Opk'lk 
R(P) 1/1 k,k' i,k / (l,m) 
+ _2t_ g s ,lm,ik 
R(P) 1/1 k / m 
If we could assume that 
^Ikjik ^ g2 all ik, 
^ikjik' _ p^2 all 1, k, k' with k / k'. 
expressions (2.56) and (2.57) simplify to 
2 
Treatment EMS - Sgp + + I^gp -
CY,_ - + 
(b - l)(t - 1)^ ^ bt(t - 1)^ ^ 
( 2 . 5 8 )  
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Error EMS = (b - DCt 1) + v + v ) 
bt ^ b - t ^ 
" - ïl)' 
C b  -  l ) C t  -  l ) C b t  ^  h  -  t )  
- («(P) - 1) a? - — Ï pa? . 
B(P)(bt - b - t) R(P)(bt - b - t) (2,59) 
Since 
° b(R(P) A)(t - 1) ijk ''ijk - ''ik - " "i)' 
[ S (Y,;,, - Y,i,)2 
b(R(P) - l ) ( t  -  1 )  ijk 
- t S (Y.. - Y )2] 
Ij ^ 
S o-i^Ak _ _t_ cl 
r , cr b ( t  -  1 )  i k  t  -  1  
t _2 t 2 
t - 1 ' t - 1 "bp 
and 
«BP = S Cï,, -
b C R C P )  -  1 )  i j  ^  
t^bCKcn -x) I "ijk 
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S S 
bt i k,k' ^ 
es + S S Op^'^^') 
bt^ IK 1 1 k ^  k( 
1 ,2 , ^  ^ 
t ^ t ^ 
expressions (2.58) and (2.59) can be written as 
Treatment EMS - aHp + (1 - —— - -) a^„p 
R(P) t 
1 ft - 1 ,2 , _2 
bt(t - 1)2 ^ t mP BP 
(Yn_ - YT)2 
(b - l)(t - 1)^ ^ 
Error EMS = Opp + (1 - — -) o^_p B P  R ( P )  T  
,  ( B  -  L ) ( T  -  1 )  ^ 2  
B T - B - T  
— (Y._ 
(b — 1 ) (t <- l)(bt — b <- t ) 
With no missing data we have 
Error EMS > Treatment EMS 
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under the hypothesis In equation (2.55). This is not the 
case in the missing plot situation and, depending on the 
the Treatment EMS may be much larger than the Error EMS under 
this null hypothesis. 
Now consider the situation in which the blocks are also 
sampled. The expectations of the mean squares can be 
obtained by following the same procedure as before and aver­
aging over blocks. The analysis of variance is given in 
Table 2.5. 
Under the hypothesis 
the expected mean squares for treatments and error are both 
relative magnitudes of 2 2 2 2 
^ > '^TB' "^BP ^TBP ' 
t for all i,j , 
2 
equal to a^p so that the usual F-test is unbiased. Now 
consider the hypothesis 
• • • 5 t 
and assume that and = pa^ for k ^ k' 
In this case 
Table 2.5. Analysis of variance of a randomized block design with one missing 
observation (treatments fixed) 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
Blocks b - 1 t S + Eg'^') + S 
(bt - 1)(t - 1) k,k' 
f m 
k 7^ m 
t - 1 
tCbt - 1) k,k' 
2 S S 
bt - 1 k / m k' 
+ bt - t - 1 ( g jk.k- + s jk.k) 
t(bt - 1) k,k , B k 
Treatments t - 1 
'BP + '=TB + + -T - t k : m 
1 c? yk,k' 
t(t 1)^ k,k' 
f m 
Table 2.5. (Continued) 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
Error bt - b - t — —- ^ ^ + ^TRP^ " 
bt - b - t t(bt - b - t) ^ 
+ + 
t ( b t - b - t )  k  /  m  
„m,k 
1 ( s ^ g 
t(t - l)(bt - b - t) k,k' k ^  m 
^ m 
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I? y2] , 
(R(B) - 1) 1 
2 2 2 2 
and relations among pa^ and Ogp, o^gp are the same 
as obtained on page 173. The treatment and error mean 
squares can then be written as follows: 
Treatment EMS = aHp + Cl - — -) a^np + ^ Omo 
R(B) t R(B) ™ 
t - -  s  Y i m  
R(B)(R(B) - 1) t i 
+ S S Y. Y,, 
t(t - 1) i k M m 
1 S 8 
t(t - 1)^ i k,k' 
M m 
2 . 1 1\ _2 , R(B) - b _2 
BP " - R(P) - t' 'TBP ^ ^TB 
+ 1 . S S (Y - Y.,) X 
R(B)t(R(B) - l)(t - 1)"^ 1 k,k' 
^ m 
- %ik') , 
Error EMS ^ r logp + (1 - - -) a^gp 
bt - b ^ t RCP) t 
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+ 9mn] S S 
t(t - l)CR(B) - DCbt - b - t) i k,k' 
f m 
P^l 
RCP)Cbt - b - t) 
s s 
t(t - 1)(R(B) - l)(bt - b - t) 1 k,k' 
f m 
- ïlkXïlm - %') • 
As before, the F-test would be biased with the nature of the 
2 bias depending on the relative sizes of o,^g and 
m 
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III. FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS 
A. Introduction 
Much experimentation is concerned with exploring the 
effects of a number, say n, of controllable variables or 
factors on a yield or response variable. For example in a 
chemical process, temperature, pressure, catalysts, and 
possibly many other factors would influence the rate of con­
version of one chemical to another. As in the previous 
chapter, each factor will be considered as a partition of the 
population of responses into disjoint subsets which will be 
regarded as levels of the factor. Also the conceptual popu­
lation of yields will be taken to have a balanced complete 
inference structure. Experiments involving controllable 
factors, all of which are completely crossed, are called 
factorial experiments. The n controllable factors are 
usually referred to as treatment factors, and combinations of 
these factors are referred to as treatment combinations. In 
this chapter we consider symmetrical factorial experiments; 
that is, factorials in which each of the treatment factors 
has the same number of levels. 
A full factorial experiment is one in which every 
possible treatment combination occurs in the sample. Often 
additional factors, such as blocks, also affect yield and the 
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number of responses which can observationally occur in a 
block may be limited. In this case not every combination of 
treatment factors and blocks may occur observationally. 
Confounding in factorials is a device used to reduce block 
size. 
If several treatment factors are involved, investigation 
of all possible treatment combinations may Involve a large 
number of responses. The number of responses required may 
then become prohibitive. One is therefore led to consider 
economy of time, space, and material, which will be attained 
by investigating only a fraction of the possible number of 
treatment combinations at the expense of losing some infor­
mation Inherent in a full factorial experiment. The general 
process of observing a subset of the treatment combinations 
in a full factorial experiment is known as fractional 
replication. 
To describe the general situation, it is necessary to 
introduce some notation. Suppose the n treatment factors 
are denoted by T(l), T(2), T(n) with levels denoted 
by t^, t^, t^. The number of levels of each treatment 
factor is taken to be a prime number p. The p possible 
values of each t^ are taken to be 0, 1, ..., Cp - 1) 
rather than 1, 2, ..., p as in the previous chapter. 
These numbers are only labels attached to the actual levels 
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of a treatment. 
Any subset V = T(l^) TCig) ... TCi^) of T = {T(l), 
..., T(n)} is admissible In the inference structure. The 
component has R^CV) = (p - 1)^ degrees of freedom. 
Contrasts among the values 3^ of gy are said to belong 
to the k-factor interaction of TCi^), TCig), 
For each T(i), contrasts among the values 6^ of 
are said to belong to the main effect of T(i). This leads 
to a partitioning of the degrees of freedom and the sum 
of squares of values t being a combination of T, so 
that 
p" = S R.(V) = S Cp - i)S(v) 
V c T G V c T 
and 
? 2 mfT _ vl ? 
S = S S g; = s - s g- , 
t ^  V c T t  V c T  V  ^
where the summation on V is over all subsets V of T. 
Similar partitioning can be carried out in the observation 
structure. In full factorial experiments without con­
founding, the expected mean squares associated with these 
partitions can be easily evaluated. 
However, in symmetrical factorials it is customary to 
carry out the partitioning a stage further. We abstract 
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some of the, necessary mathematical theory of factorials from 
Kempthorne (.1952) in terms of notation consistent with the 
present development. Consider the n-dimensional lattice 
with points denoted by c = Cc^, Cg, •••? where each 
c^ E {0, 1, (p - 1)}. Let A represent the totality 
of vectors a = Co., a^)' such that each e {0, 1, 
(p - 1)}, at least one 0, and the first non-zero 
a. is unity. Corresponding to any a e A we can construct 
the linear form ct'c = + OgCg + ... + a^c^. For a 
given a this linear form leads to a partition of the p^ 
vectors c into p disjoint sets of p"^"^ vectors each. 
A vector c lies in the i-th partition induced by a if 
a'c = i (mod p) . 
If Y-, , Yg, ..., are k vectors from A which are 
linearly independent subject to modulo p arithemetic, then 
there are p"^"^ vectors c which simultaneously satisfy 
the k equations 
Y'.c = i. (mod p) j=l,...,k (3.1) 
where each i. e {0, 1, ..., Cp-l)}. There are p^ such 
J 
subsets of vectors c, all disjoint, corresponding to the 
p^ possible vectors (i^, i^, i^). 
This formulation can be applied to factorials by mapping 
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the set of treatment combinations into the p'^ points 
of the n-dimensional lattice. Each treatment combination 
t = t^^2..,t^ is mapped into the point t = (t^, tg, 
t^)'. Thus vectors in A induce partitions of the treatment 
combinations. For each a e A and each j e {0, 1, 
(p - 1)} define 
Y(a). = S Y C3.2) 
J pH-l ^ J t 
where 
gj ^ = 1 if a't=J (mod p) 
= 0 otherwise. 
Thus Y(a). is the mean of all inference structure responses 
for which a't = j (mod p). For each Y (a)., let 
6(a), = Y(a)j - Y^ . 
We can then define the component 3(a) to be the linear 
function which maps Y(a). into 6(a),. Contrasts among the 
^ fa) "l 0 
3(ci). are said to belong to the effect Er = T^ To ...T„ J J. 11 
where a = (a,, Ug, ..., a^)'. Since there are Cp - 1) 
independent contrasts among the BCaij, (p - 1) degrees of 
fa) freedom are associated with E . If only one of the 
is non-zero, say a^ ^ 0 (and hence a^ = 1), then T^ is 
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seen to be the main effect of factor TCj). If exactly k 
( ct ) 
a.'s are non-zero, say a. , a. , a. , then 
1 2 k 
belongs to the k-factor interaction of TCi^l, TCig), 
T(ij^). The gCa)^ are commonly represented as 
The set of symbols 
r = {1, T^^ T2 ... T^"; a e A} 
forms a multiplicative group subject to modulo p arithmetic 
of the superscripts. This group is generated by any set of 
(Yi) Yii Yip Yin 
n symbols E = T^ ... T^ where the Yj_ = (Y^^, 
y±2' Y^^)' i = 1, 2, n are independent vectors 
in A. A symbol obtained as a product of k generators is 
referred to as a generalized Interaction of the generators. 
The total number of symbols (other than 1) in the group is 
(p^ - l)/(p - 1). Any two effects in r, say 
(a) "1 "2 "^n (n) ^1 "2 "n 
^ ^^n gin; = Tg ... T^^, will be 
orthogonal in the sense that any one degree of freedom 
( ct ) 
contrast belonging to E will be orthogonal to any con­
trast belonging to 
In this way the p"^ degrees of freedom given by 
contrasts among are partitioned into Cp" - l)/(p - 1) 
sets each with (p - 1} degrees of freedom and one set with 
1 degree of freedom. For each combination t of T the 
following identity holds; 
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^ a e A (mod p) 
Also, the partitioning of the sum of squares is such that 
r: = A : • 
This partitioning is particularly useful in confounding 
and fractional replication. Consider a randomized block 
design in which only p""^ (k > 1) plots can be observed 
in each block. In this case we choose k independent 
vectors from A and partition the treat­
ment combinations as in the set of equations (3.1). Then 
each of the resulting p^ groups of treatment combinations 
is associated with a block. Note that for any vector in A 
which is generated by Yg, , say 
Y = + VgYg + ••• + , (3.3) 
the set of all treatment combinations t which satisfy 
Yjt = ij j = 1, 2, k 
will also satisfy 
k 
Y't = 3 . v.i . 
j = 1 J J 
Thus, all treatment combinations t associated with a 
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particular block are also such that 
Y't - constant 
for any y generated by y^, For each such y 
the effect is said to be confounded with blocks. 
Generally it is desirable to have no confounding of main 
effects or lower order interactions with blocks. 
In the case of fractional replication, only a fraction • 
of the p" treatment combinations is observed in the experi­
ment. Generally the fractional replicate is based on a set 
of k independent vectors y^, yg, y^. The treatment 
combinations are partitioned into groups as above and a subset 
of the p^ groups is observed. Consider the case in which 
only one group is observed and suppose a is a vector in A 
which is not generated by y^, y^, ..., y^. The vector a 
partitions the observed treatment combinations into p sets 
according to the value of a't. If y is any vector defined 
by equation (3.3), then the treatment combinations t such 
that a't = 1 also have the property that 
k 
( a + y ) ' t = i +  S  v . i .  ,  
j = 1 ^ ^ 
which is constant. That is, the partition induced by a is 
the same as the partition induced by bCa + y) where b is 
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the scalar such that b(a + y) E A. Hence the effects 
and gbCa+y) confounded and are referred to as aliases. 
Generally it is desirable to have the effects and inter­
actions of interest aliased with higher order interactions 
which can be assumed to be neglible. 
So far, components of variation and cap sigraas have been 
defined for admissible sets. The cap sigmas were shown to 
appear as canonical parameters in the expected values of 
quadratic forms associated with various subsets of X. 
However, the additional partitioning of the interaction 
degrees of freedom in symmetrical factorials leads us to 
f ct ^  ^ 1 ^2 
consider sums of squares associated with Er = T^ Tg ... 
Ct / \ 
where a e A. If E Is not a main effect, the sum 
of squares will involve partial sample means of the type 
y(a)j = mean of all observationally occurring responses 
such that a't = j (mod p). (3.4) 
The y(a)j do not correspond to any T-admissible set. To 
evaluate the expected value of a quadratic form involving 
the y(a)., one could e^cpand the quadratic form in terms of 
Individual observations and apply Theorem 2,1. In situations 
where fractional replication or confounding is used, even 
the evaluation of the expected mean squares associated with 
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the main effects can become fairly complicated, as illus­
trated in Example 2.5. Also, it does not seem natural to 
express expected values of quadratic forms associated with 
( a )  
E ' in terms of components of variation or cap sigmas 
corresponding to admissible subsets of T. With expected 
values expressed in terms of these quantities it would be 
( QL*) 
difficult to make Inferences about E . In the next 
section we define additional components of variation and cap 
fct) 
sigmas corresponding to E^ for each a e A. In later 
sections we consider some of the properties and applications 
of these quantities. 
B. Components of Variation and Cap Sigmas Corresponding 
to (p - 1) Degree of Freedom Interactions 
Consider a conceptual population of responses in which 
the set of n treatment factors T = {T(l), T(2), ..., T(n)} 
has a p'^ factorial structure. As in the previous chapter, 
X will represent the set of all factors. For simplicity of 
the present discussion we assume that the population struc­
ture is such that for any factor P in (X - T), the factors 
in PÎ are completely crossed. This requirement is usually 
satisfied by inference structures associated with factorial 
experiments. 







H 1  =  1 ,  2 ,  . n .  
1—I 
T2' . .  . ,  Y^) and for each combination 




^rit (mod p) 
^2 
= 
Y^t (mod p) 
= At (mod p) . 
_ ®n _ _ Y^t (mod p) 
(3.5) 
As in the set of equations (3.1), since , ..., 
are independent, there is p^^^ - 1 vector t which 
satisfies At = i (mod p) for any i = (i^, .., i^^' 
where each e {0, 1, ..., (p - 1)}. Thus, corresponding 
to each such 1 there exists a unique vector t such that 
At = i (mod p). This implies that the vectors e defined 
by equation (3.5) range over the entire n-dimensional lattice 
of points e== (e^, e^, ..., e^^)' where each e^ e {0, 1, 
..., (p - 1 )}. 
For each vector e, the values e-, , e^, ..., e^ can be 
c o n s i d e r e d  a s  l e v e l s  o f  n  n e w  f a c t o r s ,  E C l ) ,  E C 2 ) ,  , ,  
ECn) , of the population of responses. A response in 
combination t of T can be regarded as being in level e^ 
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of ECi) if T^t = (mod p). Since every combination 
t of T occurs and uniquely defines a vector e, every 
combination e of E = {BCD, EC2), ECn)} also occurs. 
Thus, the factors in E are completely crossed. Also, since 
every combination of PT occurs for any P e (X - T), every 
combination of PE also occurs. Therefore, the inference 
population with E as the set of treatment factors has the 
same structure as the inference population with T as the 
set of treatment factors. Also, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between combinations of E and combinations 
of T. 
With the set of all factors X equal to (X - T) + E 
we still have a balanced complete inference structure so 
that means, components, components of variation and cap 
sigmas can be defined as in Chapter II. When a = the 
mean Y(a). defined in equation (3.2) now becomes an 
admissible mean associated with factor E(i). The effect 
Yil Tip Yin 
EL = T^ Tg ... T^ can be regarded as the main effect 
of factor E(i). Similarly, the partial sample mean y(a)j 
defined in equation (3.4) corresponds to the E-admissible 
set E(i) when a - Thus, when E replaces T as the 
set of n treatment factors, the expected value of the sum 
Yii y±2 Yin 
of squares associated with E^ = T^ . T^ can be 
evaluated by using Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and the results in 
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Subsection U.C.4. Also, the expected values will be 
expressed in terms of quantities which are directly related 
to the interaction ECi). 
As illustrated in Example 2.5, the expected value of 
the sum of squares associated with main effects may become 
fairly difficult to evaluate when confounding is used. This 
results from the fact that condition (2.20) is not satisfied 
when the structure is considered in terms of the original 
treatment factors T(l), T(2), ..., T(n); that is, there 
exists a subset Z' c T which is such that if we consider 
t t ^ 
all pairs of combinations t and t' with Z ' = Z', 
then for some pairs t and t' will occur together in a 
block while for other pairs t and t' will not occur 
together in any block. The derivation of the expected value 
of the sum of squares associated with a main effect, say T^, 
can be simplifieu by defining the new set of factors E in 
such a way that E contains T(i) and condition (2.20) is 
satisfied for E. Such a procedure can be carried out only 
when the number of independent effects or interactions which 
are confounded in the experiment is less than the number of 
treatment factors. 
For simplicity of notation, in the remainder of the 
chapter factors and corresponding main effects will be 
denoted by the same symbols. The meaning will be clear from 
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the context In which the symbol appears. 





where A and B are treatment factors, each with 3 
levels. G denotes groups and P denotes plots within 
groups. In this case 
A = {(1,0), (0,1), (1,1), (1,2)} 
and the set of effects and interactions is 
r = {1, A, B, . 
Suppose the sample configuration is 
* * * 
§2 Sg 
0 0  
* 
P i  
1 0  
s  
P i  
2 0  
* 
P i  
1 2  
s  
P 2  
0 1  C
\J 
0 2  
% 
P 2  
2 1  
* 
P 3  
2 2  
* 
P 3  
1 1  
* 
P 3  
Factors A and B will be regarded as fixed, while G and 
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P will be regarded as random. Clearly the ^ interaction 
is confounded with blocks. The expected value of the sum of 
squares for A, E[SS^1 ab], was evaluated in Example 2.5. 
A similar expression can be obtained for E[SSg| ab] by 
Interchanging the role of A and B in EISS^] ab]. 
Now consider the sample sum of squares associated with 
the ^  effect, SS^g2. To evaluate the expected value of 
SS g2 we will use an alternative representation of the 
treatment combinations. The two vectors, (.1,1) and Cl,2), 
in A are independent. For each combination ab of AB 
let 
" i ' 1 1 • a 
. j _ 1 2 _ b _ 
2 With this representation M and ^ are main effects. 
Since factox-a and main effects will bo denoted by the same 
letter, i and j will be considered as levels of factors 







and we can obtain components of variation and cap sigmas 
p 
corresponding to ^ and . For example, 
G a R(p) BP 
2 1 12 
^AB^G = WG - 3 ""h P3^G - — WoP 
+ 1 0^ 2 
3R(P) °AB AB^GP ' 
P The correspondence between combinations ij of ^ AB and 
ab of AB is as follows: 
a^ _b !_! 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 2 
0 2 -> 2 ]. 
1 0 ->• 1 1 
1 1 2 0 
1 2 0 2 
2 0 -> 2 2 
2 1 -> 0 1 
2 2 1 0 
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Thus the sample configuration in terms of levels of ^ 







* * * 
00 p^ 11 p^ 22 Pi 
* * * 
02 Pg 12 pg 21 P2 
* * * 
01 p^ 10 P3 20 p^ 
Note that condition (2.20) is satisfied in this case since 
= 1 for all ij, i'j' 
^ij,i'j' ^ ^  if i = i' 
=0 if i / i' 
=1 if ij = i'j' 
= 0 otherwise. 
Thus, applying Theorem 2,4 3 
E[S_ yjl ij] - 9 + 1^-Q2 + CE^g + ^ ^^2 + SQ 
^AB^G ^ABG %AB AB^Q ^GP 
^AB^GP ^ABGP ^ ^AB AB^GP^^ ' 
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9 E[y^| ij ] - 9 + Eg) + Clj^B AB^ 
"*" ^^G "*" ^GP 
^^GP ^^GP ^ ^  > 
so that 
E[SS^2l ij] = "*" ^ "*" ^AB^G 
"'" ^Aâ Aâ^G ^GP "'" ^ma? "*" ^^^GP 
^^GP^ • (3.6) 
A more compact expression for the expected value of 
SS. can also be obtained by regarding A and ^ as the 
treatment factors. Condition (2.20) would then be satisfied 
so that 
E[SS^| ai] = 6Z^ + 2 + ^AG ^^G "*" ^A^G "'"^GP 
'*' %AGP ^^GP ^A^GP^ ' ^3.7) 
Note that the cap sigmas in expressions (3.6) and (3.7) 
depend on which set of treatment factors is being considered. 
Even Zqp which does not involve treatment factors in its 
set of subscripts, is not the same in the two expressions. 
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In expression (3.6) 
V - «2 1 2  1 2 ^ , 1 2  _ 
^GP " °Gp - o^BGP " g ^AB^GP . AB AB^GP ' 
whereas in expression (3.7) 
r - ^2 12 12 / 1 2 
^GP ^GP ~ , °AGP " q *ABGP . ^AABGP ' j j — y — 
The above formulation can be easily extended to cover 
the case in which treatment factors are subject to error. 
Suppose that the effect with, y = yg* 
is of interest. Then a new set E of treatment factors 
would be defined in which E^^^ replaces a factor in T, 
say E = {T^, E^^^, '^k+1' ' ' ' ^n^* require­
ment that the vectors corresponding to the main effects of 
( y )  
factors in E be independent implies that E ' must 
replace a factor such that y^ ^  0. If factor T^ Is 
C "Y } 
subject to error, then E ' will also be considered as 
being subject to error. A subfactor will then be defined 
for E^^) in such a way that there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between levels of this subfactor and levels 
of the subfactor defined for When a larger number of 
effects E^^^ are to be Included in E, subfactors for each 
E^y) can be defined in a similar manner. With, the new set 
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of factors and subfactors defined in this way, the resulting 
structure will have the same form as the original structure. 
Since treatment error is not usually considered in factorials, 
in the remainder of the chapter we consider the case in which 
factors in FT are completely crossed for any P e (X - T). 
C. Relations among Cap Sigmas 
Consider an arbitrary non^null subset G of T, say 
G = {T, , T. }, and let I denote a (p - 1) 
'^1 ^2 Jq(G) 
degree of freedom interaction belonging to the q(G)-factor 
interaction of factors in G, say 
a. a. a. 
I = = T. ^  T. ^  ... T. 4(G) _ 
•^1 ^2 Jq(G) 
Note that for any combination t of T, the value of the 
linear form 
a ' t = a .  t .  + a .  t .  +  . . .  +  a .  t .  
Jl Jl ^2 J 2 Jq(G) Jq(G) 
depends only on the levels of factors in G. Therefore, for 
each combination g of G, this linear form will be denoted 
by L^^^Cg). 
Suppose E consists of I and all factors in T ^ T. 
where T. is some factor in G. For simplicity of 
^k 
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notation we take T. = T,, so that E = {I, Tp, T }. 
Then the following lemma gives a relation between components 
defined for the structure which, has T as the set of 
treatment factors and components defined for the structure 
which has E as the set of treatment factors. 
Lemma 3.1: Let and H be subsets of G - and 
T - G respectively. Let B(C) be any (X - T)-admissible 
set with right-most bracket C. Then for G^ ^  (G - T^) 
and any combination bcig^h of BCIG^H 
®boigjh ' pQlG-Gj^)-! g c g, ^^=8% 
L<°>(g) = 1 
where the summation is over all combinations g of G such 
that g c g^ and = i (mod p). 
Proof ; Using Definition 2.19 and changing the order of 
summation, 
pqCG-Gi)-l g I ^bcgh 
Li*)cg) = 1 
• jraVr . ^ • 
LC*)Cg) = 1 C3.8) 
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Consider the sum of admissible means Y for a fixed Z. If 
(G - Gj) c (BCGH - Z) then we obtain the sum of the 
pq(G-G^)-l with fixed levels of factors in BCG^H - Z 
and levels of factors in G - G^ satisfying - i. 
Dividing by gives the mean of all responses 
with the given levels of factors in BCG^H - Z and level i 
of I. If Z r\ CG - G^) f (J) all levels of factors in 
G - G^ which appear in BCGH - Z would be summed over. 
Dividing the sum by pq.CG-G]_)-"! gives the mean of all 
responses with the given levels of factors in BCG^H - Z. 
Thus, the right-hand side of equation (3.8) is 
(_l)q(Z) Y + S 
Z c CG.H bcig^h-z 
- 1 
Z c CGH 
Z n (G — G^) ^  4) 
(~1)"'"' Y 
' ' bcg^h-z 
which, if Z is partitioned into Z^ + Zp where 
Z^ = Z fl (G — G^) and Zg — Z — Z^, is 
' z, /oc,H . c^C,H ' d - L d - i 
\ J _ a, 1 1 
Z^ ^  (j)' 
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= Z, /cG,H 
y,,g^h.zg 
' Z, /CIG^H 
Which, using Definition 2.19, is equal to g^^ig h. 
The effect I is a member of the set of (p - i)S(G)-l 
effects obtained by partitioning the q(G)-factor interaction 
of factors in G. We denote these effects by 
, . The linear form 
+ aj^^t. + ... + t. 
•^1 ^1 ^2 ^2 Jq(G) Jq(G) 
(ir'i , 
corresponding to 1"^' = E'" ' is denoted by i^ig;. 
Consider the class of structures in which the treatment 
factors are Tg, ..., T^}, k = 1, 2, ..., 
(p - i)g(G)-l^ The following lemma gives the relation 
between components of variation defined in this class of 
structures and components of variation defined for the struc­
ture which has T as th.e set of treatment factors. 





k = 1 
pq(G-G^)-l *BCGH if / G - ?! , 
T Ç V Ç G ^ 
Cp - 1)4(V)-1 
+ [(p - l)S(Gi) _ p2 
BCCGH) ^2 - G - , 
where the summation on V is over all subsets of G which 
contain T^. 
Proof : Since treatment factors are completely crossed 
with any factor in X - T, factors in X - T are not 
affected by changes in the set of treatment factors. Also, 
factors in T - G are not affected by changes in the set of 
treatment factors. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the 
relations for the situation B(C) = (j) and H = cj). 
First consider the case G^ / G - T^. Using Definition 
2.21, 
which, from Lemma 3.1, 
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K g 0 g, 
S 6 6, . 13.9) 
g' c g-, ^ ^  
L^Cg') ^  l^k) 
As ranges over tfie set of values {0, 1, ..., Cp r. l)} 
we see that g ranges over all possible combinations g of 
G such that g c g^. Thus, g appears in expression (3.9) 
for every possible combination g of G. Consider a 
particular combination g of G, say g = a, and suppose 
Lj^(a) = i^ k = 1, 2, (p - ^ . (3.10) 
Then for a given g^, the term involving g in expression 
(3.9) is 
k g. Ç gj 
Lk(s') = Ik 
For any given g' c g^ consider the number of times 
g , appears in the summation in expression (3.11). This 
number is equal to the number of values k such that 
L^(g') = i^ or, since the equations in (3.101 hold, the 
number of values k such that 
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-  a .  ) + . . . +  ( t '  -  a .  )  =  0  .  
"^1 -^1 ^1 JqCG) JqCG) Jq(G) 
But the number of such k values is simply the number of 
vectors ) for which equation 
1 Ck) 4(G) (k) 
(3.12) holds. The a} must be such that a. = 1 for 
fk) m Jl 
all k and a} e {1, 2, .Cp - 1)} for m - 2, 
""m 
q(G). 
Let Gg be the subset of G such that g' and a 
are contained in the same level of every factor in Gg. Note 
that c Gg. Let G^ = G - Gg. Then, in equation (3.12), 
the coefficient of will be zero if T. E Gp and 
non-zero if T. e Gg. Suppose T. e G-. Since a; = 1 
-m ^1 , , , ^1 
and equation (3.12) does not restrict the values 
corresponding to factors in Gg, the number of ways of 
choosing the set of aP 
is (p - i)q(G2)-l. If 
corresponding to factors in Gp 
Go - {T- ; T. 5,..JT. }, 
Jmi Jmg 
the number of ways of choosing the corresponding to 
factors in Gg is the number of solutions of 
a. It I - a, ) + ...+ a. Ctî ^ a. ) - 0 . 
"l "qCGj) "qCGj) ""qCQj) 
(3.13) 
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If the a. could take on the value 0, there would be 
J 
n r G 1 ««l ^ 3 solutions. The required number of solutions of 
equation C3.13) can be obtained by subtracting the solutions 
which have a value 0 for one or more of the from 
^q(Gg)-l^ Denote the subset of solutions 
m 
(k) _Ck) n 
.  ,  . . . ,  "tCot" y  JO^OCj P  •••J 
^m, «^m. I 
.a?' ) 
1-1 "1 + 1 qCGg) 
: E {0, 1, Cp - 1)}} 
by and let q(A) denote the number of distinct vectors 
in the set A. Then the number of solutions which have a 0 
for one or more of the a. is 
q(Ai ^2 Aq(Gg)) 
qCGg) q(Gg) 
s q(A, ) - 8 q(A. r\ A,,) 
1 = 1  ^  i  <  1 '  ^  1  
1 < 1' < 1 T 1 
a ( A . .  H A . ,  N  A.  .  .  )  +  .  .  
• X 1 • 1 ' • " 
qCGo) — 1 
S (-i)i'i 
1 = 1 
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Subtracting this number from the required number 
of solutions of equation (3.13) is 
. qCGn) - 1 
pqCQg)-! + s C^l)ï 
i = 1 
pSCGgl-l-l + C-iiSCGj) 
qCG?) 
= - [ s C-1)1 
p i = 0 
[qCG])] 
pqCGg)-! _ C-liStGg) + (.ijSCGgip] 
= - [(p - 1)41*3^ + (-1)41*3^(p - 1)] . 
P 
.CG_J , r .  ^qCGo) 
Thus, in this case, the number of times g , appears in the 
S 
summation in expression (3.11) is 
- [(p - 1)S(G)-1 ^  (-i)^^^3^(p _ D^^Gg)] _ 
It can easily be verified that this would also be true if 
T. e Gg instead of Gg. 
J]_ 3 2 
Another result that can be easily verified is that 
S e 
g' Ç g^ 
g* / a 
«3 
s' 
Using these results expression C3.111 can be written as 
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q(G-G-, )-l 12 GU c (G G^) g' C G 
g- f a 
^3 
-icp - + c-D'^'-^a'cp - i]qCG-Gg)] 
1 .2 s (-1)9(83) _ 
(pqlG-G^)-l)2 a Ç CQ - Gjl p 
[(p - + (-1)4(03) (p _ 1)1(0-03)] 
1 2 
(pq(G-G^)-l)2 , (I _ a^) 
(0 _ ijSCG-Gg) 
______ r2 1 
; n(G—G- —1\2 d. 
IP" 1- ; 
q(G - G^) q(G - G^) 
P i = 0 [ 
(p - 1)9(0)-1 
(p - l)Q(Ol) „2 
q(G-G-i )—1 a 
•Therefore, substituting this into equation (3.9) gives 
(p. 1)9(0,)+!,,2 . 
j-Oc!g^ ' pqL6'Si)-l g ®g k I ^G-, p 
which, applying Definition 2.21 and rearranging terms, proves 
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the first relation. 
Now consider the case = G - T^. Clearly there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between combinations g of G 
and combinations of for each. k. Thus 
: 
for each k, so that we can write 
g 
"=i 
But for any subset of treatment factors, say U, It Is known 
that 
S = S p9(U-V) s = S p9(U-V) (p _ i)S(V) g2 
u  ^  V  c  U  v  V c U  
Applying this to both sides of equation (3.1%) gives 
S pq(G-V) (p _ i)q(V) 2 
V c G ^ 
1 o q S S 
yCk) ^  iCklg. 
CP - • (3.15) 
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For a particular V c G which does not contain T., 
^ JL 
the corresponding c will not involve 
and hence 
^yCk) " k = 1, 2, Cp - , 
Thus terms involving such subsets can be eliminated from 
equation (3.15). Now consider a subset V such that 
T^ c V ^ G. The corresponding will contain 
and the same subset of G - as V. Applying the first 
2 
relation in the hypothesis of the lemma to these a 
equation (3.15) can be written as 
S pq(G-V) (p _ i)q(V) ,2 
T^ c V c G V 
= (p - 1) S +- , [ S p4(Gi-U) X 
k. (p - 1)^'"'"^ U c G, 
(p _ i)q(G)+q(U)] 
Cp - 1)^ 
2 SlGl) fqCGi)^ 
(p - 1) S a N + (p ^  1) Op [ S 
k I - -G^ i = 0 
- Cp - l)4CGllg ^ 
The second relation in the lemma follows directly from this 
equation. 
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Lemma 3.2 can be used to obtain the following relations 
among cap sigmas. 
Lemma 3.3: Let and H be as in Lemma 3.1. Let 
U be any [X - T)-admisslble set. Then 
(p - i)q(G)-i 
k = 1 
= (_i)qCG-Gi)-i pq(Gi) s , if G, ^  G - T, 
T, c N c G ^ 
^ " 7^ 
° T c\ c G " 1)"'°''' £uGH • 
M if Gi = G - , 
and 
(p - i)q(G)-i 
. k ! 1 'uGiH 
(_l)q(G-G^) pq(G^)-l g % + (p - 1)^^G)-1 
T, c N c G 
^ f 
^^UG^H ^ ' if G^ / G -
^ if G^ = G - . 
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Proof; First consider / G - T^, From Definition 
2 . 2 2  
S Z r, \ = 8 s 
k k yCk}^yCk)^ 
c c v(k)y{k) 
f« _L V* 
R ( v(k)^Ck) ^  ui^^^G^H) v(k)wlk) 
f k ^ ( k ^ 
For each k the summation on V W is over the class 
of admissible sets of the form UI'G|H' where 
U' c (X - T), GJ c (G - T^), H' c (T - G), and U'GjH' 
belongs to the right-most bracket of UI^^^G^HU'GjH'. Thus, 
the range of U'GjH' is some subset of X, say D, which is 
independent of k.' Therefore 
( —I V -L o _ <i-
s Z /, V - s - ' Û /, N 
k UI^^G^H U'G|H' cD R(U'G^H') k UI ^^^G^HU'G]_H' 
which, using Lemma 3 - 2 ,  
U'Gj_H' c D RCU'G^H') _qCG-GtG-Î )'-l 
(G^ + G{) / CG - T^) 
2 , , 
OGHU-H- B.H? c D RCD'ajH') 
CGj^ + Op = CB - Tjl 
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{ s CP . «g-vKU.H' 
T^ c V c G 
+ [Cp - _ pqCG)-l] 2 } . (3,16) 
It can be easily verified that 
T, c N 0 G D'H' c D RCU'H') 1 - ^ 
( S CP -
T. c V c G 
+ [(p - oggxg.H,) . 
Then, substituting into expression (3.16) gives 
(p.l)q(G)-l ^ .2 
U • H. c D R (U • H M ' " ' 
G' 
GJ 0 CG - Tj - G^) 
c y + C-1)S(G-Gl)-1 CD - ^ 
T, 0 N 0 G ' pqiG-Gj^i-1 
^ ' M 
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(_l)q(G-Gj)-l pq(Gj^) g E 
c N c G 
The proof for the case = G - can be obtained from 
the above by noting that the first term in expression (3.17) 
would not appear if G^ = G ^ and that the last term 
reduces to (p - D^^G)-! 
Now consider the second set of relations. Reasoning as 
before, we have 
S I  = s  s  
k ^^1% k U'Gp' cD RCU'Gp') UG^HU'GjH' 
G{ c CG - T^) 
1 . (_i)q(i;'Gj:H,) ^ 
- - b b a \ 
p U'Gj_H' c D R(U'G'H') k UI ^^^G^HU'GjH' 
GÎ S (G - Ti) (3.18) 
The first term can he written as 
(p - ^ ~ ^UT^G^H^ • 
The second term was expressed in terms of cap sigmas in the 
first part of the proof. Then, substituting into equation 
(3.18) gives the second set of relations. 
Relations among conditional quantities defined for 
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structures with different sets of treatment factors can also 
be obtained. For example, consider structures which have 
T and E as the set of treatment factors and suppose 
combinations e of E are given by equation C3.5). Then, 
for any (X - T)-admissible set BCC), 
y.t,t' _ ye,e* 
^B(C) ^BCC) 
where e = At [mod p) and e* f= At' (mod p). 
D. Randomized Fractional Replication 
The conventional approach to fractional replication has 
been to use a single sample l/p^"^ replicate obtained by 
confounding (n - s) independent interactions with the mean 
and observing a specific block of treatment combinations. 
With this approach the estimates of the effects and inter­
actions are biased by nuisance parameters and there are no 
valid tests of significance if the assumption that the 
nuisance parameters are neglible is not true. Also, there 
is often no logical or practical basis for choosing a 
particular one of the p""" possible fractions. 
In this section randomized fractional replication is 
examined for a number of situations. In each case.a balanced 
complete inference structure is defined and a sampling 
procedure is given. This enables us to use the material on 
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cap sigmas and conditional cap sigmas in deriving expec­
tations .• 
1. Parameters of interest form a group 
We first consider the special case in which the param­
eters of interest form a group. Random fractional repli­
cation for this situation was initially studied by Ehrenfeld 
and Zacks (1961). We take the generators of the group to 
be the s effects E^^s^ where the 
i = 1, 2, s are independent vectors in A. This set 
can be extended to form a basis for all effects and inter­
actions by adjoining (n - s) interactions E^°'s+l\ 
( ct ) 
E n such that all the a^, i = 1, 2, n, are , 
independent. Regarding each of these interactions as factors 
with p levels, the treatment combinations are then written 
in terms of the levels of these factors. Since we,are not 
interested in the last (n - s) factors we can label the 
combinations of these factors using integers from 0 to 
(p^^^ - 1) and regard this set of factors as being one 
factor, say G, with p'^"® levels. 
Now consider an m/p^"" fractional replicate in which 
gp^ treatment combinations are observed r times. The 
(a ) 
inference structure consists of factors f [plots], E 1 , 
(a ) 
..., E S , G, all factors being completely crossed. In the 
sample structure we have mp^ levels of P, p levels of 
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each and g = m/r levels of G. Every combination 
of levels of E^^l^, E^^s^, G occurs r times and 
plots are nested in E^^l^, E^'^s^^ G, The experiment 
is carried out by sampling mp® plots from the RCP) 
available plots and sampling the g levels of G from the 
p^"^ available levels. 
Consider, for example, an replicate where 
m = p = r = 2 ,  n = 4 ,  g = l .  T h e  f a c t o r s  a r e  d e n o t e d  b y  A ,  
B, C, D and the parameters of interest are taken to be A, 
B, and AB. Factors C and D are replaced by a 4 level 
factor G and the correspondence between levels of E and 
combinations of C and D is 
CD G 
.  0  0 - ^ 0  
0  1 - ^ 1  
10 + 2 
1 1 -> 3 . 
The sample configuration is 
Plot A B G 
1* 0 0 0* 
2* 0 10* 
3* 10 0* 
4 *  1 1 0 *  
Plot A B G 
5* 0 0 0* 
6 *  0  1 0 *  
7* 1 0 0* 
8 *  1 1 0 * .  
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Levels of P and G which are to be observed are randomly 
sampled from the RCP). Inference structure levels of P 
and 4 inference structure levels of G respectively. 
This procedure is obviously equivalent to confounding 
E^°'s+l\ E^^n^ with the mean, randomly choosing g of 
the p^"® groups of treatment combinations, and observing 
each group r times. 
Let denote the set of Cp^ - 1)/Cp - 1) effects 
generated by E^^l\ ..., E^^s^. The derived linear 
model is obtained in the usual way 
y * * = S S Y 
Je^eg-.-egg^p* ^ ^ g e^eg-.-e^gp 
which, when Y is written as the sum of all its components, 
is 
= y + s , . + error (3.19) 
g(Y) g 
W1 lere the error term contains all the random terms. If 
F = {E^^l^, ..., E^**s^} and combinations of F are 
denoted by f, the variances and covarlances of the 
observations are 
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var[yfg*p*l " = cj/'' + 
o°v[yj.g.p.. yf,g,p,,| Z = P, f, f.J = zf'f + Eg/f -
cov[yj.g,p,, yf,g*,p*,| Z = GP, f, f] = îj'^' - a^'^" . 
Application of simple least squares to the model in 
equation (3.19) gives estimates as follows; 
' ' rjp» 'fg'p' ° 
° fg*p* 'fs'p'  " ' 
These estimates are obviously unbiased. For each factor 
(a ) 
E i in F, the estimate of E has the simple form 
.(a.) i 
E = y - y,. In order to obtain similar forms for the 
generalized interactions of factors in F, we must use a 
representation which involves the generalized interaction. 
For example, if is a generalized interaction of E^^l^ 
{ÛL ^ 
and E 2 , then we can write the treatment combinations in 
terms of ET^', E^"2', E'^s". If 1 denotes the level 
of E^y), then E^^^ ^ ^ i " 
We now consider expressions which are needed in 
determining the variance of E^ . From the above discus^ 
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slon It Is clear that the variances of estimates of all 
effects and Interactions will have the same form if the 
appropriate representation is used. This also applies to 
derivations of covariances. Applying Theorem 2.3 and 
Corollary 2.3.1, we have 
E[y! I f] = s . , [-4^ Cr./ + i iJ, 
1 ,r/i'^i . T^i'^i. e. ,e. e,,e. + ^ FY + Y ^"I 
m s-1 ^NGP ' 
and for e^ f ej, 
E[ye ye.l f.f] = s ^ + 1 . 
^ 1 H 0 (P - P s 
E[y yj,l f, f] = i  S E[y y | f, f] 
^i * p ^ Gi 
1 1 ^i'^1 
- ( s  —^ s (X, 
p N c (P -  E'<"i>) ®i " 
g mp 
E[y^| f, f] . -, S Ely y ,1 f, f] 
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0 p t 
1 r q • • 1 c fr i 1 
+ + -fcr s 
g mp e^ 
^Ca^] _ 
Thus, the variance of E = y y, is 
®1 ®i "P 
1 r/.^i'®i r^i' 
var[y^. - y^l f] = S [% + % ^NQ 
^ M c CF - EW) P ® 
- ^ ^ I 4"^ - V"') 
^ p e| g 
P e^,e| g 
+ --^-^ [E-Z-Z + E.!:*!) 






(:NP + I NGP •)]} 
which, when the cap sigmas are expressed in terms of com­
ponents of variation, 
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R(G)g k p ej k p/ ^ 
— Cup^'^^ - - 5 t ^2 8 
^ n At f n A .At f RCP) P ®i P ®i»®i 
-•SS'-R*-^-R'.?.J.,.R'. 
+ ^  I^ ^ 
mpS-1 p P RCG) 
.1 s (^'"1 + . .  
p^ e. ^ R(G) 
The first three terms can be simplified by expressing the 
components of variation in terms of components. For example, 
s o'i-' i  + i  s 
« p e- « p2 e^.e' ° 
T G. g g e. e! 1 6j 
= s [Cg_l)2 „ 2 g i 1 ^  1 3 g 1 g 1] 
R^CG) g ® p ej S g p e^,ej_ ® ^ 
8 fCY_ _ - X. r T. 2CY ^ YJ 
R.CGl g 
e^g g 4)' 
+ (Yg - Y^)'] 
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^ 8 [Y. . - - y. + 
R^CG) g G 
^ 8 6^ 
R^CG) g ^iS 
Similar expressions can be obtained for the second and third 
terms. Thus, 
R(G) - g s 6^ + ^ rE_z_â 
R(GP)R,(GP)g gp ^igP mpS-1 - ^ 
R^(G) e^,e^ ®i'®i.-, 
-n O ^ ^nV / J • 
R(G) p2 e. F R(G) GP 
A ( CT ) 
Proceeding in the same way, the covarlance between E 
.(O,). i 
and E^, for e^ / e| is found to be 
- y,. yei - I '«is 
1 S S 6 ^  R CG ). I "  K S B  6 
RCP)R(^CP) P RCQPlR^^CQPlg gp 
* J • •?••'  S? * 4"')] 
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.1 s .  (3.21) 
p2 e^ f RCGl Gf 
A Cot • ) A C(X j ) 
Now consider the covariance between and E_ ^ for ^ rri Ti". 
1 ^  j. From Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.3,1, 
^ N 0 (P -
^NG ' ' 
p 1 G.Gj)e.e. 
g «° ' mp=-2 ' ® 
Each of the terras , y^ y., y^ y^, and y^ can be 
— j — j 
expanded in terms of products y. . y\,_, and the above 
®i®j ®1®0 
expressions can then be used to evaluate the expected values 
of these terms. With these results the covariance can be 
e.e ,e|e' 
expressed in terms of 2 ^  ^  J and after some simpli^-
fication vre obtain 
- y,. yej - ^ ,1 s®  
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- S g g B(G) - g— s g g 
RCDR^CP) p RCGP)R^CGP)g gp ®lGP Gjgp 
mp P p e p 6^,6^ 
+ ^ 'frVj)_ (3.22) 
R(G) GP 
where, for example, 
{1.1 s - i s f B 
p  p  p  ®i '®J  
-  i  s  -  i  S ' " i ' j  
p  p  « j  
+ L s Opi'J '"l'j . 
, p 
If unit-treatment additivity is assumed, the variances 
and covariances can be written as follows: 
covly,^ - - ^ 1 
1 2 
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We now derive some of the expected mean squares for the 
sample analysis of variance. With regard to the parameters 
of interest, we only need to derive the expected mean squares 
for one particular effect, say The expected mean 
squares associated with the other effects of interest will 
have exactly the same form if the appropriate set of treat­
ment factors is used. Since and have identical 
coefficients for all N c F in every expected value 
expression, we write 
~ N c F ^ ^ NGp) " 
Then, applying Theorem 2.4 we obtain the following expres­
sions : 
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E[ S *1 f] = gp^ 
•Prr* ^ e fg* N 
The expected mean squares are easily derived from these 
expressions and are tabulated in Table 3.1. For testing 
purposes it is usually desirable to have the expected mean 
squares expressed in terms of components of variation. Thes 
can be obtained by expanding the cap sigmas and the results 
are also given in Table 3.1. 
With non-additivity between treatments and experimental 
units, all tests are biased. If R(P) is large, this bias 
may be negligible. Under unit-treatment addltivity the 
following tests can be carried out: 
2 i. For testing o = 0, 
MS(E^°'i^xG) 
( cx 
gives a test which is slightly biased by the E i 
interaction. If g << RCG) this bias may be 
negligible. An F with denominator 
R(G) - g MSCE^°'i^xG) + —MS (Within Treatments) 
RCG) RCG) 
Table 3.1. Analysis of variance for a fractional replicate 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
E(*l) p - 1 m S p8-q(N) + 1 
E^^i^ c N c F ® 
mpS-l [*2, , + R(G) - 6 ,2, , . ^  
E R(G)g E^^i^G R(P) E^^i^P 
*(G) - K ,2 ] + : 
RCGP)g E^^i^GP 
E^«i^xG Cp - DCg - 1) r S pS-qCN) 




Table 3.1. (Continued) 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
" '•"a • ^  
Within s \ ,, 





would provide an unbiased test. 
ii. For testing o \ i= 0 Cthat is, all aliases of 
are zero}, 
p ^ _ MSCE_^"i^xG)_ 
MS(Within Treatments) 
gives an unbiased test. 
2 . iii. For testing Cg = 0 (that is, all confounded 
effects are zero), 
MS(G) F = 
MS(Within Treatments) 
gives an unbiased test. 
The last two tests are possible only when r > 2. 
For the case in which parameters of interest form a 
group, Ehrenfeld and Zacks (1961) derived the expected mean 
squares when the fraction is obtained by randomly sampling 
groups of treatment combinations with replacement. Thus, 
the amount of replication of a given set of treatment 
combinations is random. Also, the expected mean squares 
were derived under the assumption of unit^treatment addi-
tivity. 
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2. Parameters of Interest include main effects 
In practice, parameters of interest seldom form a group. 
We now consider the case in which the set of effects of 
interest Includes the main effects of the original set of 
treatment factors. A disjoint subset of effects is specified 
such that, when these are confounded with the mean and a 
fraction is observed, the parameters of interest are not 
aliased with one another. The fractions to be observed are 
chosen at random. For this situation, Jordan and Kempthorne 
(1972b) studied randomized 1/p^"^ fractional replication 
particularly with regard to estimation of the full lattice of 
of treatment combinations. An expression was derived for a 
mean square error criterion. In this section we consider the 
evaluation of expected mean squares and variances of param­
eter estimates associated with m/p^~^ fractional replicates 
in which gp^ treatment combinations are observed r 
times. Let the generators of the set used for confounding 
be denoted by E^^s+l^, ..., E^^n^. As before, these are 
replaced by a single factor G with p^"^ levels. Let 
E^"l\ E^^2), ..., E^^s^ be an arbitrary subset of the 
parameters of interest such that tiie i - 1, 2, ..., n, 
are independent. The treatment combinations are then 
written in terms of the levels of these factors. As in 
(a. ) 
III.D.l, in order to obtain a random fraction E s+1 , ..., 
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(a ) 
n are regarded as random. However, in this case some 
effect of interest, say E^^^, will be the generalized 
interaction of a set of effects . H such that H' A {E^^s+l^, 
..., E^^n^} ^  (j). This implies that E^^^ would also have 
to be regarded as a random factor. Thus, if the experimental 
procedure is to be the same for every representation, all 
treatment factors must Be regarded as random in this case. 
Hence, the inference structure, the sample structure, and 
the sampling procedure are the same as that given in III.D.l 
except that now all factor levels are sampled or permuted. 
Note that given the levels of E^^l^, E^^2\ ..., E^^s^, 
( n )  
G, the level of any other treatment factor, say E^ , is 
uniquely determined. Thus a fraction given in terras of 
E^^l^, E^^2^, ..., E^^s^, G can easily be written in terms 
of the usual representation based on combinations of the 
original set of factors. The experiment can be described 
equivalently for any subset E^^^l^, E^°'2\ ..., E^^s^ such 
that a^, i=l, 2, ...,n are independent . 
Consider, for example, an m/p^"^ replicate where 
n = 4, p = 3, m = r ^ s - 2, g = 1, The parameters of 
interest are A, B, C, D and the set of effects chosen for 
confounding is {ABD, ACD^, AB^C^, BC^D^} and is generated 
P - 2 
by ABD and ACD . The . 9 combinations of {ABD, ACD } 
are labeled using integers from 0 to 8 and are regarded 
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as the levels of factor G. The sample configuration in 
terms of A, B, G is 
Plot A B G Plot A B G 
1* 0* 0* 0* 10* 0* 0* 0* 
2* 0* 1* 0* 11* 0* 1* 0* 
3* 0* 2* 0* 12* 0* 2* 0* 
4* 1* 0* 0* 13* 1* 0* 0* 
5* 1* 1* 0* 14* 1* 1* 0* 
6* 1* 2* 0* 15* 1* 2* 0* 
7* 2* 0* 0* 16* 2* 0* 0* 
8* 2* 1* 0* 
1—1 
2* 1* 0* 
9* 2* 2* 0* 18* 2* 2* 0* 
The sample configuration would have exactly the same form if 
the treatment factors were taken to be C, D, G or any 
f  \  f  \  f  m  \  \  P  
E'"l', G such that E^-l^, ABD and ACD" 
are Independent. Levels of all factors are sampled. If the 
level of G actually observed is level 5 which corresponds 
o 
to combination (1, 1) of {ABD, ACD"}, then all treatment 
combinations abed of {A, B, C, D} which satisfy 
a + b + d = 1 
a + c + 2d = 1 
are each observed twice in the experiment. 
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For estimation purposes, a model which is conditional 
on the set of observed treatment combinations is used. 
Treatment combinations of E = {E^^l^, E^^n^} 
can be denoted by e instead of e* since the model is 
conditional on a given correspondence between sample and 
inference structure levels of E. If the set of effects of 
interest is denoted by then the model can be written as 
VEP» = ; + s EW + S + error . 
E E^y) e r ~ 
The conditional variances and covariances are 
^ar[y^p,| e] = . 
covtygpii. yg,p,,l Z = P, e. e'3 = - (J®'® . 
In order to obtain estimates of the parameters of interest, 
it is necessary to assume that effects in r - are 
nonexistent. Application of simple least squares to the 
reduced model 
yep» = ; + , ,S E^ïe + error 
e 
gives estimates.of the parameters as 
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' ' ^ f p. ' 
'l"' = r ^ 4'e "ep. - ;. 
where S* denotes summation oyer combinations e which are 
^ (Y ) 
observed in the sample. As discussed in III.D.l, the EM 
can be written as if the appropriate representation 
is used. 
If the effects in r - are not negligible, these 
estimates would be biased if the fraction were not chosen 
randomly. To evaluate the bias, consider the case in which 
only one combination of E^^s+l^, ..., E^°n^ is observed 
once, say e^,. ...e^, and suppose e e corresponds S T j_ n s T_L n 
to level g of G. Then taking the expectation over the 
Ii[y| e] = E[4 S y ,i e] 
p ep* eg ^ 
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= + «e,g ' - ïg ^  ï+i • 
The bias in each case is the sum of the aliases of the effect 
under consideration. This was shown in Jordan and Kempthorne 
(1972b), but the following shorter proof is given in terms of 
the present formulation. 
Cv) (02)^2 
Proof: Consider the term E ; = E - E 
Y ' e 
E^," and suppose f 0. Then as e^ ranges over the 
values 0, 1, (p - 1) , y'e also ranges over the values 
0, 1, ..., (p - 1) so that 
S =0 if y, f 0 . (3.23) 
J 
As stated in Section III.A. the means Y can be expressed 
e 
as 
\ : A • 
Then, applying (3.23) gives 
^ ' 
(a.) 
Ye = % + E 
®1 
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= 0, J = 1, ..., s 
V " " ' '  Y c A  ^ L ^ W c e  g ) "  
Yj = 0, J = 2, ..., s 
Thus, the biases are 
Y - Y = S 
Y = (0, «. ', 0, Yg^.]_> •••> Y^^ E. K L (g) , 
- ïg + 
S E't', 
Y " (1» 0> '••» 0) ^ s+1' '''> Y^) £ A L (e^g) 
(Yg+2* •••> Y^) / (Oj •••> O) 
which concludes the proof. 
3 
Consider, for example, a 1/3 replicate of a 3"^ 
experiment with treatment factors A, B, C, and the fraction 
given by ABCQ (= GQ, say). In terms of factors A, B, G, 
we have 
E[AJ GQJ - ELY^ Y^L GQJ 
^1 ^^1.0 ^. .0 " ^ 1. . ^<j)^ 
+ CAG)i + CAG^^i 
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which, in terms,of A, B, C, Is 
+ AB^Cg + BCg . 
For fractions which are randomly sampled, in general 
we have 
e^, e|], and covEy^ - y^, y^ - y^| eue^] can be obtained 
^ J 
by using Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2.1. These expressions 
would be identical to expressions (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) 
respectively. The analysis of variance and results concern­
ing tests of hypothesis in this case are exactly the same 
as in III.D.l. 
In situations where only one replicate is observed, the 
sums of squares for a number of higher order interactions 
are pooled and used as an error term in tests of hypotheses. 
If this set is denoted by F2 and contains Sg terms, then 
the expected mean square for the pooled quantity is 
a 
E(U) = Y , 
ECEg 1 1 e.J = E 
A (d ) 




) + ZQ 
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where the notation is used to denote that a 
representation which includes as a treatment factor 
has been used and that ZQ depends on the representation. 
Consider, for example, a 1/3 replicate of a 3 
factorial in which ABC C= G, aayî is confounded. A model 
with effects A, B, C, and " can be fitted and an analysis 
of variance table is based on this model. If main effect 
mean squares are to be compared with the mean square for 
AC, then the expected mean squares can be written in terms 
of a representation which Includes and G as factors. 
Then 
EMS(A) = 30^ + 2.2g .  ^  ofp - ^  . 
EMS{M) 3o^ + 2a^g - "MGP * ' ' 
3. Randomized fractional replication with random confounding 
In the previous subsection we obtained fractional 
replicates in which a particular subset of effects was 
confounded with the mean. Usually there are a number of 
suitable confounding schemes which can be used. We now con­
sider a situation in which there .Is no logical or practical 
basis for choosing a particular fraction from the set of 
fractions obtained by using a particular confounding scheme, 
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nor for choosing a particular confounding scheme. It then 
seems plausible to choose the confounding scheme at random 
from a number of possible confounding schemes and to choose 
fractions at random from the set of fractions obtained by 
using the chosen confounding scheme. 
Suppose the effects of interest are the main effects of 
the original set of factors E = E^^\ ..., 
(Other effects can be considered as factors replacing the 
E^^) if additional parameters are of interest.) The 
inference structure consists of plots P and treatment 
factors E^^), E^^^, ..., E^^^. All factors are completely 
crossed. As in III.D.2, we consider- a m/p^"® fractional 
replicate in which gp^ distinct treatment combinations are 
each observed r times. For the sample configuration take 
any g fractions of an orthogonal main effect plan in which 
a particular set of interactions is confounded. The experi­
ment is carried out by randomly sampling mp^ plots from 
the R(P) available plots and randomly assigning the levels 
of each factor to the numbers in the sample configuration. 
Note that this sampling procedure would not confound main 
effects or 2-factor interactions with the mean. This is 
because every level of each factor occurs equally often and 
every combination of any pair of factors occurs equally often 
in the sample configuration and hence also in the final 
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experiment. 
Suppose that the treatment combinations of a particular 
group in the sample configuration satisfy 
a^e* + OgC* + ••• + o^e* - c C3.24) 
where the ^ 0. For p ?= 2, random permutation of the 
levels of factor is equivalent to using a linear 
transformation e| + b where b is either 0 or 1. Thus, 
for p = 2, random permutation results in treatment combina­
tions which satisfy equation (3.24) with c equal to either 
to 0 or 1. Hence random permutation is equivalent to 
choosing a random fraction using a particular confounding 
scheme, which is the procedure considered in III.D.2. 
For p = 3, any permutation of the levels of factor 
can also be expressed as a linear transformation 
ae? + b where a = 1 or 2 and b = 0, 1 or 2. Suppose that 
levels of E^^) are permuted, the levels of other factors be 
being fixed. From equation (3.24) we have, first multiplying 
by a and then adding a^b , 
a^(ae| t b) t aoge* t + ... + = ac + a^b 
or 
+ gge* + B^e* + ... + g^e* = c' . 
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Thus we obtain the fraction corresponding to 
(1)0. (2)6. Ck)6. 
E ^ E ... E^; * . 
Hence, random permutation is equivalent to choosing at random 
one of the Cp - D degree of freedom partitions of the k-
factor interaction for confounding and then choosing one of 
the resulting fractions. 
For p > 5, it can be verified that the treatment combi­
nations obtained after permutation do not necessarily yield 
a constant value for any of the linear forms associated with 
the usual partitions of the k-factor interaction. However, 
if none of the partitions of a particular k-factor inter­
action are confounded in the sample configuration, then the 
k-factor interaction will not be confounded in the final 
experiment. 
For estimation purposes a main effect model is used. 
The conditional variance-covariance structure of the observa­
tions and estimates of the parameters are as given in 
III.D.2. Also, E[E^^)| e.] - E^^^. Expressions for 
i ^ ®i 
var[y^ - yj e,J and covly^ - y^, y^, - y^l e^, e'] can 
be obtained by using Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2.1. How­
ever, in this case, the sample structure is not complete and 
e. ,e! 
the Xy are not necessarily constant for all e^ f ej^ 
if g > 1 (except for p = 2 or 3). Given the actual set 
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of observations the variances and covariances. can be 
evaluated, but general expressions are presented here only 
for the case g = 1. 
Since permutation is a one^to^one onto mapping, if 
e* e*. ... e* and e*' e*' ,,, e*' are two distinct 
il ig 1% ^2 
combinations of 
in the sample configuration, then their Images e. e. ... e, 
^1 ^2 \ 
and e! e! ... e! are also distinct with inequalities for 
^1 ^2 ^k 
the same factors as e* e¥ ... e? and e¥' e*' ... e?'. 
il ig ^1 ^2 ^k 
Thus, to determine the R* and X values, we can use the 
treatment combinations in the sample configuration. The 
fraction used in the sample configuration is specified by 
the (p^~^ - l)/(p - 1) equations corresponding to the 
confounded effects. All possible combinations of a set of 
factors U may or may not appear in this fraction. Let H 
denote the collection of all admissible sets U such that 
not all possible combinations of U appear In the fraction. 
For a given set U In H, consider the equations which 
define the fraction and which involve only the factors in 
U, or a subset of these factors, with non-zero coefficient. 
Let hy be the number of linearly Independent equations of 
this form. If U ^ H, define h^ to be zero. 
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Then for any set N c E - we have 
RHNIECD) . _ 
and for e^ f e|, 
e.,e! qCNl-h„Ci)^ 
= 0 If hgCil^ > h N ' 
As before, let 
E i '  i  -  S  Z 1 '  i  
%0 ^ S ,,, %NP 
N c E - E^l/ 
Then, from Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2.1, 
p 1 G . ^ G. -j 0,j0, 
° ,(1)"7TNFK^ 'N ^ \ 
®1'  ® ,  ,  qtN) -h  V  ^ 
N c E - p 
Using these expressions we obtain 
var[y^^ ' ^4,1  
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il 
N c E - E 
11) -N 
\a),^ ' 
+ -2 s , + 
P e%,e^ N  ç  E  .  Et^ î  
1 + 1, 8 17'-") + ^  E.: 1 ,p - 2 ®l»®i 
P 04 
'N 
'  P 
3 v"') - - ! !. ^2. s. 
p e. p ej P e^,e^ 
covCy^^ - y^, Ye^ " ®i' 
N ç E'- E(^) '' 
\(1)N ' 
i s  - i s  +  - ,  8 ) X 
P P ®1 P ®1»®1 
e.. ,ej 
(. i r 'i' i ^  q .1 , ., .. 
"" 'nçe'-E'^^Î ' p " 
\U ) N  '  " N 
ej ,e' 
, 1 e_. ,e i 
- l 
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+ i 8 _ (1 _ 1 s _ 1 s t 1, 8 ) 
P «i P el P p ej,ej_ "P 
In deriving covlyg - y^, - y^| e^ej] it is useful to 
i J 
observe the following; 
for N c E - - E^J) 
lot 
XN^ ^ j = RXCNlE^l^E^J)) if E^i^E^J^N f. H, 
= RXCNjE^l^E^J)) if E^^^E^J^N e H and one 
of the following holds: 
®i ° ®i' ®J * ®j' 
= hg(i)^; or $1 / e', 
" -y 
or f e;. «y / ej. 
= 0 otherwise. 
An expression for the covariance similar to the above can 
then be obtained. Simplified expressions in terms of 6's 
can be obtained for specific situations in which the 
confounding scheme is known. 
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We now derive expectations of mean squares for an 
analysis of variance table similar to Table 3.1, where g 
is not necessarily equal to one. We assume that the fraction 
used in the sample configuration is such that the sample 
structure is balanced. That is, if d distinct values of 
a linear form are used in defining the fraction, then each 
of the d values must be used the same number of times. 
For each U e H let q^ be the number of different combi­
nations of values taken on by the hy equations. If 
U ^ H, (that is, hy = 0) then we take q^ to be equal to 
one. Then, for N c E, 
Letting g denote the replicate type and r denote the 
repetition number of a replicate type, by Corollary 2.2.1 
we have; 
% Ç E "o ' 
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N c E 
P 
The analysis Is summarized In Table 3.2. Given the 
mean squares can be obtained from the Z expressions. 
experiment with g = r = 2. Denote the treatment factors 
by A, B, C, D. An orthogonal main effect plan can be 
obtained by confounding 
Suppose the treatment combinations in the first and second 
replicate type are those which satlBfy 
a* + b* + 2c* = 0 
a* + c* + d* p 0 
and 
2 initial confounding scheme, the a forms of the expected 
Example 3.2: Consider a 4/9 replicate of a 3 
ABC^, ACD, AB^D^, BCD^. 
Table 3.2. Analysis of variance for a fractional replicate with random 
confounding 
Source d.f. . Expected Mean Square 
p - x  .  .  
c N c E  N c E  -  E ^ ^ ^  
E^^^N e H 
- ggCliN] 
(1) (9% _ 1) mpS-9(K)+hN 
E^ ^xRep Type (,p - l)(g - 1) S 
E^i) c N c E ^ 1)9% 
N e H 
N c E - E^i) SECi)^ 
E^i^N E H 
Table 3.2. (Continued) 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
(P - l)(g - 1) N ° 
Rep Type g - 1 S — — Z + Z 
N c E Cg - l)q% 
^ ^ H 
VJl 
o 
within 1 -, T 
Treatments ^ 0 
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a* + b* + 2c* = 1 
a* + c* + d* =0 
respectively. Suppose that the sampling procedure results 
in the following association of sample and population levels; 
A; 0* 1 , 1* -> 0 , 2* ->• 2 
B; 0* -)• 2 , 1* ->- 1 , 2* 0 
C: 0* 0 , 1* 2 , 2* -> 1 
D: 0* 1 , 1* 2 , 2* -4- 0 
Thus, the treatment combinations actually observed are; 
Plot A B C D Plot .A B C D Plot A B c D 
1* 1 2 0 1 13* 0 2 2 2 25* 2 2 2 1 
2* 1 1 2 0 14* 0 1 1 1 26* 2 1 1 0 
3* 1 0 1 2 15* 0 0 0 0 27* 2 0 0 2 
4* 0 2 2 2 16* 2 2 1 0 28* 1 2 1 2 
5* 0 1 1 1 17* 2 1 0 2 29* 1 1 0 1 
6* 0 0 0 0 18* 2 0 2 1 30* 1 0 2 0 
7* 2 2 1 0 19* 1 2 1 2 31* 0 2 0 0 
8* 2 1 0 2 20* 1 1 0 1 32* 0 1 2 2 
n * n n-i % n n n n 1 n V" C. V c. J. C±'^  X U u V V X J. 
10* 1 2 0 1 22* 0 2 0 0 34* 2 2 2 1 
11* 1 1 2 0 23* 0 1 2 2 35* 2 1 1 0 
12* 1 0 1 2 24* 0 0 1 1 36* 2 0 0 2 . 
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The first 18 treatment combinations satisfy 
a + b + 2c = 0 
b + c + d ^0 
and the last l8 satisfy 
a + b + 2c = 2 
b + c + d = 2 . 
The actual confounding scheme is therefore 
ABC^, BCD, AB^D, ACD^ . 
The model used for estimation purposes is 
yabcdp* = w + + Cg + + error , 
and estimates of the parameters are 
II = M 
<t> 
\ - y* 
Bb = fb - y* 
=0 = - y* 
Dg = yg - y* -
In computing var(y^ - y,| a) the values of and 
R*(U|A) which occur in the expectations are; 
u  B C D BC BD CD BCD others 
{involving P) 
Xg'*' (a f a') 1 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 
B*(UI A)  1 3 3 3 6  6  3 6 12 . 
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Then, from Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2.1, 
E(y2| a) P + i i llf + i 
3 0 D 
+ ; + I 
E(yaya,l + zg'"' + 
Var(y - y | a) = C3 6!\ - ^  S + ^  S iCZ^^a' + 1 
& * a' & 3 a' 9 a,a' * 3 
+ 1 + i z^^a' ^ _2 j^a^a' ^ _1 %a,a') + (1 + 1 g) % 
3 C 3 D 12 BC 12 BD 2 g a 
/ 1 -a,a , 1 ^a.a . 1 „a,a , 1 ^a^a , 1 -a,a\ 
^BC + 7: ^BD ^ 7 ^CD + 7 ^BCD + ::: =0 ' 
i -d  Ld J  b  Ic 
• - (%a - + i' 
° " 9 ^ 4 od ^ ^  ®abc ®aba 
" I bL ' SRCFltRCP) - 1Î ' t pL 
-  i  'pi ' pL -1  p:w 
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+ (- + - S)(— 
3 9. a 12 12 3 6 
+ ~ z!/&) . 
12 ^ 
The covariances involve much tedious algebra. The analysis 
of variance can be obtained from Table 3.2 and is given in 
Table 3.3. The expected mean squares for C and D are of 
the same form as the expected mean square for A. With non-
additivity between treatments and units all tests are biased. 
Under unit-treatment additivity we have the following: 
2 1. For testing o. = 0, 
F = MS(A) 
MS(AxType) 
provides a biased test, but the bias may be small if 
2 2 2 2 
Ogp, Ogg and ^ABD the same size as 
2 2 
and respectively. An unbiased estimate 
2 
of 0^ does not exist. Similar remarks apply to 
tests for C and D. 




— MSCBxReps) + — MS[Within Treatments) 
Table 3.3. Analysis of variance for a 4/9 fractional replicate of a 3^ 
experiment with g = r = 2 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
A 2 + ^AB ^AC ^AD ^CD ^ACD^ ^ABD ^BCD 
^ ^ ABCD^ (%BC ^BD ^oV 
- 12o^ + + Cgg + Ogp + *ABC ^ABD^ ^ .^ABCD 
" ^ ^ ^CDP ^BCP ^BDP "^^"^ACDP ^ABCP °^ABDP^ 
~ °ABCDP^ ^ ^ 0 
B 2 4C3Zg + ^AB ^BC %BD^ ^^^ABC ^ABD ^BCD ^ABCD^ 
+ (Z^c ^AD ^CD ^ACD^ ^0 
Table 3.3. (Continued) 
Source d.f. . Expected Mean Square 
- 12crg + °ABD ^BCD^ g *ABCD 
2 2 2 2 X2 2 2 
-Cl2aBp + o^cp + + T^^ABCP °ABDP °BCDP ^ 
R(P) 3 
, S 2 *1 u V 
•*• g °ABCDp] 
AxRep Type 2 SCZgg + ^^^ABC ^ABD ^BCD ^ABCD^ ^0 
= 3(Ogc ®B.D^ ^ABC ^ABD | "ABCD " *BDp) 
2 2 2 2 
•*" ^ABCP °^BDP ~ ^ABCDP^ ^0 
BxRep Type 2 ZCE^gg + E^BD ^BCD ^ABCD^ ^AD ^CD ^ACD^ ^0 
3l*AC ^AD •'" (*ABC *ABD ^BCD^ " ^^^'"^^^ACP 
Table 3.3- (Continued) 
Source d.f. Expected Mean Square 
°ADP *CDp) (^ABCP ^ABDP *BCDp)] 
Rep Type 1 ZCZ^BC ^ABD ^BCD ^ABCD^ ^0 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
" 2(^ABC *ABD °BCD^ " ^ ^^y^^ABCP *ABDP ^BCDP^ ^0 
ro 
VJl 
Within -, o y 
Treatments 0 
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is biased positively by C8/9)a^g(^p and this would 
generally be expected to be small. 
Some tests can also be carried out for various combinations 
of the interactions, 
E. Confounding in Factorials 
Consider a factorial in which (n - s) independent 
effects E^^s+l^, E^^n^, are confounded with blocks in 
each of r replicates. Let E^^l^, E^°^2\ ..., E^^s^ be 
any s unconfounded effects such that E^^l^, £^**2^ ..., 
( Ct ) 
E n are independent and consider these as the treatment 
factors. Suppose treatment factors are fixed while blocks 
(B) within replicates and plots CP) within blocks are random. 
Replicates (R) will be regarded as random but the results 
obtained below are also valid for the case in v:hlch rspli = 
cates are fixed. Let E = E^°'nh, 
F = {E^"l^, E(*2), ..., E^°'sh, and 
° N 0 E •  
Using Theorem 2.4 the following expressions can be obtained; 
" N c E ^ ^pn-s+qCNfVp) ^ NRB^ ' 
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EIS^ yp*l ej = r ^ S ^ ^ ^n-s+qCNr'l F) ^ NRB^ 
^'' «h» ^r*b*l ^ ^ ? qlNflP) ••• ^NR ••• ^NRB' 
r*b.* N c h p^ 
+ -s Zg] • 
If E^^i) £ F, then 
1 r 1 _L P T 
rïïTTv ^NRB^ _n-l ^0 ' 
^pH-s+qC (N r^P)~E^ i ) rp 
1 1 T" 1 J_ V 
n.s+q(im\?).EK)) ,n.i :o 
If E^*j) £ CE - F), then 
°  %  Ç E " pq cJSh  '  r 
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n-s-l+q(NriP) ^ NRB^ n-1 ^0 ' 
rp ^ rp 
, 1 y "1 , rp „ 
pn-s-l+q(NrVF) ^ NRB-* ^n-l ^0 
The expected mean squares are summarized in Table 3.4. 
Estimates of linear functions of the parameters such as 
(a.) (a.) 
E - E , are linear functions of the sample means, in 
i 1 
this case y - y ,. The variances of these estimates can 
®i ®i 
be easily evaluated using Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.3.1. 
If plot-treatment or block-treatment interactions exist, 
then the expected mean squares and the variances depend on 
the particular confounding scheme used. 
If partial confounding is used, the expected mean 
squares and variances may be more difficult to evaluate. 
The difficulty arises because the number of Independent 
effects which are confounded may be larger than n. Thus, 
not all confounded effects could be considered as factors 
and, except in special cases, condition (2.20) would not be 
satisfied. 
An alternative procedure is to use a representation 
Table 3.4. Analysis of variance for a factorial with confounding 
Source Expected Mean Square 
Replicates S [p" + p^ qC^CtF) 
N c E 
n-q(N) / q(N-F) _ 
Blocks/ Replicates S ^^ (I,T + Z™) 
N c E (p"-s - 1) N WK 
N (E - P) / * ^ 
C7\ 
}—' 
' N Ç E - Co 
S rp"-4(H) + i I^j,) + S pS-qCNOF) 
(confounded) E c N c E ^ ~ 
+ ^0 
Table 3.^. (Continued) 
Source Expected Mean Square 
E xReplicates S pn-q(N) ^  + 8 pS-q(NriF) % + 
(a.) N c E . NKb . u 
E J c N c E 
(«4 ) 
E _  s ( Z„  +  i  .  pB-q(NnF)  
(unconfounded) C N C E 
E ^ xReplicates S ^-pi^-qCN) + p® qCNf^P) 
(a . ) 
E c N c E 
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which does not involve any confounded effects and to 
randomly permute levels of all treatment factors in the 
sample configuration. If a (p - 1) degree of freedom 
partition of a particular k-factor Interaction is confounded 
in the sample configuration, then random permutation will 
result in a structure in which an arbitrary subset of 
(p - 1) degrees of freedom belonging to the k-factor inter­
action is confounded. This subset would not necessarily 
correspond to one of the usual (p - 1) degree of freedom 
partitions unless p = 3. 
Consider a sample configuration with r replicates of 
each of g confounding schemes. The treatment factors 
used to describe the experiment can be any set of n inde­
pendent effects which are not confounded in any replicate. 
e* 
For the g*-th replicate type, let hy be the number of 
independent effects which are confounded in the replicate 
and which Involve only factors in U. If levels of the 
treatment factors are permuted, then some of the expected 
mean squares are as follows: 
EMS (Replicates) = S [p"-n(N) g + S ( " 
N c E ' gr - 1 g* q(N)-hS 




EMS(Blocks/ Replicates) = S [—— S (p - 1) x 
N c E g(p"-s - 1) g* 
* 
•*" g P ^NRB^ ^0 ' 
(a ) 
EMS(E ^ ) = S [pn-q(N) + Z^^) 
(a. ) 
E c N c E 
s s 
•  ëP  V  I n -  s  sp  
q(N)-hf  ( . , )  p  -  1  




') ^MPTa > 
S p 
( rv ) 
EMS(E ^ xRepllcates) = S [p^-q^w; Z 
( a , )  
E c N c E 
P r S p 
git 
+ S ^ S ( 
(a.) (p - l)(rg - 1) g* q(N)-h&, \ 




r S p 
g* 




Also, the variance of a linear function of admissible means, 
say varCy^* - y^#,} e| = e^, e|' = e^], can be evaluated 
using Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2.1. However, unlike 
the case in which levels of treatment factors are fixed, 
the experiment cannot be described equlvalently in terms of 
effects which may become partially confounded. Therefore 
the expected mean squares for partitions of k-factor inter­
actions which are partly confounded in the experiment 
cannot be obtained directly as before. But, an expected 
mean square can be obtained for the (p - 1)^ degree of 
freedom k-factor interaction in terms of cap sigmas corre­
sponding to the original set of treatment factors. For this 
purpose it is useful to observe that for any set U c E, 
R*(N|U) = 
R*(NR|U) = GRPS(N-U) 
R*(NRB|U) = r S p 
g* 
n-s+q (N-U ) -h^jy 
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The mean square for U can then be compared with the mean 
square for replicatesxU or some combination of mean 
squares. 
F. Sampling with Replacement 
For all the results so far, it has been assumed that 
there is a sample configuration which describes the associ­
ations and numbers of levels of the factors in the obser­
vation structure formed by the responses to be sampled. 
General results were then obtained under the condition that 
the association between the configuration and inference 
structure levels was carried out according to the symmetric 
uniform probability sampling procedure which will henceforth 
be referred to as Procedure I. However, there are experi­
ments which do not satisfy this general framework. For 
example, suppose that a random number of observations la 
to be taken on the levels of some factor (or on combinations 
of a set of factors) or that the levels of some factors are 
to be sampled with replacement. In such cases the associ­
ations and numbers of levels of factors in the observation -
structure would not necessarily be known before the 
experiment is conducted. In this section we consider the 




Sampling with replacement with regard to fractional 
replication has been considered by Ehrenfeld and Zacks 
(1961) for the case in which the parameters of interest 
form a group. Shah and Kempthorne (I962) considered frac­
tional replication for p^ factorials in which the param­
eters of interest are the main effects. A fraction was 
obtained by considering the rows, columns and treatments of 
an arbitrary Latin square as treatment factors, and then 
randomly permuting levels of all factors. This leads to a 
random fractional replicate in which a random 2 degree of 
freedom partition of the 3-factor interaction is confounded. 
For a g/p fractional replicate the same procedure was 
repeated independently g times. The treatment combina­
tions obtained in this way were then amalgamated and it was 
assumed that replicates had no effect and did not interact 
with other factors. This method is equivalent to sampling 
with replacement from the set of all possible fractions 
obtained by confounding each of the 2 degree of freedom 
partitions of the 3-factor interaction. A generalization of 
these methods would be to sample levels of factor G with 
replacement in III.D.2. 
To illustrate the general experimental procedure that 





and suppose that levels of B are to be sampled with 
replacement, levels of P are to be sampled without replace­
ment, and T is fixed. Suppose that there are 3 levels 
of T and each level is to be observed twice. 
(a) Divide X, the set of all factors, into stages as 
before. Thus, consists of B and T, and Sg 
consists of P. 
(b) ' For factors in the sample configuration is 
b|ti b|t^ bztg bgbg bgtg . 
Since T is fixed, levels of T in the sample 
configuration are taken to be identical to 
inference structure levels of T. For B, let 
each b|, i = 1, 2, ..., 6, correspond to a random, 
uniform probability, choice among all inference 
structure levels of B. 
(c) Suppose that the combinations chosen in step (b) 
are 
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bgtg bgtg bgtg bgtg . 
Given these combinations the sample configuration 
for factors in is 
^1^1^11 ^ 2^1^21 ^2^2^22 ^ 2^2^23 ^2^3^*4 ^3^3^31 * 
Apply the symmetric uniform sampling procedure for 
levels of P within the given levels of B. In 
this way the observational combinations of BPT 
have been chosen. 
Note that, since levels of factor B are to be sampled 
with replacement, the number of levels of B and associa­
tions between levels of B and T in the sample are not 
known prior to the experiment. Thus, in the initial sample 
configuration levels of B were considered as distinct. 
This does not imply that levels of B which are observed in 
the final experiment will be distinct. 
Now consider the general case. Suppose that X denotes 
the set of all factors, P denotes the set of fixed factors, 
and M denotes the set of all factors which are to be 
sampled with replacement. The following modification of the 
symmetric uniform probability sampling method (Procedure I) 
will be referred to as Procedure II. 
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Divide X into stages as in Procedure I. Specify 
a sample configuration for factors in S^. This 
configuration describes•the associations and 
numbers of levels of factors in - M. The 
configuration levels of factors in MHS^ are 
considered to be distinct. 
Let A be any factor in If A E P or 
A e (S^ - F - M) follow step (b) of Procedure I 
to obtain the associations between configuration 
and inference structure levels. If A e M, let 
each configuration level of A correspond to a 
random, uniform probability, choice among all 
inference structure levels of A. Repeat this 
process for every factor in S^yiM. 
At this stage the set of observational combinations 
of has been chosen and the associations 
and numbers of levels of all factors in are 
known. Using this information the sample config­
uration for factors in is specified. Let A 
be any factor in S^. If A e F or A e (Sg - F 
- M), follow step (c) of Procedure I. If A s M,, 
let be the set of factors which nest A and 
let w be a combination of which has been 
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chosen to be in the sample by the selection of 
combinations of 8^. Let each configuration level 
of A in w correspond to a random, uniform 
probability, choice among all inference structure 
levels of A which are contained in w. Repeat 
this process independently for every previously 
selected combination of W^. Then, independently 
repeat this process for every factor in 
At this stage the set of observational combinations 
of + Sg has been chosen and the sample con­
figuration for factors in can be specified. 
(d) Proceed as in step (d) of Procedure I. 
The following theorem gives a basic result on the 
expectation of a product of two observations. 
Theorem 3.1: Let M be the set of all factors 
which are sampled with replacement. With the remainder of 
the notation as in Theorem 2.1 and Sampling Procedure II, 
ECy^.y^.,! Z- f. f] 
u  c [ X  -  p  -  ( z  -  M ) ]  R (u n M  n z )  
f f 
Vy n ZT'i = 4 
„f,f' 
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where the summation is over the class of (X - F)-adralsslble 
sets which do not contain factors in (Z - M) nor any 
f f factors nested in Z * 
Proof: Let 
j 
K. = S S. + p j = 1, 2, ...,n, 
J i = 1 1 
so that Kj includes all factors in the first J stages 
and all factors in F. The proof will proceed by induction. 
First, consider the expectation of condition­
ing on the levels of factors in K^_^; that is, all factors 
in ^ are regarded as being fixed. Note that there are 
no nesting relations among factors in X - so that all 
subsets of X - T are (X - K -, )-admissible with the 
n—1 n—i. 
entire subset being in its own right-most bracket. As in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can write 
E[y^.y^„| Z n  (X - Vi), Vi, 
g ^ /. ^ ^ ECe'r'BoîTM. Z n (X - V^), 
V, n = (, • *"-1  ^ • 
Consider a term for which C n M fl Z ^ Since factors 
in M n Z have their levels sampled with replacement and 
are not affected by the inequality condition Z, the 
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expectation of such a term is 0. The expectations of other 
terms can be evaluated as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, so 
that 
E[y^,y,.,l z n (X - k-.,] 
G S (-i)S(c-D) 
C 0 (X - K„ , - M n Z) ® D c (C - Z) R(C - D)" 
— n—j. — 
Vg ri z^n-l'^n-l ^ ^  (3.25) 
It can be verified that expression (3.25) is equal to 
S S 
c  c ( X  -  K  , )  ^  u  c [ ( c  -  z )  +  ( c  n  M  z ) ]  
— n—1 — 
Vg n z 1^-1' = cj) 
(_l)q(C-U) (3.26) 
R(c  -  u )R(u  n  M n  z )  
k .,k'_. 
since the coefficient of ~ Is 0 if C fT M M Z 
7^ Reversing the order of summation and applying Defini­
tion 2.25, expression (3.26) can be written as 
k If' Q 1 -"n-l'^n-l 
U c [X - K , - (Z - M)] R ( U  n  M n  z )  
— n—X 
Vy n = Ç 
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Now consider the expectation of conditioning 
on the levels of factors in and suppose that 
E[yx,yx,,l z ri (x - Kj+i), kj+i, kj+i] 
s 1 gkj+i.kj+i ^ 
u c [X - - (Z - M)] R(u N M RI z) ^ j+i 
n = • (3-27) 
Then the expectation of y *y *, conditioning on levels of 
" x*" X 
factors in K. is 
J 
E[yx,yx*,l z (X - Kj), kj, kj] 
• ^ ^ j+l^^^^x*^x*'I ^ ~ Kj+l)' ^ j+1' ^ j+1^^ 
where denotes expectation over factors in 8^+^ - P. 
It is necessary to show that this expectation retains the 
same form as the previous two expectations. Let G be the 
set of all factors in S.,-, n z each of which is nested 
^ k.,k! 
in one or more factors in Z . Let H = - P - Z, 
\ = (SJ+^ N Z M) - G, and Z^ = (8^+^ N Z) - M - G. 
Then can be partitioned as 
Kj+l = Kj + (Sj,, - F) = Kj + K + Z) 
= K, + H + G + + ZJ . 
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Note that factors in and G are not affected by the 
inequality condition Z. Using the properties of the 
sampling procedure, we obtain 
E [ y x * y x * , l  z  n  a  -  K j ) ,  k j ,  k j ]  
R(H)R(Z2)R^(Z2)(R(Z^G))2 hgz^zg c k^. g'z^z^ c kj 
Zg ^ ^ 2 
(Zg) 
E[Y^*Y^*,L Z (X - KJ+^), KJHGZ^ZG, KJHG'Z^ZP 
which, allowing to range over all subsets of Z^ 
(Vg = - V^) and using equation (3.27), 
^ S S S 
R ( HZ2 ) R ^ ( Z2 ) ( R ( Z ^ G ) ) ^  Ç  hgv^VgZg £  k. G ' V ^ Z *  ç kj 
VgSg r *2*2 
(VgZg) 
u  c [X - K . , v  -  ( z  -  M ) ]  R(U n  M  n  z )  
J+-L 
k ,k'-





S S (-1) ^ ^ ^ s s 
VpZg / ^2^2 - ^ 2^2 w^,w^ Wg 
(YjZj) 
where = VgZg - W^. Substituting this result into 
expression (3.28), applying Lemma 2.7, and rearranging terms, 
expression (3.28) can be written as 
R(Z^)R^(Z2) c U c [X - - (Z - M)] 
k ,k' 
Vy (z J J + GVgZg) = (j) 
^NU 
Vy c N c (Sj+^ - F - G) R(U n  M r i  Z )  c VgZg 
q(V,Z -W^) 
(-1) ^ ^ ^ R(%i - N) . (3.29) 
The last summation is always zero unless N n  VgZg  =  
in which case it is equal to ^^(^2^2^' Also, the order 
of summation of V, and U can be reversed so that 
1 
expression (3.29) becomes 
R(Z^) U c [X - K. + i  - (Z - M)] c 
k,,k' V_ (\ (Z, - V^) = * 




Vu Ç N c (S +1 - F - G - VgZg) R( u  M ri Z) ^ 
which, interchanging the order of summation of and N, 
is 
R(Z^) U Ç [X - Kj+i- (Z - M)] Vy c N c (5^+^- F - G - Zg) 
k.,k' 
Vy ri (z J J + GZg) = 4 
k ,k' 
£ 
^ S R^(Z^ - V^) .(3.30) 
R(U r-» M (\ z) c Z^ 
N n  (z^  -  v^ )  =  4  
It can be shown that the last summation is equal to 
R(Z^ - N). Thus, expression (3.30) is equal to 
U Ç [X - KJ+I - (Z - M)] VY Ç N c (S - PGZG) 
k ,k' 
Vy (z J J + GZg) = 4) 
'"J" 
liu 
R(U n  M n  Z)R(N  Z^ )  
B c [X - K, - (Z - M)] R(B n  M (\ Z) J 
B 
/j '"j . Vg n z •' • 
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Therefore, the result is proved by induction. 
A systematic development similar to that given in 
Chapter II appears to be possible, but a detailed formula' 
tion will not be pursued in this thesis. 
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IV. SUMMARY 
An initial primary concern in this thesis has been to 
obtain simple and meaningful methods of deriving expected 
values of quadratic forms. Chapter II dealt primarily 
with the evaluation of expected mean squares for single 
degree of freedom contrasts. For this purpose conditional 
components of variation and conditional cap sigmas were 
defined for balanced complete Inference structures. Three 
theorems which are useful in deriving the expected mean 
squares were presented in Section II.C. 
Theorem 2.1 gives a general form for the expectation 
of a product of any two responses in the experiment-. The 
expectation is given in terms of conditional cap sigmas 
corresponding to combinations, f and f of the set of 
fixed factors F, where f and f are the combinations of 
F which contain the two responses under consideration. No 
requirements of balance or completeness of the sample 
structure were made for this result. Theorem 2.1 can be 
applied directly to obtaining the variances and covariances 
of the observations. However, in order to apply the Theorem 
to single degree of freedom contrasts, it is necessary to 
express the mean square in terms of products of individual 
responses. Theorem 2.1 gives the expectation of each of 
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these products, but combining these to obtain the expected 
mean square may lead to some difficult algebra. Some 
simplification can be achieved with a result on the expecta­
tion of a product of partial sample means of observations in 
combinations of F. This result was given in Theorem 
for balanced observation structures. But, in many situa­
tions the contrast will be expressed in terms of partial 
sample means corresponding to combinations of a subset 
of P. Thus, rather than expanding the mean square in terms 
of products of individual responses or in terms of products 
of sample means corresponding to combinations of F, it 
would be more useful to have an expression for the expected 
value of a product of sample means of observations in 
combinations of F^. Such a result was given in Theorem 
2.3. However, in addition to a balanced observation struc­
ture, this result required that for each admissible set U 
contained in X - F (where X is the set of all factors) 
the number of observationally occurring combinations u« of 
U such that both fu* and f'u* occur observationally be 
constant for all pairs of combinations (f,f') which are 
unequal with respect to the same set of factors. These 
conditions are sat-icfied in many of the standard designs. 
The expectation in Theorem 2 . 3  is expressed in terms of 
conditional cap sigmas corresponding to combinations of F^. 
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But the expectation can also be expressed in terms of 
conditional cap sigmas corresponding to combinations of F. 
This suggests that certain relations exist among the condi­
tional cap sigmas. Such relations were explored in U.C.3. 
The conditional cap sigmas are also useful in deriving 
expected mean squares in the sample analysis of variance 
table for mixed model situations. But in many cases the 
expected mean squares can be expressed in terms of uncondi­
tional cap sigmas. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
the ordinary unconditional cap sigma expression of the 
expected value of a sum of squares of sample means to hold 
was given in Theorem 2.4. Of course, when this condition 
is not satisfied, the conditional cap sigma results can be 
used. 
As with the cap sigmas, the conditional cap sigmas were 
shown to appear as canonical parameters in a broad class of 
situations. It would therefore be of Interest if some 
practical interpretation could be attached to the cap 
sigmas. Such an interpretation was first discussed for 
unconditional cap sigmas by Cox (1958) in the case of the 
Latin square design. In Section II.D a formulation was 
presented by which the cap sigmas, both conditional and 
unconditional, can be made to enter into tests of meaningful 
hypotheses. 
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Examples illustrating the use of results developed in 
Chapter II were presented in Section II.E. In II.E.3 the 
expected mean squares and tests of hypotheses were con­
sidered for the missing observation analysis in a randomized 
block design. 
Chapter III dealt with some aspects of symmetrical p'^ 
factorials. In symmetrical factorials it is customary to 
partition interactions into (p - 1) degree of freedom 
effects. These partitions are useful in confounding and in 
fractional replication. The mean squares associated with 
the (p - 1) degree of freedom effects involve sample means 
which do not correspond to admissible sets of factors. Thus, 
evaluating the expected mean squares for these effects in 
terms of quantities considered in Chapter II can become 
fairly difficult. In Section III.B additional components 
of variation and cap sigmas were defineu for each (p - 1) 
degree of freedom effect. These quantities measure varia­
tion directly related to the effect under consideration. 
Relations among the new cap sigmas and those defined in 
Chapter II were derived in Section III.C. 
The cap sigmas corresponding to (p - 1) degree of 
freedom effects are useful in obtaining expected mean 
squares in fractional replicates and factorials with con­
founding. In fractional replication only a subset of 
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treatment combinations is observed in the experiment. It 
is generally recommended that the fraction to be observed 
should be chosen in some random manner. Random fractional 
replication was considered for a number of situations in 
Section III.D. 
In the first case the effects of interest formed a 
group generated by s independent effects (s < n). The 
fractions to be observed were chosen at random from the set 
of possible fractions in which a given set of effects was 
confounded with the mean. This was then extended to the 
case in which the parameters of Interest did not necessarily 
form a group and could include all main effects of the 
original set of treatment factors. For a general m/p^"^ 
fractional replicate in which gp^ treatment combinations 
were each observed r times (rg = m), the expected mean 
squares and variances of certain single degree of freedom 
contrasts were derived in terms of the quantities defined 
in Section III.B. If treatments interact with experimental 
material, then all tests are biased. Various tests of 
hypotheses were condidered for the case in which additivity 
of treatments with experimental material holds. For testing 
the effects of interest, an F statistic which consists 
of the ratio of the mean square for an effect over the mean 
square for the effect by replicate interaction provides a 
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test which is biased by the aliases. If g > 1 and r > 1, 
a combination of mean squares can be used in the denominator 
of the F statistic to provide an unbiased test. In this 
case unbiased tests of aliases and confounded effects also 
exist. 
In the last case considered, a procedure was used in 
which the fraction and the aliasing system of the parameters 
of interest were chosen at random from a certain subset. 
Conclusions concerning tests of hypotheses depend on the 
particular experiment under consideration. The nature of 
biases under additivity of treatments with experimental 
material was discussed for a 4/9 replicate of a 3^ 
factorial with g = r = 2. It was found that for some of 
the effects of interest the bias in a test using a calcu­
lated F = (effect mean square)/(effectxreplicate mean 
square) may be small depending on the relative sizes of 
certain combinations of interactions. For other effects 
a combination of mean squares could be used In the denomina­
tor of the F statistic to provide a test with very little 
bias. Various combinations of aliases could also be tested. 
Factorials with confounding were considered for two 
cases In Section III.E. In the first case levels of treat­
ment factors were not permuted and general results were 
given for situations In which total confounding was used. 
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If plot-treatment or block-treatment interactions exist, 
then the expected mean squares and variances depend on the 
particular confounding scheme used. If partial confounding 
were used, the expected mean squares and variances could be 
fairly difficult to evaluate. In the second case, levels 
of treatment factors were randomly permuted. This resulted 
in a random confounding scheme in the final experiment. 
Expected mean squares were obtained for the general case in 
which a number of effects were partially confounded. 
In Section III.F a general experimental procedure was 
outlined for the case in which some factors are sampled 
with replacement. Theorem 3.1 gives a cap sigma form for 
the expectation of a product of any two responses obtained 
by this procedure. This result should be useful in deriving 
expected values of quadratic forms under this modified 
sampling scheme. Possible extensions and applications of 
material in this section remain to be investigated. 
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